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Abstract
Water treatment by electrosorption is a topic of increasing interest in recent years due to the high
efficiency, low cost, small footprint and no secondary treatment required. Electrochemically
mediated adsorption, is one of the emerging electrosorption techniques. The great advantage of
this technique is its superb selectivity (>100), which allows selective removal of toxic or recovery
of high-valued target ions under low energy consumption, which is difficult to achieve by any
other water treatment techniques.
Firstly, to understand electrochemically mediated adsorption, theoretical approach has been
used. Models with hierarchical complexity have been developed in this thesis; ranging from a
physics-based equivalent circuit model to process-level lumped parameter model and eventually
to a full two-dimensional time dependent transport model, which allow focuses on different aspects
of the process (thermodynamics, kinetics and mass transport) and shed light on the mechanism of
competitive electrosorption processes from microscale to macroscale. The theoretical framework
also provides guidelines of designing redox active materials and optimizing operation conditions
to achieve high salt adsorption capacity as well as selectivity towards target micropollutants.
Secondly, we study the electrochemically mediated adsorption in practice. By setting up a
continuous flow experimental platform equipped with inline sensors, we developed methodologies
to allow real-time measurement of the salt adsorption performance as well as quantifying the
selectivity of the competitive electrosorption process. Asymmetric redox active electrodes are
designed, synthesized and characterized in the flow system. The experimental study has
demonstrated high salt adsorption capacity and ultra-high salt adsorption rate for brackish water
deionization; and more importantly, selective removal of organic acid for waste water remediation.
Finally, we extend the concept and methodology of electrochemically mediated adsorption
from surface based (heterogeneous) electrosorption to bulk adsorption/regeneration with
(homogeneous) complexation reactions. A theoretical framework is developed under flow-through
configuration, and applied to carbon dioxide capture/release, which is of great practical interest.
Improved reactor design has also been implemented and tested, which demonstrates the feasibility
of utilizing the flow-through reactor for electrochemically mediated carbon capture and
regeneration.
Thesis Supervisor: Dr. T. Alan Hatton
Title: Ralph Landau Professor of Chemical Engineering
Director of David H. Koch School of Chemical Engineering Practice
Thesis Supervisor: Dr. Martin Z. Bazant
Title: E. G. Roos Professor & Executive Officer of Chemical Engineering
Professor of Mathematics
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Water scarcity and pollution issues
The global water crisis has been a major problem in the modern world. Although 70% of
our planet is covered by water, only 2.5% of it is fresh, and the rest is saline and oceanbased. Even then, just 1% of the fresh water is easily accessible, with much of it trapped in
glaciers and snowfields. In essence, less than 0.02% of the planet's water is available to
fuel and feed its 7 billion people [1]. Also, according to the data reported by Mekonnen et
al in 2016, two-thirds of the global population (4 billion people) live under conditions of
severe water scarcity at least 1 month of the year and half a billion people in the world face
severe water shortage all year round [2]. Due to diversity of geography, climate, population
and regulation, some regions face more severe water problems than others. For instance,
1/3 of the people in Africa do not have access to safe drinkable water and 1/5 of the
communicable diseases in India are related to unsafe water sources. The fast continuous
growth of the world's population, industrialization and climate change have all imposed a
severe stress on the situation [3], [4].
Furthermore, due to human activities, water pollution has become one of the major
problems impacting the already severe water resources. Industrial wastewater from mining,
metal production and oil production containing heavy metal ions [5] and dissolved organic
compounds [6] are too often poured without proper treatment into rivers, lakes and
groundwater. Synthetic compounds, such as pesticides that are used in agriculture activities
and the increasing use of pharmaceutical compounds, such as antibiotics, hormones in
recent years has greatly affected the aquatic ecosystems via sewage discharge and improper
disposal [7], [8]. Recently pharmaceutical compounds and industrial chemicals such as
polyfluoroalkyl substances have even been detected in the drinking water in the US, which
has aroused great anxiety about the current water quality [9]-[11]. Lead leakage in the Flint
water crisis happened in Michigan in recent years in the US also exposed the fact of
government mismanagement and regulatory negligence in terms of monitoring and
protecting the municipal water. These emerging water pollutants, such as organic
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pharmaceuticals, heavy metal cations, metal oxo-anions and polyfluoroalkyl substances
have drawn great attention from regulatory agencies in the US and Europe [12]. The
shortage in clean water quantity and the concern of potable water quality necessitate the
development of more efficiency and cost effective means of water deionization and
remediation [13].
1.2 Water treatment methods
In order to produce safe water for drinking and irrigation, various water sources, quantified
by their total dissolved solid (TDS) amount, have been explored. For sea water and
brackish water, the typical concentrations of dissolved salts are 35,000 ppm and 1000 ppm
respectively, compared to a 500 ppm standard for municipal potable water.
Normally speaking, the process for producing potable water is divided into three steps:
the pre-treatment, deionization and post-treatment. And the most energy intensive step is
the deionization step. The aim of this step is to reduce the total dissolved solid in the source
water to about 500 ppm potable water level. It can be categorized by the type of driving
force that is used in each method, and roughly falls into the following three groups, thermal,
pressure driven (membrane) and electrochemical processes.
1.2.1 Thermal process
The thermal processes are widely used especially in seawater desalination, for example
multi-stage flash distillation (MSF) and multi-effect distillation (MED) [14]. Currently,
MSF and MED processes produce over one-third of the global desalination capacity [15].
In Multi-stage flash distillation plant, the saline water is flashed at multiple stages that are
countercurrent heat exchangers with the feed stream, thus a relatively high energy demand
is required to provide the latent heat and energy is by far the largest operating cost of MSF
plants [16]. Therefore, MSF distillation plants are often paired with power plants in a
cogeneration configuration. Waste heat from the power plant is used to heat the seawater,
providing cooling for the power plant at the same time. This reduces the energy needed by
half to two-thirds, which drastically alters the economics of the plant.
Multi-effect distillation is a distillation process used for seawater desalination as well. It
consists of multiple stages or effects. In each stage the feed water is heated by streams in
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tubes. Some of the water evaporated and this stream flows into the tubes of the next stage,
heating and evaporating more water. The advantages of this method compared with multistage flash distillation is that lower energy consumption is required and it can operate at
relatively low temperature while not requiring pre-treatment of sea water and tolerates
variations in sea water conditions [17].

1.2.2 Pressure driven (membrane) process
Membrane processes are classified according to the size of the molecules that they are able
to filter by the Nominal Molecular Weight Cutoff (MWCO) [18]. Therefore, these
membrane-based deionization systems require relatively high pressure as operating
conditions and the membranes count as a major capital cost. Pre-treatment of the water
source is usually required to remove organic compounds that may cause membrane fouling.
Microfiltration, the average pore size is 0.1 to 2 microns; and is effective to MWCO sizes
of 100,000 g/mol or more, which is able to remove sand, silt, clay, algae, bacteria, Giardia,
and Cryptosporidium. Water that is filled with particulates or organic materials can clog
membranes. Some water sources, particularly surface water, may need pretreatment before
passing through a membrane system in microfiltration.
Ultrafiltration, the average pore size is 0.01 to 0.03 microns and is effective to MWCO
sizes of 1,000 to 100,000 g/mol , therefore it is also able to remove viruses. Pre-treatment
is also need to avoid membrane clogging.
Nano filtration, the average pore size is about 0.001 microns or one nanometer; MWCO
of approximately 1000 g/mol or less, which means that it is able to provide nearly complete
protection against viruses, remove most organic contaminants, and can reduce hardness in
water. Therefore, source water must always be treated prior to nano-filtration, so that
particulates do not foul the membrane and limit its efficiency. Water with high iron,
chlorine, and manganese contents may also require pretreatment.
Reverse osmosis, the membranes that are used in reverse osmosis technically do not have
pores. Rather, the membrane allows water molecules to pass through it, but retains other
dissolved or suspended substances. By applying a large pressure on the feed water side,
RO reverses the natural tendency of osmotic flow, therefore water molecules flow from the
feed water to the other side of the semi-permeable membrane. Unavoidably significant
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amounts of energy are required in the RO process. Source water must nearly always be
treated prior to reverse osmosis, so that particulates do not foul the membrane and limit its
efficiency. The concentrated solution, becomes a brackish waste product that retains
contaminants, the proper treatment of which is also an important environmental topic.
Reverse osmosis is widely used in seawater desalination and high salinity brackish water
treatment [19].

1.2.3 Electrochemical processes
Electrochemical processes utilize electric fields to facilitate the movement of ionic species
in the water. One big advantage of the electrochemical methods is that they can operate
under ambient temperature and atmospheric pressure, which has less footprint, easy to
scale up and no need for chemical regeneration. The electrochemical methods also differ
from the thermal methods and reverse osmosis in that dissolved species are separated from
the feed water rather than removing the water from the feed water. This offers the practical
advantage of lower energy requirement especially in low concentration brackish water or
ground water treatment, below 5000 ppm (<100 mM), where the ionic species are the
minority compound in the water. Electrochemical processes include two main categories:
electrodialysis and electrosorption.

Electrodialysis. In an electrodialysis stack, multiple electrodialysis cells are arranged by
alternating anion and cation exchange membrane, which forms alternating feed
compartments and concentrate compartments. While a direct current voltage is applied
across the membranes, the negatively charged ions in the dilute stream migrate towards the
positively charged anode. These ions pass through the positive charged anion exchange
membrane, but are prevented from further migration toward the anode by the negatively
charged cation exchange membrane, which becomes concentrated with anions. The same
principle applies for cations at the cation exchange membrane. Therefore, the salt ions are
concentrated in the compartments alternatively and dilute streams form between them. It
has been used in water scarcity regions, such as Israel, to produce municipal water from
salty water. The limitations of ED are membrane fouling and high energy demands [20].
Shock electrodialysis is a newly developed technology in water deionization, where a
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porous media with surface charge is used to sustain surface-driven overlimiting current and
deionization shock waves in microscale pores near the ion-selective membrane. Shock ED
has demonstrated the ability to combine filtration, separation and disinfection with
deionization [21]-[23].

Electrosorption is another category of electrochemical water treatment method based on
ion adsorption in the electric double layer (EDL) of the porous electrodes. Here, we will
review two

of the emerging

techniques,

Capacitive

Deionization

(CDI)

and

Electrochemically Mediated adsorption (EMA).
1.2.3.1 Capacitive deionization (CDI)
CDI is an electrosorption technology of growing interest for removing dissolved charged
species from aqueous solutions [24], [25]. In CDI, salt ions are removed from brackish
water upon applying an electrical voltage difference between two porous electrodes, in
which the ions are temporarily immobilized by the electrostatic forces in the electrical
double layer. Producing freshwater at moderate costs for household applications and in
agriculture and industry from ground water is one potential application for capacitive
deionization.

CDI
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E

RO0
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-
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Figure 1-1. Comparison of volumetric energy cost of RO and CDI versus feed
concentration. Product concentration is fixed at 5 mM, water recovery of 50%,
productivity of 50 L/h/m 2, electrode surface area of 50 cm 2 , charge efficiency of 80%
[26]-[30].
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To compare the energy requirement of CDI versus RO, the volumetric energy costs (in
units of kWh/m3 ) of the two technologies are plotted under various feed concentrations,
are shown in Figure 1-1. The calculations are based on published process models for CDI
and RO [26]-[30]. Water recovery ratio is fixed at 50% and the product (desalted water)
concentration is 5 mM at a productivity of 50 L/h/m 2, electrode surface area of 50 cm2 and
charge efficiency of 80%. The dashed line is the thermodynamics minimum energy input
of based on Gibbs free energy of mixing. It can be seen that under a feed concentration of
30 mM, CDI is energetically more efficient than RO. And this concentration range matches
the salinity of brackish water and again demonstrates the benefit of applying CDI for
brackish water deionization and remediation.

Since the concept of capacitive deionization emerged in the 1960s by the pioneer work of
Arnold and Murphy [31], it has been developed tremendously over the past several decades.
A breakthrough in the study in the concept of electrochemical demineralization was made
in early 1970s by Johnson et al [32], where the theory of"potential-modulated ion sorption",
now known as Electric Double Layer theory (EDL) was identified as the actual mechanism
responsible for ion removal. A further study by Johnson and Newman describes the
development of a porous electrode model to analyze ion adsorption in porous carbons,
which concluded that the ion capacity of an electrode depends on the electrical capacity of
the double layer, the available surface area and the applied cell voltage [33].

Starting from the 1990s, research interest has been focused on developing an effective
carbon material for water deionization. Activated carbon fibers [34], carbon aerogels [35],
[36], mesoporous carbon [37], and carbon nanotubes [38] have all been widely studied as
electrode materials for the CDI cells. Carbon aerogel materials are particularly attractive
due to their monolithic structure, large internal surface area and good conductivity
compared with traditional systems using activated carbons.

The development of CDI architecture couples with the evolution of CDI materials [39].
The first and most widely used CDI cell architecture consists of a pair of porous carbon
electrodes separated by a space through which the feed water flows [36].The feed water
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flows perpendicular to the applied electric field direction. This architecture is often called
flow-by architecture. This architecture was first seen in the pioneering work of Blair and
Murphy in 1960 and is widely used for demonstrating salt removal and performing
fundamental studies of salt sorption on porous electrodes [40].

In the 1970s, Johnson et al. developed a cell in which the feed flow was directed straight
through the electrodes themselves and parallel to the applied electric field direction. It is
also called flow-through electrodes [32]. Avraham et al [41] discovered that flow through
electrodes allowed for faster cell charging relative to flow-by systems, with a time constant
at the order of RC, which can be derived from the transmission-line model. More recent
studies on flow-through CDI have utilized hierarchical carbon aerogel monoliths (HCAMs)
electrodes, which have unique bimodal pore size distributions to allow fast ionic transport
through the macropores at low hydraulic pressure and sufficiently high capacitance (>100
F/g) of micropores to sustain salt removal capacities as well [42], [43].

Another variation of the CDI cell architecture is the membrane CDI, which is first
demonstrated by Lee et al, in 2006 [44]. This architecture utilizes ion exchange membranes
on the separator side of each electrode. The ion exchange membranes have a high internal
charge because of covalently bound groups such as sulfonate or quarternary amines and
therefore allow easy access for the counterion and block access for the co-ion. The benefit
for adding the membrane to the CDI cell is the improvement of charge efficiency [45], as
the membranes block co-ions from carrying parasitic current and can increase the salt
storage in the electrode micropores [46]. In addition, the membranes can be tuned to have
selectivity between different ions of the same charge sign which provides another level of
tunability for complex multi-ion system [47].

Chemical charges immobilized on the porous carbon materials can play an important role
in the desalination performance, since they change the structure of the electrical double
layer and affect significantly the deionization performance (Figure 1-2. D). The chemical
charge can be introduced via the chemical immobilization of sulfonic groups or amine
groups within the micropores of the electrode materials [48], [49], or by the generation of
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carboxylic groups by chemical oxidation [50]. In recent experiments, it has been shown
that with the introduction of a positive charge at the anode and a negative charge at the
cathode, enhanced CDI (ECDI) performance can be achieved [50]-[52]. However, if the
electrodes are modified by the opposite charge, i.e. anodes are modified with negatively
charged moieties and cathodes with positively charged groups, an inversion of the CDI
process occurs. In the inverted CDI (iCDI) region, ions are desorbed from the electrodes
during the charging step and the cell effluent is a brine. Deionization only occurs during
the discharge process, where the cell voltage is zero [53]-[55].

More recently, battery electrode has also been applied to the CDI cell to form a desalination
cell (Figure 1-2. E-F). Sodium manganese oxide and a capacitive electrode (porous carbon)
in a single desalination cell is demonstrated by Lee et al. [56] inspired by the previously
developed desalination battery [57]. Such a hybrid CDI system enable high salt sorption of
31 mg g-. Lee et al have further utilized ion intercalation materials on both side of the CDI
cell, such as Prussian blue derivatives to achieve even high salt adsorption capacity.
Specifically,

sodium

nickel

hexacyanoferrate

(NaNiHCF)

and

sodium

iron

hexacyanoferrate (NaFeHCF) electrodes were used in two solution compartments
separated by an anion-exchange membrane for capturing cations, has achieved salt
adsorption capacity as high as 59.9 mg g- [58]. It far exceeds those of porous carbon
materials used in CDI applications, which is about 8 mg g-. The energy consumption of
the process is also quite attractive, achieved 0.34 kWh/m3 for 40% Na ion removal
efficiency [58]. However, one drawback of utilizing the ion intercalation based materials
for deionization and water reclamation is their slow charging kinetics. It typically takes 40
mins to 4 hour for a single charging step, which is much longer than purely capacitive
materials.
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Figure 1-2. Schematic of capacitive deionization in various configurations (A) Flow
between (B) Flow through (C) Membrane (D) Inverted (E) Hybrid (F) Desalination
battery. Adapted from [25] with permission.
1.2.3.2 Electrochemically mediated adsorption (EMA)
In contrast to capacitive deionization, which usually utilizes porous carbon electrodes, and
adsorbs ions within the electric double layer (EDL) due to electrostatic interaction [25],
Electrochemically Mediated Adsorption (EMA) processes are an emerging technology that
utilizes redox active (Faradaic) materials [59]-[61].With their high ion adsorption capacity,
fast kinetics and reversibility, redox active materials present a promising direction for water
treatment and remediation [25], [62]. Although both EMA and desalination battery utilize
redox active materials to enhance the capacitance of the electrodes by Faradaic reactions,
and they are both refered to as "pseudo-capacitive" materials in literature [63], [64], the
underlying mechanism is different between the two technologies. EMA is based on specific
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ion interaction with the redox active moieties that are immobilized on the electrode, while
desalination batteries are based on ion intercalation. It will be shown in Chapter 2 and
Chapter 5 that both techniques can be described by the Nernst equation combined with
proper ion adsorption isotherms (thermodynamics); however, the intrinsic different ion
adsorption mechanisms show drastically different charging rates (kinetics).

Beyond the high salt adsorption capacity, another requirement for electrosorption materials
in water remediation is selectivity. This is particularly important in chemical and
pharmaceutical industries, where complex, toxic charged ionic species are often produced
during chemical synthesis and catalytic processes, which imposes great environmental
concern if discharged without proper treatment. Selective adsorb charged target ions in the
micromolar range (due to its toxicity, hardness, high-value, etc) in the presence of excess
supporting ions is therefore vital however challenging for conventional adsorption methods.
Attempts have been made with electrosorption methods to achieve higher selectivity. Early
studies on capacitive deionization has shown selectivity toward Ca2+ versus Na+ and
explained the effect by the non-linear ion adsorption capacity of the EDLs [65]. Porada et
al also demonstrated a three-fold enhancement of K+ adsorption versus Na* with nickel
hexacyanoferrate electrodes [66]. Kim et al have shown a 13 times higher selectivity for
Na than for K+ and 6-8 times higher selectivity for Na+ than for Mg2+ and Ca2 + in the
electrolyte containing equal concentrations of the respective ions using sodium manganese
oxide as cathode [67]. By modifying activated carbon electrodes with a quaternary amines
surfactant, Oyarzun et al has shown a 6.5-fold selectivity for nitrate versus chloride ions
[68]. In 2016, Achilleos and Hatton [63] and Su et al [59] proposed the concept of
Electrochemically Mediated Adsorption, and firstly investigated the use of redox active
polymers as another approach for selective separation and water remediation, especially
for anion adsorption applications. The redox active polymers could be designed in the
molecular level to target on specific micropollutants, thus target anions were selectively
adsorbed onto the redox active polymers due to hydrogen bonding between the
cyclopentadienyl ligand and the target anions. The redox active polymer was able to
achieve a selectivity towards carboxylates versus supporting anions (perchlorate) to be as
high as 140. Su et al have further extended the concept to selectively remove highly toxic,
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ultra-dilute contaminants, such as heavy metal chromium and arsenic oxyanions and
achieved 100 mg Cr/g adsorbent working capacity in the presence of over 200-fold
competing salts [69].

1.3 Water treatment performance metrics
Standardized key performance metrics can facilitate the comparison between various
techniques that utilize either different electrode materials or operating architecture and
conditions and is essential for supporting future studies. Due to the similarity between
electrode materials and operation modes across the electrosorption techniques, the
performance metrics used in this thesis follow the well accepted ones in the CDI literature.
And detailed discussions on the metrics can be found in the review papers [24], [25], [30].

Table 1-1. Important performance metrics for electrosorption
Performance metrics

Units

Salt adsorption capacity, SAC

mg/g

Average salt adsorption rate, ASAR

mg/g/min

Charge storage capacitance, Cm

F/g

Charge efficiency, A

1

Specific energy consumption, SE

kWh/mole salt

Current efficiency, A

1

Salt rejection, SR

1

Columbic efficiency, 1c,

1

Water recovery ratio, WR

1

Productivity, P

L/h/m 2

Volumetric energy consumption, E,

kWh/m 3

Energy efficiency,ir

1

Selectivity, Sx

1
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Salt adsorption capacity
Salt adsorption capacity (SAC) is used to characterize the capability of the electrode
material to adsorb ions under certain conditions. At equilibrium, the system reaches its
maximum salt adsorption capacity (mSAC). SAC or mSAC is usually calculated by dividing
the mass of salt removal form the feed water by the electrode mass, yielding a unit of mg/g.
For a given operating condition, mSAC is a property only of the electrodes. Therefore, it is
a highly useful and insightful parameter in characterizing electrosorption performance of
the electrode. SAC can be used to characterize cell sorption up to a fixed pre-equilibrium
charging time, therefore it also depends on many cell components besides the electrode
materials. ci and cot denotes the inlet and effulent concentration of the salt, both of
which has a unit of mole/L, Pp denotes the flow rate during charging step, or equivalently
deionized water (product) flow rate, Msat is the mass of the salt (sodium chloride, 58.5
g/mol) n is the number of cells in the stack and me is the combined mass of anode and
cathode in each cell.
S tcarge(cin - Cout)>pMsait
dt
SA C-_______
_

n me
Average salt adsorption rate
mSAC gives a sense of how much salt sorption is possible by the electrosorption electrode,
while average salt adsorption rate gives the rate of salt sorption. It has the unit of mg/g/min.
mg referring to the mass of salt removed, g referring to the mass of the two electrode, and
min referring to the total cycle time. ASAR is often a combination of many factor, such as
cell architecture, charging time, electrode material, electrode thickness and should be
considered as a system property rather than an electrode property. The highest value of
ASAR is 2.3 mg/g/min as reported by Zhao et al., who used sub-equilibrium charging times,
roughly 300 micron thick electrodes and a membrane CDI cell architecture [70]. We will
show in Chapter 5 that, EMA electrodes based on redox active polymers developed in this
thesis were able to achieve ASAR as high as 5.8 mg/g/min.
tcarge(

ASAR =

-

CoutcPdt

nmCC
n e
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tcycle

Charge storage capacitance
The third important metric is the charge storage capacitance, Cm, a metric shared with the
supercapacitor community. This metric can be obtained from measured data for current vs.
time during charging and discharging. It has units of F/g. Although a material that exhibits
higher charge storage capacity tends to have a large ion adsorption capacity, they are not
equivalent, since one characterizes the storage capacity of electronic charge while the other
describes the ion storage capacity. And they are linked by a parameter called charge
efficiency. Where C is the capacitance of the electrode.
Cm=

C
n me

Charge efficiency
The charge efficiency characterizes the ratio between the amount of adsorbed ion compared
with the total moles of electrons transferred between the electrodes. <D denotes the
volumetric flow rate. It is a property of the entire cycle and must be less than unity. It
increases with higher charging and discharging voltages, and with decreasing feed
concentration.
ftcharge(cin - coutP dt
ftcharge Idt/F
The charge efficiency also characterizes the electrical energy consumption of the cycle.

Specific energy consumption
The energy consumption evaluates the energy input during the deionization process,
normalized by the amount of salt removed, and has units of kWh/mole salt.
Veii
c Idt
ftcharge
O-

SE =
f

tcharge(cin -

coutP)c dt

According to the definition of charge efficiency and energy consumption above, under
constant voltage operation, it is easy to derive that the product of energy consumption and
charge efficiency is a constant. Therefore, a higher value of charge efficiency leads to a
low energy consumption. Note that the specific energy consumption does not include the
energy recovery from the discharge step, which can be factored into the energy
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consumption calculation by SErecover = SEcharge - 77rSEdicharge - 7r is the energy
efficiency of the recovery process, and is typically assumed to be 0.8 [30].

Current efficiency
Current efficiency is the ratio of salt adsorption rate over current divided by Faraday's
constant. It can be used in steady-state CDI process such as constant current MCDI or
FCDI.
(Cin

- CoutIP

I|F

Salt removal efficiency
Salt removal efficiency is mainly used with constant current operation, or in batch-mode
to describe the relative decrease in salt concentration in the recycled feed when equilibrium
is reached. In the latter case, it is highly dependent on the operational parameters, including
the volume of water in the system.
SR=1- Cout
Cin

Columbic efficiency
Columbic efficiency is used as the ratio of output charge during discharging a cell over the
input charge. A value clearly below unity may indicate Faradaic reactions occurring in a
CDI cell.
ftdischargejId
c

0ftcharge

Water recovery ratio
This is also an important parameter that characterizes the ratio of produced freshwater
volume to the feed water volume. Op andcB denote the flow rates of the product
(charging step) and brine (discharging step) respectively.
f tcharge O pdt
PF dt

ftcycle

OP Atcharge
P Atcharge +cB
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Adischarge

Productivity
Productivity of the process can be described by the volumetric flow rate of produced water
normalized by the number of cells, projected surface area and the cycling time.
ftcharge (Ppdt
=o
P
n AAtcycie

Volumetric energy consumption
The volumetric energy consumption is similar to the specific energy, but instead of
normalizing by the moles salt removal, the denominator is the volume of generated product
water. This metric comes handy in term of comparing the performance of electrosorption
techniques with reverse osmosis, the energetics of which is usually reported in volumetric
terms.
tcharge

V 1n Idt

ftchargec

d

Energy efficiency
Energy efficiency of the process evaluates the consumed energy in comparison to the
thermodynamic minimum energy requirement.
F7 v,min

Selectivity
Selectivity is another importance metric for water remediation applications. Selectivity in
electrosorption materials can be achieved by either specific interactions with different ionic
species in EMA or by the ionic radius through tuning the lattice size of the ion intercalation
materials. The pairwise selectivity between two ionic species A and X are defined as
follows,
SAIX -qA,eq/qx,eq
CA,eq/Cx,eq

where q and ci denote the equilibrium salt adsorption amount and final ion concentration
in solution, respectively. For Langmuir isotherm, the selectivity is a thermodynamic
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property of the electrode, and can be further related to the binding energy of the
electrosorption material, i.e., SAIx ~ Kaad= e Asaad= e'A

eq,X--Ateq,A .

See 4.3.2 for

detailed discussions.

1.4 Material development for Electrochemically Mediated Adsorption
processes
As mentioned in Section 1.2.3.2 , Faradaically responsive (redox active) material is an
essential component to achieve both high ion removal capacity for brackish water
deionization and high selectivity towards target pollutants for water remediation. An ideal
material for electrosorption should have the following properties:
1) high salt adsorption capacity
2) high electronic conductivity
3) good reversibility
4) good electrochemical stability over the potential range of interest
5) fast charging kinetics
6) good wetting behavior
7) tunable selectivity towards target ions
8) facile preparation and easy to scale up
It is demanding to find a material that possesses all of the properties above. However,
polymer-based redox active materials with hierarchical structures have demonstrated
promising performance in all the aspects mentioned above, and therefore have huge
application potential in brackish water deionization and waste water remediation.
Hybrid redox responsive polymers have been developed by Mao et al. [71]-[73] in our
group. The hybrid polymer integrates a metallocene polymer, poly(vinyl ferrocene) (PVF)
with carbon nanotubes in a nanostructure, via a scalable, simple and rapid solution process,
The solution processibility of the polymer system relies on the fact that the cyclopentadiene
(Cp) rings of PVF exhibit non-covalenti t- Tr interactions with the sp 2-conjugated CNT
surface, leading to the formation of stable PVF-CNT inks. The pseudocapacitors were
obtained upon drop casting the PVF-CNT inks on carbon paper followed by solvent
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evaporation, as shown in Figure 1-3 (a). By tuning the weight percent of CNT in the hybrid
material, an optimum specific capacitance 335 F/g can be obtained, which is much higher
than either of the constituent PVF (57 F/g) and CNT (16 F/g). Figure 1-3 (b) also showed
the nano-structure have interconnected nanopores with a conformal PVF coating around
the three-dimensional CNT framework. The porous structure facilitated the electrolyte
diffusion while the CNT framework enabled good electron transport and thus easy
oxidation of PVF. It has also been found that the redox activity of electroactive polymers
with unconjugated backbones can be modulated systematically by tuning the ratio of CNT
to polymer via a facile and controllable solution process [73], which suggests a generalized
strategy to modulate the accessibility and utilization of discrete redox moieties to
simultaneously facilitate electron and ion transport processes.
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Figure 1-3. (a) Schematic graph of the solution process to develop PVF-CNT
pseudocapacitors; (b) SEM of the PVFo-CNT2o pseudocapacitor; (c) Specific
capacitance of PVF-CNT hybrids with different CNT weight percentage. Adapted from
[71] with permission.
Achilleos and Hatton [63] and Su et al. [59] have initiated the concept of Electrochemically
Mediated Selective Adsorption (or pseudocapacitive separation) by utilizing redox active
polymers as electroactive materials in water remediation applications for selective removal
of ionic species, such as carboxylic acids, which are commonly found in toxic charged
endocrine-disrupting compounds and as well as pharmaceutical and personal care products.
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The

Electrochemical adsorption experiments have demonstrated that ferrocene-

functionalized electrodes are remarkably selective toward nucleophilic organic functional
groups such as carboxylates, sulfonates and phosphonates; with separation factors >140
against common electrolytes such as C10- and PF- and the sorption is fully reversible [59].
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Figure 1-4. Electrochemistry of selective molecularly mediated pseudocapacitive
separation of ionic species in solution and cyclic voltammetry of the PVF/CNT (anode)
and PAQNACNT (cathode). Adapted from [63] with permission.
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Figure 1-5. Cyclic voltammetry of PVF/CNT (anode) and PMAECoCp2/CNT (cathode).
Adapted from [61] with permission.
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DFT simulations by Energy Decomposition Analysis (EDA) and Natural Bond Order
(NBO) have further indicated that the high selectivity comes from the specific interaction
(hydrogen bonding) between the electrode and the ionic species besides the normally
accepted electrostatic interaction concept.

Achilleos et al. [63] had utilized 50%/50% PVF/CNT electrodes as anode and polyanthraquinone (PAQ) with vertically aligned CNT as cathode, and demonstrated selective
adsorption of anion by the redox active anode and cation adsorption by the redox active
cathode. Su et al. have explored another redox active electrode as the cathode, such as,
cobaltocenium-based polymer [61]. The latter studies also show that the utilizing a redox
active cathode instead of platinum, pH swing in the electrochemical system can be greatly
impeded, which not only decreases the charge efficiency of the system but also deteriorate
the electrode performance after long time operation. The cobaltocenium-based polymer are
promising candidates for the cathode materials in EMA, although it is challenging to
synthesize in large quantities.

Conducting polymers, such as polypyrrole is another category of redox active materials.
Instead of relying on the charge transfer between the redox active moieties as in the redox
active polymer such as PVF, conducting polymers conduct electrons through the backbone
of the polymer. Also conducting polymers can be copolymerized with other redox polymer
and provide even higher pseudo-capacitance [74]. Moreover, the synthesis processes for
conducting polymers are facile and easy to scale up. This offers an alternative approach for
engineering materials for improving the electronic conductivity and for fabrication of
nanostructured polymer hybrids for EMA applications.

Another interesting feature of polypyrrole is that the dopant anions during the
electropolymerization process will change the ion adsorption behavior of polypyrrole [75].
By

synthesize

the polymer

under

large

surfactant anions,

such

as

sodium

dodecylbenzenesulfonate (DBS), the polymer will have the cation intercalation properties,
as indicated by Figure 1-6. Ren et al. also have utilized dioctylsulfosuccinate (AOT) doped
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polypyrrole as a cathodic material for electrochemically tunable hydrophobicity for organic
compound adsorption, which provides cation adsorption capacity [76].
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Figure 1-6. (a) SEM image of the PPy/DBS/CNT electrode. (b) Cyclic voltammetry of
PPy/DBS/CNT electrode at 20 mV/s. 0.1 M (1) TBABr (2) LiClO4 (3) NaDBSA.
Adapted from [75] with permission.

1.5 Scope of the thesis
This thesis focuses on using theoretical modeling and experimental (especially
electrochemical characterization) methods to design and engineer Faradaically enhanced,
electrochemically responsive systems that have high ion adsorption capacity and can
selectively remove target micropollutants in the charged state with applications in brackish
water desalination and waste water remediation.
The overall approach involves:
(1) Building models with hierarchical complexity to simulate and understand the interplay
between thermodynamics, kinetics and mass transfer of ionic species under electric fields
for electrochemically mediated adsorption processes (Chapter 2-4).
(2) Designing and synthesizing electrochemically responsive materials for anode and
cathode respectively,

for both deionization

and selective adsorption

of target

micropollutants (Chapter 5).
(3) Setting up a continuous flow platform with inline sensors to demonstrate and evaluate
the EMA technique (Chapter 5).
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(4) Combining the modeling and experimental approach to understand the electrosorption
process, utilize this understanding to optimize the operation conditions, explore new
operation regimes, and extend to new applications. (Chapter 4, 5, 6)

The following is an overview of the contents in each chapter:
Chapter 2 reviews models for (pseudo-)capacitive materials and their limitations and
proposes a model for the redox active (Faradaic) electrodes in electrosorption applications.
A physics based equivalent circuit model is developed and used to describe the behavior
of electrosorption during cyclic voltammetry under different scan rates. The simulation
results are also compared with experimental measurements to validate the model and
material properties can be extracted from fitting the model with experimental data.
Chapter 3 introduces the concept of Faradaic-CDI, by theoretically evaluating the redox
active (Faradaic) electrodes for deionization purposes. A new double layer model is
developed based on the Donnan model and Stern layer, via incorporating a voltage
dependent chemical charge into the electric double layer. A zero-dimensional lumped
parameter model is developed to describe the process dynamics of the charging and
discharging steps. The Fa-CDI model compares with CDI and enhanced-CDI, and
demonstrates the strength of utilizing Faradaically enhanced electrodes, including higher
salt adsorption capacity, complete reversibility and the tunability of point of zero charge
(PZC) through choosing different redox active moieties.

Chapter 4 further extends the zero-dimensional process model into a full two-dimensional
time dependent model for the flow-between configuration for target on selective adsorption
applications. The model is derived from non-equilibrium thermodynamics by incorporating
the effect of adsorption thermodynamics using the Langmuir isotherm and Butler-Volmer
kinetics for the activation of electroactive materials, as well as mass transport limitations
from diffusion, convection and electromigration. A detailed analysis of process time scales
linked to the choice of important dimensionless groups, provides insight into the limiting
steps in the competitive electrosorption process. A reduced order model is also developed
to facilitate estimation of the wave velocity and profile of the concentration front.
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Chapter 5 discusses the set-up of a continuous flow electrosorption platform that is used to
evaluation the performance of redox active materials in realistic flow conditions. The
system is equipped with inline sensors with proper calibration and data acquisition
frequencies to allow real-time measurement of the salt adsorption performance as well as
quantifying the selectivity of the competitive electrosorption process. Asymmetric redox
active materials are designed, synthesized and characterized by electrochemical methods.
The EMA materials are further assembled in the ion adsorption cell and evaluated for both
deionization performance and selective adsorption, using organic acid as a model target
compound.

Chapter 6 further extends the concept and methodology of electrochemically mediated
adsorption

from

surface

adsorption/regeneration

with

based

(heterogeneous)

(homogeneous)

electrosorption

complexation

to

bulk

reactions.

Both

thermodynamics (open circuit voltage) and kinetics (exchange current density) of the
electroactive species will be affected by homogenous reactions with high complexation
constants. The theoretical framework is developed for the flow-through configuration to
address mass transport limitations in the flow-between configuration, which enables a
much higher current density. The model has been applied to a particular case study of
carbon dioxide capture/release, which is of great practical interest.
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Chapter 2 Theory of electrosorption with Faradaic materials

2.1 Abstract
Electrosorption is a promising technique for brackish water deionization and waste water
remediation. Faradaic materials with redox activity have recently been shown to enhance
both the adsorption capacity and the selectivity of electrosorption processes. Development
of the theory of electrosorption with Faradaic materials can provide a fundamental
understanding of the electrosorption mechanism, a means to extract material properties
from small-scale experiments for process optimization and scale-up. Here, we briefly
summarize

an intuitive, physics-based equivalent circuit model to describe the

electrosorption performance of redox active materials, that concurs well with experimental
cyclic voltammetry measurements. The model can serve as an efficient and easy-toimplement tool to evaluate properties of Faradaic materials and help to distinguish between
the mass transport (diffusion) limited and electron transfer limited regimes in
electrosorption processes.
2.2 Introduction
As reviewed in Chapter 1.2.3 , Electrosorption with Faradaic materials has been a fast
growing area of research and development over the past few years, and has shown promise
for applications in low concentration brackish water treatment and waste water remediation
[69], [77], [78]. Unlike capacitive deionization (CDI), which works by storing ionic species
within porous electrodes through electric double layer formation [24], [25], [79], the
electrosorption activities of Faradaic materials derive from either specific intermolecular
interactions with polymeric redox moieties (electrochemically mediated adsorption, EMA)
[59], [63], [80] or crystal lattice ion-intercalation (desalination batteries) [81]-[83]. Since
both the EMA and intercalation materials rely on pseudo-capacitance enhanced by Faradaic
reactions, they will be jointly called pseudo-capacitive or Faradaic materials in this paper.
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Theory development has progressed along with innovations in electrosorption materials
and device configurations for water treatment applications. Over the past decade, in
particular, models with hierarchical complexity have been developed to describe the
electrosorption behavior ranging from the double layer (microscopic) to the device
(macroscopic) level. A relevant question what the proper model for the problem of interest
might be. Existing models based on one-dimensional and two-dimensional numerical
frameworks can be complicated to implement and require expertise in numerical
computing. For this reason, zero-dimensional models are of value for direct comparison
with experiments. In this paper, following a brief review of the of published electrosorption
models, we propose a new, simple equivalent-circuit model that incorporates both
thermodynamic and kinetic effects in electrosorption processes, and extract appropriate
physical parameter values from fits of the model to measured cyclic voltammograms.
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Figure 2-1. Timeline of theory development in (pseudo-)capacitive deionization
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Electric double layer (EDL) theory harking back to the age of Helmholtz in 1853 [89], was
improved by Gouy and Chapman (1913) in the early

2 0

th

century to take into account the

diffusive layer of charge in the electric double layer [90], [91] and further modified by
Stem in 1924 [92] to correct for the unrealistically high capacitances predicted under high
voltage. More recent developments in the theory of electrosorption began around 2010 As
surveyed in the timeline summarized in Figure 2-1.

Biesheuvel and Bazant [84] first incorporated EDL models with porous electrodes through
a mean-field volume average approach to take into account the electric double layer
capacitance of the porous electrodes and the solution resistive component within the pores.
This analysis established a bridge between the EDL theory and realistic applications in
water treatment and desalination by capacitive deionization.

Subsequently, Biesheuvel et al [85] developed a purely capacitive RC transmission line
model to take into account general Faradaic reactions in metal electrodeposition and
dissolution processes, without focusing on particular applications or contaminants. In
recent years, Biesheuvel et al. [86], [93] found that immobilized chemical charges on the
electrode surfaces might have a significant effect on the electrosorption process, and were
the first to incorporate chemical charge into the EDL model. Depending on the location of
point of zero charge of the materials, either enhanced deionization performance or inverse
behavior can be observed.

More recently, intercalation materials have been utilized for electrosorptive water
remediation. Smith has used the lattice (ideal solution) model to describe the galvanostatic
charge/discharge of nickel hexacynoferrate (NiHCF) at low C-rate in 1 M Na2SO4 but
kinetic polarization in his analysis[87]. Porada et al. [66] also avoided kinetic effects in
their

analysis of the OCV profile of NiHCF determined by galvanostatic intermittent

titration; the data were

described well by the Frumkin isotherm [66], [88], which is

equivalent to the regular solution model.. In 2018, He et al [62] published the first model
to take into account the thermodynamics of electrosorption processes enhanced by potential
dependent variable surface chemical charge modulated by a Faradaic charge transfer
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resistance to redox species immobilized within the pores of the sorbent. Here, we have
adopted this approach to give a physics based equivalent circuit model that can represent
the electroanalytical performance of Faradaic materials under high concentrations of
supporting electrolyte, as is typical in cyclic voltammetry experiments, where mass transfer
limitations on the migration of the mobile ionic species can be minimized and focus can be
placed on the charge transfer behavior of the redox active material itself.

2.3 Model of Faradaic materials
A great benefit of equivalent circuit models is that they are simple and intuitive enough to
interpret, because each circuit element has a clear physical meaning and can be well
characterized

by experimental

measurement,

such as

impedance

spectroscopy,

chronopotentiometry, etc. The equivalent circuit model we developed here to describe the
electrochemical charging and discharging process in Faradaic materials is shown in Figure
2-2, where CFdenotes the Faradaic (pseudo-)capacitance, RFdenotes the Faradaic charge
transfer resistance, Rs is the solution resistance, C denotes the double layer capacitance,
and Ri is the leakage resistance from parasitic reactions. In contrast to typical equivalent
circuit models where the value of each element is assumed to be constant, however, each
of the dominant circuit elements in our model is described by the underlying physics, and
therefore the model is expected to generalize better to a wide range of experimental
conditions than are traditional simple equivalent circuit models.
cc
RF

CTI

Rs

Figure 2-2. Physics based equivalent circuit model for Faradaic electrodes. CFdenotes
the Faradaic (pseudo-)capacitance, RFdenotes the Faradaic charge transfer resistance, Rs
is the solution resistance, Cc denotes the double layer capacitance, and Ri is the leakage
resistance that comes from parasitic reactions.
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In the system in which we are interested, the moieties on a redox active polymer such as
polyvinylferrocene are initially uncharged, but undergo a fast, reversible, one-electron
transfer reaction,[94] upon application of a positive potential such that their reduced state
is oxidized to the positive charged state,; an anion is then adsorbed through electrostatic,
intermolecular hydrogen bonding and other interactions to balance the charge [59]. The
electrochemical reaction for the electrosorption process is written as,
R -e-+ A = O-A

(2.1)

where R and 0+ refer to the reduced and oxidized forms of the redox moieties, respectively,
and A- is the targeted anion species in solution.

Each of the circuit elements can be described in terms physically identified variables, as
shown below.
The open circuit potential under given oxidation conditions is given by
RT
A#eeq = A4eqq + -ln
F

0A
RThEA+Q(1 2 0 )
-2)(.)
++-In
1-00 ,
F
cE,
F

(2.2)

where 00 denotes the surface coverage of the oxidized state or, equivalently, the state of
charge (SOC) of the Faradaic electrode, cA- is the concentration of anions in the solution,
and co = 1 M which is the standard reference concentration. The last term takes into
account the enthalpic interactions between the charged and uncharged states,. where Q > 0
indicates a repulsive force between the charged states and an attractive force between the
charged and uncharged states, which inhibit phase separation [96]. Note that Q is
equivalent to the parameter g in reference [66], [87] with the following relation

1-

~
RT

2

eg
2 kBT

When the enthalpic interaction is not important, equation 2.2 results in the familiar
expression for the Nernst equation with a Langmuir isotherm (ideal solution model).

The pseudo-capacitance can be expressed as,
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dQ
dV

FF dO0
dA#Xq

F21sch 2 F(A#,, - A#2
2RT
4RT

where l' denotes the total surface site density of the redox active species.

The kinetics of the electron transfer reaction are described by the Butler-Volmer equation
iF

0 exp (F(1;RT

7- exp -FaJ
I
RT

(2.4)

where the exchange current density is derived from non-equilibrium thermodynamics [96]
(see Appendix F ) to be.
io = kOFFsO4

ca e(1-a)(1-20o)

(2.5)

a is the charge transfer coefficient for the single electron transfer reaction, and
77 = A#E - A#E

is the overpotential that drives the Faradaic reaction. The activity of the

anions is defined as aA=

c/ c.

The Faradaic resistance is defined as
RF=7

(2.6)

Under small overpotentials, equation 2.6 can be linearized to give iF= OFrI/RT,
indicating that the Faradaic resistance is inversely proportional to the exchange current
O•I 0

.

density, i.e., RF

Both the leakage resistance and the double layer capacitance are assumed to be fixed in
value, since neither of them has a dominant effect on the electrochemical response under
our test conditions; they are included in the model for completeness. As a rule of thumb,
due to the lack of a purely capacitive charging behavior of Faradaic electrodes and because
parasitic reactions are insignificant, Ce should be small in value and Ri should be large [97].
The solution resistance Rs=0 due to automatic IR compensation from the control loop in
the hardware, as noted in the experimental section.
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The rate of change of state of charge is linked to the Faradaic current,

dOO
dt

(2.7)

-F

lFSF

Kirchhoff's current law can be used to relate the measured total current to the current within
the individual elements, i.e.,
I=

where IF -AF, I

+C

F

+)/RIc
Req

=

l

28)

A is the nominal surface area of the

electrode and v is the voltage sweep rate, in unit of V/s.
The applied voltage is simply the combined voltage drop across the solution,the pseudocapacitor and the Faradaic resistor,

V =I.R, +Aeq +

(2.9)

T

The time-dependent overpotential in any half-cycle in a cyclic voltammetry experiment
can be determined from
V =VO k v(t -to)

(2.10)

where the positive and negative signs are for the oxidation and reduction cycles,
respectively, and Vo denotes the potential at the beginning to of a given cycle.

2.4 Materials and methods
There is a wide variety of redox active materials that can be used for electrosorption
applications,

including conducting polymers,

redox

polymers, and

intercalation

compounds [80], [98]; in this study we used polyvinylferrocene (PVF), a redox polymer
with fast, reversible, one-electron transfer kinetics [94]. Rdox activity within this redox
polymer is modulated by an electron-hopping mechanism between ferrocene moieties since
the polymer backbone does not exhibit high electronic conductivity, but it has been shown
by Mao et al [71] that the electron transfer kinetics can be greatly enhanced by attachment
through n-n interactions of the PVF to multi-walled carbon nanotubesthat act as molecular
wires to facilitate electron transfer within the polymer layer.
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2.4.1 Materials
Polyvinylferrocene (PVF) was purchased from Polysciences. Multi-wall carbon nanotubes
(CNT) and sodium perchlorate were obtained from Sigma Aldrich. All chemicals were
used as received without further purification. Toray carbon paper with no PTFE treatment
(TGP-H-60) was purchased from VWR Scientific. Copper wire and copper tapes were
supplied by McMaster.

2.4.2 Electrode preparation
Electrode substrates were prepared by wrapping 1 cm by 3 cm swatches of carbon paper
with copper tape and wire as the current collector. Epoxy was used to mask the exposed
surface area of the electrode to the electrolyte to be 1 cm by 1 cm.
To prepare the PVF/CNT hybrids, we followed the preparation procedure outlined by by
Su et al [59], which has been demonstrated to produce electrodes with good redox activities
for electrosorption applications. Briefly, the PVF/CNT electrodes were prepared by the
drop casting of a mixture solution onto the carbon paper substrate. A stock solution A of
80 mg poly(vinyl)ferrocene (PVF) and 40 mg multiwalled-CNT was dissolved in 10 mL
anhydrous chloroform. A stock solution B of 40 mg of CNT in 10 mL chloroform was also
prepared. The two stock solutions were sonicated for 1.5 hours in icy water to dissolve the
polymer and disperse the CNTs. The PVF/CNT ink was prepared by mixing stocks A and
B in 1:1 ratio to obtain a 50%/50% by mass suspension of the PVF/CNT complex. The
mixture ink was sonicated for another 1.5 hour in an ice-bath to completely disperse the
redox active polymer with CNTs. The ink was then drop-cast onto the carbon paper
substrate by 50

L (equivalent to 1Ipmole of ferrocene units) and left to dry at room

temperature.

2.4.3 Experimental setup for cyclic voltammetry measurement
All cyclic voltammetric electrochemical studies were performed at room temperature on a
Gamry Interface 1OOOE potentiostat in a 10 mL BASi MCA cell in the three-electrode
configuration. A platinum wire was used as the auxiliary electrode and Ag/AgC (3M NaCl)
as the reference electrode (BASi), with a 1 M NaClO4 aqueous solution as the electrolyte.
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Automatic IR compensation was used to correct for the solution resistance during the
measurement, for which no prior knowledge was required; this protocol produced a
consistent voltage window across all scan rates throughout the measurement.

2.5 Results and discussion
The physics based equivalent circuit model was solved numerically by the DAE solver
ode15s in MATLB. A triangular voltage profile was used as input to the simulation of the
response of the Faradaic materials under cyclic voltammetry.
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Figure 2-3. Simulation results of the physics based equivalent circuit model under cyclic
voltammetry. Current response (a) and state of charge (b) versus applied voltage. Applied
potential has been shifted by the equilibrium potential Aeq = 0.3 V vs. Ag/AgCl. I'=
4 x 10~3mol/m 2 , ko = 0.4 s-1, Cc = 50 F/m2 ,

= -620 J/mol, R, = 0 l, R=

1 x 10s f, v = 100 mV/s.
Figure 2-3 (a) shows the calculated current response and Figure 2-3 (b) the dynamics of
the oxidation of the redox-active moieties (or the time-dependent state of charge) on the
electrode surface. The current response matches well qualitatively with the typical features
of redox active electrodes [60], [71], where there is a pair of distinct peaks near the
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equilibrium voltage of the redox active material. The anodic and cathodic peak current
intensities are identical but with opposite sign, indicating the reversibility of the Faradaic
reaction. Further away from the peaks, the current decays to a plateau of near zero. These
peaks and the diminishing current away from the equilibrium voltage distinguish redox
active (pseudo-capacitive) electrodes from purely capacitive materials, where cyclic
voltammetry usually shows a quasi-rectangular shape [99].

The fraction of redox moieties in the oxidized state, on the other hand, is similar to the state
of charge (SOC) in energy storage devices such as batteries. The different pathways for
SOC development with applied voltage show hysteresis during the cyclic charging and
discharging process, primarily due to the irreversible Faradaic resistance, without which
the cyclic voltammetry would be perfectly symmetrical for the forward and backward
sweeps.
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Figure 2-4. Electrochemical titration of a single nickel hexacynoferrate (NiHCF)
electrode in 1 M Na2SO4. (A) A constant current of 60 mA/g of NiHCF is applied for 118
s and current is set to zero for 60 s, alternatively. (B) The voltage at the end of the "rest"
period is constructed, which shows the equilibrium potential vs. electrode charge during
the charging and discharging steps. The data is fitted by Frumkin isotherm. Figure
reprinted with permission [66].
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Porada et al [66] utilized the Galvanostatic intermittent titration technique (GITT) with a
period of constant current followed by an open circuit step to allow relaxation of the
Faradaic resistance to the equilibrium voltage at any given state of charge between the
charging steps. As shown in Figure 2-4, the voltage at the end of each "rest" period was
used to construct the equilibrium voltage versus electrode charge curves and thereby
avoided the hysteresis phenomena associated with relaxation dynamics in their system
since the equilibrium voltage during the charging and discharging steps showed excellent
reversibility of the intercalation and deintercalation of sodium ions. The experimental
curve was described in terms of the Temkin (Frumkin) isotherm, similar to Equation 2.2,
which is a widely used correction for porous electrode modeling of sodium ion batteries.
Although the effect of Faradaic charging resistance is important in dynamic processes, to
date it has not been studied quantitively in the literature in electrosorption theories.
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Figure 2-5. Cyclic voltammetry of (a) experimental (b) simulation results under various
0.4 s-1, Cc = 50 F/m 2 , f = -620 J/mol, R, = 0l, R, = 1 x 10s

.

scan rates from 10 mV/s to 200 mV/s. Parameter values used for the simulation ko=

By incorporating the essential Faradaic resistance in the equivalent circuit model, we can
further simulate the cyclic voltammetry under different scan rates. The model input
parameters are ko, Cc, l and Fs, which denote the charge transfer rate (in exchange current
density) of the Faradaic reaction, double layer capacitance, the pair-wise interaction energy
between the charged and uncharged states and the accessible total surface site density. The
simulation results shown in Figure 2-5 match well qualitatively with the experimental data.
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A

Both the simulation results and the experimental data show an increase in current intensity
with scan rate in both the anodic and cathodic directions. Also, with higher scan rates the
voltage at the peak current moves outwards relative to the equilibrium voltage.
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= -620 J/mol,

I

In the fitting of the physics-based equivalent circuit model to experimental data under
various scan rates, the three parameters ko, C, lare assumed to be unaffected by the scan
rate, but r, is fitted to each individual data set. The best fit results (in a least-squares sense)
are: ko = 0.4 s-1, Cc = 50 F/m 2 , , and f = -620 J/mol. The simulation results for the
redox active electrodes using the fitted parameters are overlaid with the experimental data
at various scan rates, in Figure 2-6. It can be seen that-the model matches the experimental
measurements for medium to high scan rate (v > 50mV/s), where the electrodes exhibited
more symmetric redox activities during the anodic and cathodic polarizations. Under slow
scan rates (v ; 20mV/s), the anodic peak was more sharp than the cathodic peak, possibly
due to polymer reconfiguration when solvent molecules and ions are doped into or undoped
from the polymer matrix to balance the excess charge on the electrode [94]. Furthermore,
in all cases the simulated current after the redox peaks decayed more rapidly than the
experimental data, due to the symmetric behavior of Butler-Volmer kinetics near the
equilibrium voltage for a charge transfer coefficient of 0.5. Microscopic kinetic theories of
charge transfer, such as the Marcus theory, can be utilized to simulate the asymmetric
current response to better fit the data, which is worth further exploration [100]-[102].
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Figure 2-7. Total accessible surface site density of the redox species as a function of the
scan rate.

The extracted l' values are shown as a function of scan rate in Figure 2-7. The total
accessible surface site density decreased with increasing scan rate, indicating an electron
transfer resistance between the current collector and the electrode surface, which is
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consistent with a transmission line model with imperfect electronic conduction resistance
[97].
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Figure 2-8. Comparison of experimental and simulation results. The dashed line are from
linear fitting of the peak current from experimental data.

The experimental and simulated anodic and cathodic peak currents are shown to be linear
functions of scan rate (R 2>0.99 for experimental data) in Figure 2-8. This linearity is quite
interesting, since in past literature, peak currents of redox active electrodes were reported
to vary with scan rate to the 1/2 power [73], [103], attributed to the diffusional transport
of the electroactive species in accord with the well-known Randles-Sevcik equation for
cyclic voltammetry [104]. However, as discussed earlier, the current response of the
Faradaic materials is due to the voltage dependent density of oxidation states (or SOC).
Although the kinetically accessible surface charge is affected by scan rate due to imperfect
electronic conductance of the electrode, the current response is not likely to be limited by
the diffusion of mobile species in the solution, which begins and stays at a very high
concentration,(several molar) during the cyclic voltammetry measurements. To be more
precise, the thickness of the redox active polymer was estimated to be L=20 pm from cross
sectional SEM measurements of the electrode under a loading similar to that used in this
study [71]; the diffusion coefficient of perchlorate in aqueous solution is around
D=2 x 10-9 m 2/s [105]. The diffusion time scale across the polymer layer can be estimated
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to be L2 /D=0.2 s, which is much shorter than the polarization time even under the fastest

scan rate of 200 mV/s (~4 s) used in this study. Thus, we can rule out the possibility of a
diffusion limited response embodied in the Randles-Sevcik equation. This study therefore
is a strong evidence that for redox active (Faradaic) materials under high supporting
electrolyte concentration and thin film thickness, the charging process is limited by the
electron transfer kinetics, which only affects the accessible surface sites but not by the
diffusion of either the mobile or electroactive species. The linear dependence of peak
current with scan rate was also observed in experimental studies on poly(3,4ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT)-quinone conducting redox polymers [106], lignin
composite films [107] and a-zirconium phosphate nanosheet complexes with polyaniline
(PANI) [78]. Here, by incorporating experimental measurements with a physics-based
equivalent circuit model, we provide a satisfying explanation for the unique charging and
discharging characteristics of redox active electrodes, which clears the confusion between
diffusion limited and kinetically limited mechanism.

2.6 Conclusion
A physics-based equivalent circuit model has been developed that captures the major
physics of the redox active (Faradaic) materials for electrochemically mediated adsorption
applications

without

loss

of the

simplicity

and

intuition.

A

redox

polymer,

polyvinylferrocene, complexed with carbon nanotubes was studied here as a validation of
the model. By incorporating both a voltage dependent capacitance and charge transfer
resistance, the simulated results match well with the experimental cyclic voltammetry
measurements. The voltage dependent capacitance came from the thermodynamics of the
electrosorption process. A Frumkin isotherm (regular solution model) has been shown to
describe the process well. The voltage dependent charge transfer resistance can be derived
from Butler-Volmer kinetics from non-equilibrium thermodynamics. Cyclic voltammetry
experiments are conducted under high concentrations of supporting electrolyte, to allow
mass transfer limitations of the mobile ionic species to be negligible. Key parameters of

the redox active material can be extracted by fitting the model to the experimental data,
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such as charge transfer rate, total surface site density, etc. The physics based equivalent
circuit model developed here is simple enough to be implemented in the characterization
of other redox active systems and provides a quantitatively good understanding of the
Faradaically enhanced electrosorption materials, and can be a starting point for future
integration into process level models.
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Chapter 3 Theory of water treatment by capacitive deionization
with redox active porous electrodes

Adapted from [62] He, Fan, P. M. Biesheuvel, Martin Z. Bazant, and T. Alan Hatton.
"Theory of water treatment by capacitive deionization with redox active porous
electrodes." Water research 132 (2018): 282-291. Reprinted with permission. Copyright
2018, Elsevier.

3.1 Abstract
Capacitive deionization (CDI) for water treatment, which relies on the capture of charged
species to sustain the electrical double layers (EDLs) established within porous electrodes
under an applied electrical potential, can be enhanced by the chemical attachment of fixed
charged groups to the porous electrode electrodes, also called "enhanced CDI" (ECDI). It
has recently been demonstrated that further improvements in capacity and energy storage
can be gained by functionalization of the electrode surfaces with redox polymers in which
the charge on the electrodes can be modulated through Faradaic reactions under different
cell voltages in a pseudo-capacitive process that can be called "Faradaic CDI" (FaCDI).
Here, we extend recent mathematical models developed for the characterization of CDI
and ECDI systems to incorporate the redox mediated contributions by allowing for the
variable chemical charges generated by reactions in FaCDI. The lumped model developed
here assumes the spacer channel is well-mixed with uniform electrosorption in each
electrode. We demonstrate that the salt adsorption performance characterization of the
fixed chemical charge ECDI and variable chemical charge FaCDI materials can be unified
within a common theoretical framework based on the point of zero charge (PZC) of the
electrode material. In the latter case the PZC is determined by the equilibrium potentials of
the redox couples immobilized on the porous electrodes. The new model is able to predict
the experimentally observed enhanced and inverted performance of CDI cells, and
illuminates the benefit of choosing redox active materials for water treatment applications.
The deionization performance of FaCDI cells is shown to be superior to that of CDI and
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ECDI systems with equilibrium adsorption capacities 50 to 100% higher than attained with
CDI systems, and at smaller cell voltages, depending on the redox potentials of the Faradaic
moieties.

3.2 Introduction
Capacitive deionization (CDI) is an attractive technology for brackish water desalination
that has received increasing attention in recent years [25]. The benefit of CDI over the
current water treatment approaches such as distillation and reverse osmosis is that no heat
treatment and no high pressure pumps are required, and thus the operational costs for the
separation process are lower. In particular, for low concentration brackish water, in the
range between 10 and 50 mM, desalination techniques focused on removing the relatively
few ions in solution are energetically more attractive than conventional water treatment
methods that call for the removal of water from the salt-containing solution.
CDI technology is based on ion electrosorption at the surfaces and in the pores of two
closely spaced electrodes, commonly composed of highly porous carbon materials. When
the electrodes are charged, anions and cations in the saline water move towards the
oppositely charged electrodes (anode and cathode, respectively) to sustain the formation of
electrical double layers (EDLs) at the electrode surfaces, and are physically adsorbed in
the electrode pores by electrostatic interaction. The feed stream is thereby partially depleted
of the salts, or deionized. The ions can be released to a receiving water stream by a shortcircuiting the electrodes or reduction of the cell voltage, resulting in a concentrated brine.
The most commonly investigated CDI electrodes are composed of porous carbon materials
because of their extraordinary chemical, mechanical and thermal stability, as well as their
high surface areas on the order of 1000m 2 /g [50]. Activated carbon fibers [34], carbon
aerogels [35], mesoporous carbon [37], carbon nanotubes [38] and hybrid materials [108]
have all been widely studied as electrode materials for the CDI cells. More recently, it has
been shown that chemical charges immobilized on the porous carbon materials can play an
important role in the desalination performance, since they change the structure of the
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electrical double layer and affect significantly the deionization performance. The chemical
charge can be introduced via the chemical immobilization of sulfonic groups or amine
groups within the micropores of the electrode materials [48], [49], or by the generation of
carboxylic groups by chemical oxidation [50]. In recent experiments, it has been shown
that with the introduction of a positive charge at the anode and a negative charge at the
cathode, enhanced CDI (ECDI) performance can be achieved [50]-[52]. However, if the
electrodes are modified by the opposite charge, i.e. anodes are modified with negatively
charged moieties and cathodes with positively charged groups, an inversion of the CDI
process occurs. In the inverted CDI (iCDI) region, ions are desorbed from the electrodes
during the charging step and the cell effluent is a brine. Deionization only occurs during
the discharge process, where the cell voltage is zero [53]-[55]. A quantitative theory was
proposed by Biesheuvel et al. [86], [93] to explain these experimental phenomena.
Recently, another category of materials has been investigated in which redox active species
are incorporated within the porous carbon matrix. With these materials, electrostatic
interactions of salt ions with Faradaically-induced charges add to ions incorporated within
the electric double layers formed at the electrode surfaces to provide a much higher
adsorption capacity than attained in purely capacitive processes. This process, which was
called pseudo-capacitive separation in the original paper for energy storage applications
[63], is better identified as Faradaic capacitive deionization (FaCDI), a naming convention
we will use in this paper. These redox active ligands [59]-[61], [80], [109] can be
considered as variable chemical charges that depend on the cell voltage, as opposed to the
fixed charges which have been explored recently by the CDI community [48]-[51], [53][55], [110]. These hybrid materials can be prepared through the modification of the carbon
electrode surfaces with redox active polymers. Previous work published by Mao et al [71]
reported the design of hybrid polyvinylferrocene/carbon nanotube (PVF/CNT) materials to
increase the specific capacitance of the electrode. Su et al [59]-[61], [80] were the first to
apply this material for water treatment and further demonstrated the reversibility and
selectivity of these variable oxidation state electrodes for anion adsorption and can be
further used for protein separation [109]. Achilleos and Hatton [63] also showed that these
electrodes have significantly higher capacities than reported for conventional CDI
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technologies. Intercalation-based battery-like electrodes such as those prepared with
sodium manganese oxide (Nao.44MnO2) [81], [87], involve bulk storage of ions and exhibit
higher salt adsorption capacity compared with purely capacitive electrodes [56]. The salt
uptake mechanisms that rely on bulk Faradaic reactions are different from those governing
our redox active FaCDI electrodes which rely on surface Faradaic reactions and double
layer charging for their effectiveness; we limit our scope to surface functionalized redox
active polymer systems.
The model proposed by Biesheuvel et al. [86], [93] extended the classical theory of
electrosorption for microporous electrodes to include also the chemical charges
immobilized within the micropores by chemical modification or treatment; these charges
were assumed to be fixed in value. The theory was able to explain experimentally observed
adsorption enhancement and inversion performance due to chemical modification with
different fixed chemical charge polarities by nitric acid and ethylenediamine treatment [52].
The theory also predicts a new operating regime in which a higher equilibrium adsorption
capacity than provided by current CDI processes can be obtained by extending the
operation voltage window.

The FaCDI electrode materials share many common features with chemically modified,
fixed charge electrodes. The presence of the redox active polymers within the porous
carbon materials, provides immobile chemical charges (anionic or cationic ligands) at the
electrode-electrolyte interface that depend on the cell voltage. Specifically, for FaCDI
materials, in which the chemical charge is a result of the redox activity of the ligands, i.e.,
of Faradaic reactions, the charge is not maintained at a fixed value, but rather varies with
the cell voltage, as indicated by the Nernst equation,

4E kT
In aOx
A~eq -=Aeq
nen:j+31
ne

(3.1)

ared

where Aqeg 0is the equilibrium potential for the Faradaic reaction at the standard state, kB is
the Boltzmann constant, T is temperature, e is the charge of an electron, n is the number of
electrons transferred, and ao0 and ared are the activities of the oxidized and reduced
species immobilized on the electrode surface, respectively. CDI models that include the
variable chemical charge on the electrode surface have been proposed recently by
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Hemmatifar et al. [111] and Dykstra et al. [112]. The former included the equilibrium
distribution of acidic and basic groups within the carbon matrix as determined by the
equilibrium constants of the individual surface functional groups (pK's) in the absence of
Faradaic reactions. The latter study included the acidic or basic surface charge groups
generated in accord with the equilibrium constant of water dissociation (pK,) and water
reduction reaction; both models were used to explain experimentally observed changes in
pH.

In this work, we incorporate the effect of variable chemical charge due to general Faradaic
reactions of redox species immobilized on the electrode surfaces and propose a suitable
extension of the theory [86], [93] to explain the observed performance enhancement and
inversion behavior.

The model indicates the promise of increasing the salt adsorption

capacity through the use of FaCDI cells.

3.3 Theory
The FaCDI cell is assumed to be composed of two redox active porous carbon electrodes
separated by a spacer channel, through which a monovalent binary salt (e.g., Na+ and Cl-,
z+ = -z_ = 1) solution flows. The fluid is assumed to be well-mixed within the spacer
channel, and mass transfer limitations to the electrodes are ignored; these restrictions are
introduced to enable a focus on the ion distribution within the pores of the electrodes, and
can be lifted in an extended full two-dimensional transport model. Other CDI modes can
be analyzed as special cases of this model. A schematic of the model is shown in Figure
3-1.
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Figure 3-1. Schematic of a FaCDI cell, showing macropores and micropores. The charged
anode and cathode are red and green, respectively. The three different charge densities
Oionic> 1elec> chem are indicated for the different colored regions on the particles. In the

discharged state, since both the cathode and the anode are uncharged, the two electrodes
have very similar characteristics.

In accord with typical assumptions made in CDI models, the porous carbon material is
assumed to consist of two types of pores: macropores and micropores [84], [85]. The
macropores form free channels between the carbon particles and allow for the transport of
ions across the electrode, where electroneutrality is assumed, i.e., the ion concentrations
are related to the salt concentration byC+,mA = C-,mA = cmA. Electrical double layers are

formed in the nanometer-sized micropores distributed throughout the carbon particles
allowing for preferential adsorption of counter-ions and expulsion of co-ions. Since mass
transfer limitations are assumed to be negligible, the concentrations of ions in the
macropores are assumed to be the same as in the spacer channel. In the micropores,
however, the anion and cation concentrations are different, with the difference being
defined as the ionic charge within the solution, i.e., 0ionic = c+,mi - C-,mi.
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The modified Donnan (mD) model [85], [113], [114] is utilized to describe the EDL
structure within the porous carbon electrodes. In addition to the mobile ionic charge, 9ionic,
allowance must be made for the carbon surface electronic charge,

elecinduced

by the cell

voltage, and the immobile chemical charge, chen, associated with either fixed charge
chemical functionalities, or variable, potential dependent redox-active moieties. The mD
model is based on the assumption that the micropore diameter is much smaller than the
Debye length (the length scale of the diffuse layer) such that the EDLs formed along the
pore surfaces overlap strongly to yield an almost invariant electrostatic potential and ion
concentration within a micropore. The concentration of ions in the micropores can,
therefore, be considered to be volume averaged quantities, expressed in terms of moles per
micropore volume. Electroneutrality within the micropores is assured by the specification
that
aionic

+elec

0

+chem

(3.2)

The potential drop between the outside macropores and the solution within the micropores
is defined as the Donnan potential,

AOD.

The micropore concentration is related to the

concentration in the macropore via the Boltzmann distribution
cjmi = cAexp(-ZjAOD+ Patj)

(3.3)

Here, patt is a non-electrostatic attractive interaction term arising from the image charge
interactions within the porous carbon [113] without which the predicted salt adsorption
capacity can have unrealistically high values. Since the salt concentration considered here
is as low as 20 mM, where the ion crowding effect is still small, we will neglect the
attractive force for simplicity.
For a fully dissociated monovalent salt, such as NaCl, the equations for the Boltzmann
equilibria for anions and cations, the Donnan potentialA#Dand the total ion concentration
within the micropores Cionsmi= C+,mi + Cmi, can be combined [77], [86], [93], [113],
[115] to give
A4D =-arcsinh

cionsmi

0ionic

ionic+4c$
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(3.4)

2c

(3.5)

A second potential drop, Aos, across a nanoscopic Stern layer is related to the electronic
charge density aelec in the carbon matrix via a constant capacitance Cs, which is the
volumetric Stern layer capacitance in unit of F/ml, assumed in the literature [77], [86], [115]
to be in the range of 120 F/ml to 200 F/ml; it is attributed to the dielectric constant of the
solvent molecule and the material properties of the porous electrode,
Aqs$

*c
T

(3.6)
S

Both APD and Aqs in the model are dimensionless potentials, scaled by the thermal
voltage VT=

(=

0.0257 V at 250 C).

In addition to these two potential drops due to the accumulation of charges, an Ohmic
potential drop due to the ionic current passing through the electrolyte in the spacer channel
and macropores also contributes to the total cell voltage. The Ohmic potential drop is
,

assumed to be inversely proportional to the salt concentration CmA, according to Rn = "
CmA

where a is the charge transport resistance coefficient, which depends on the geometry of
the channel and porosity and specific area of the macropores.

The overall cell potential is then
1e1=(A)s

TA(3.7)

VT

VT

The electronic charge of the two electrodes should be balanced if we do not consider
asymmetric Faradaic reaction rates at the two electrodes, and thus
A mi,A 'elec,A

+ MCVmi,C

elec,C

=(I

For simplicity, the electrode masses me and micropore porosities vmi (defined as volume
per electrode mass) are assumed to be the same for both electrodes, i.e., mA = mc = me,
Vmi,A = Vmi,C = vmi , respectively [86], and thus so must be the concentrations of
electronic charges at the anode and the cathode, i.e.,

Uelec,A

- -elec,c.

The theory can be

easily generalized to allow for electrodes with differences in mass and porosity.
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The traditional enhanced CDI process (ECDI) relies on fixed charges within the micropores
that do not respond to changes in the cell voltage. This is not the case for Faradaic systems,
however, where the charge depends on the potential in accord with the Nernst equation
(3.1). The kinetics for generation of this chemical charge are assumed to be governed by
the Butler-Volmer equation. At the anode, a generic redox reaction is described as RA -+
+ e-. The reduced state RA has zero charge and the oxidized state OA a charge of +1;
one example is the ferrocene-ferrocenium redox couple as described in ref. [59]. The
OA

chemical charge on the anode, ochem,A, is thus equivalent to the concentration of oxidized
moieties. The total number of chemical ligands within the micropore, including both
the reduced and oxidized states, F, can be estimated from the surface site density, s, and
OA

specific surface area, a, i.e., via Fv =Fa. The concentration of functional groups in the
reduced state is thenCRA =

-

Uchem,A.

The rate of generation of the charged Faradaic

species is given in terms of these quantities by the generalized Frumkin-Butler-Volmer
equation [85],
RF =kR,Achem,A

RF

ex(

]O,

A

v

chem,A)exp

(3.9)

is defined to be positive for the reduction reaction and negative for oxidation. Since the

immobilized redox moieties are at atomic distance from the electronically conductive
electrode, it is the Stern layer voltage drop A 5 s that contributes to the activation barriers,
assuming there is no diffuse charge contribution. Therefore, in contrast to the empirical
Butler-Volmer equation, which attributes the total driving force to the voltage drop
between the electrode surface and the electrically neutral bulk solution, Equation (9) is
applied just across the Stern layer [116], [117]. The charge transfer coefficients are
assumed to be aR = ao =

2

for the single electron transfer reaction, and kR,A and ko,A are

kinetic rate constants for the reduction and oxidation reactions, respectively, at the anode.
At equilibrium, the potential drop across the Stern layer, AqIs,eq,A, is related to the chemical
chargeattheanode.IfA

Seq,A is the

standard state, equilibrium potential of the redox

couple, where the activities of the activated and neutral states of the chemical moieties are
equal, i.e., cUhem,A= F

-

Uchem,A =

, then,
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A4 A =g

orS~if e
AOSA +

,
chem,A , =v

v

qA =
;,eqA

ln(K)=-n

KA

(3.10)

UchemA
-

UchemA,

(3.11)

kRA
kAJ

which recovers the Nernst equation in (3.1).

For a symmetric cell, the cathode is modified with a redox active polymer which undergoes
the Faradaic reaction Oc + e- -+ Rc during the charging process. The oxidized state is
charge neutral and the reduced state has a negative charge of -1. If the equilibrium potential
of the redox couple at the cathode has the same magnitude but opposite polarity as the
couple at the anode, then the equilibrium constant Kc = K
Uchem,A= ~-chem,C.

Since it has been assumed that elec,A

=

, and at equilibrium,
-elec,C,

the ionic charge

within the micropores of the two electrodes should also balance, such thatuionic,A
-ionic,c-

=

Similarly, the Stern layer voltage drop, As, and Donnan potential, A#D, at the

anode and the cathode have the same magnitudes but are of opposite sign. Thus, for the
purposes of this analysis, we can focus on the anodic variables, and readily derive the
results for the cathodic system using the symmetry conditions.

On combining equations (3.1) to (3.4), (3.6) to (3.8) and (3.10), and recognizing that the
ionic current is zero at equilibrium, we can express the overall cell potential in terms of
Uchem,A,
cell

2VT

where

D,A =

S,A

lnK

chem,A

Sv

Uelec,A = csv
F

- uchem,AJ

ln (KA
\

cchem'A

Fy-aYchem,A/)

concentrations within the micropores,

.

+ arcsinh

0chem,A + Oelec,A1(3.12)
2 Csalt

This equation allows for the equilibrium

ionsmi,

to be obtained at various cell potentials,

from which the equilibrium salt adsorption capacity, i.e. eqSAC, can be determined,
defined as the total mass of salt within the micropores per unit mass of the electrodes [86]:
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eqSAC= cions,miMAVmi,A

M

1

2m

Cionsmivmi,A

w

(3.13)

A

where each electrode has mass mA (since symmetric electrodes have been assumed) and
M, is the molar mass of salt (sodium chloride). For practical operations, the working salt
adsorption capacity (wSAC) [25] is defined as mg salt removed per gram of the combined
electrodes and is the difference between the equilibrium salt capacities at the end of the
charging and the discharge operations, respectively. Thus,
2eqSAC= Acions,mivmi,A Mw

wSAC=

(3.14)

This is the quantity of interest when the effectiveness of CDI operations is evaluated.
The dynamic adsorption-desorption cycles can also be simulated to provide further insight
into the effects of chemical modification (variable or fixed chemical charge) on the
operational performance of the cell. The simple model assumes again that the spacer
channel is well mixed and the ion concentrations in the macropores and in the spacer
channel are the same as cmA. The concentrations of the inflow and outflow streams are cin
and cmA, respectively.

A mass balance over the CDI cell gives
tot

(3.15)

dt "A=<bic - cmA) 2 ons,A + ions,c)

where Vtot is the volume of the spacer channel and macropores, D is the stream flow rate
through the cell, and the residence time r = Vtot /P. The ionic flux, Jion,,i (i = A, C), is
from the macropores to the micropores. For the anode, Jions,A can be related to the rate of
salt concentration change within the micropores by
dciofls~niA

dt

mavmi,A

-1(.6
ions,A

(3.16)

The rate of generation of chemical charge is related to the Faradaic reaction kinetics
described in equation (3.9).
duchem,A

dt

= -RF,A
-
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F,

(3.17)

The volumetric rate constant,

can be estimated from the intrinsic rate constant, kit,

kRA,

the specific area, a, and the electrode mass,mA. For the oxidation rate constant, we have
koA :-kRA
For electrodes with no Faradaic reactions, the electronic current passing through the
external circuit equals the ionic current passing through the electrolyte in the spacer
channel and macropores, and the magnitude of each is defined as the total current. With
Faradaic reactions at the electrode, however, the total current, I, is related to the changes
in electronic charge due to the development of the double layer and the Faradaically driven
chemical reactions (but is not affected by fixed charges on the micropore surfaces) and thus
is equivalently related to the rate of change of the ionic charge:
I
mAv

_ duelec,A -RF
AF

dt

A

drolc'A

'

(3.18)

dt

Then, the cell potential can be written as
Veell = -2arcsinha ionic,A -2

V) 2c% VA Cs

ionic,A +chem,A

)F

Ia

(3.19)

rc

Equations (3.15) to (3.19) and equation (3.5) can be combined to generate a set of
differential-algebraic equations for the description of the adsorption behavior within a
symmetric cell.

Table 3-1. Parameter settings used in model calculations
Parameter
cin
Cs

Value

Unit

Description

20x 10-3

M

Inlet salt concentration

170
1

F ml-'
g

Volumetric Stern layer capacitance'

ml/g

Mass of each electrode
Micropore volume per electrode massi

1.97 x 10-6

f mol ml-

Charge transport resistance coefficient'

I;
Mw

0.4
58.5

M
g mol-'

Volumetric density of chemical charge
Molar mass of NaCl

Vtot
<1

7.605
0.475

ml
ml s-1

Volume of the spacer channel and macropores
Solution flow rate

me
Vmi

0.507

a

IThese

parameters are taken from [86].
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T

kR,A

16
1.97

s
s-1

Residence time
Kinetic rate constant for the reduction reaction

3.4 Results and discussions
The model developed in this work for the description of ion distributions in porous carbon
electrodes under both equilibrium and dynamic conditions is used here to assess the
enhancement in CDI performance afforded by the functionalization of the micropores with
redox-active moieties whose charge can be modulated by the cell voltage. We compare the
results for standard CDI with those for both enhanced (fixed charge) EDCI and
Faradaically mediated FaCDI processes. Inverted deionization scenarios are also explored.
The results discussed here are based on a symmetric two-electrode cell, with the same mass,
micropore volume and chemical charge (albeit of opposite sign on the cathode relative to
the anode) for each electrode, although the model can be easily extended to asymmetric
cases. For the calculations, which are based on 1 g of electrode mass me and a value of
0.507 mL/g for the micropore volume, vmi, the capacitance of the electrode CS is set at 170
F/ml. The parameters used in the model calculations are summarized in Table 3-1. The
concentration 1 of either the fixed charges or the redox groups on the functionalized
electrodes is assumed to be 0.4 M at each electrode, which is a reasonable estimate for
AS,eq,A

porous electrodes. The equilibrium constant is determined from KA = e

VT

Equilibrium anion salt adsorption results determined at AOsPeq,A = 0.1 V andAcsPeq,C
-0.1 V are shown in Figure 3-2. In Figure 3-2(a), the ion concentrations in the micropores
(CionsmiA)

of the FaCDI electrode with variable chemical charge

-Uchem,C(Vcel))

are compared with the micropore concentrations in electrodes with no

chemical charge (Uchem,A
-Cchem,C=

(Uchem,A(Vcell)

~Uchem,C

=

0) and with fixed chemical charge (Cchem,A=

0.4 M). For the unmodified electrodes, the salt adsorption capacity is

symmetric, depending only on the absolute magnitude of the cell voltage. At 0 V, the salt
adsorption is at its minimum value of 2mA, corresponding to the initial salt concentration
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in the spacer channel. When the charge of anions and cations exactly compensate each
other, 0 ionic =0 the electrode is said to be at the point of zero charge (PZC).
1.5
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FaCI

AV
CDI
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0.0

-1.0
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0.5
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-
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1.0
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Figure 3-2. (a) Equilibrium concentration within micropores cions,mi,A at various cell
voltages for FaCDI (Apog"

0.1 V) CDI and ECDI. (b) Charge distributions within

the micropores with changes in cell potential for FaCDI

Upon application of a positive cell potential, anions are preferentially adsorbed at the anode

and cations at the cathode, and hence ion concentration increases with Veeli1. For the
electrodes modified with a fixed chemical charge, the PZC shifts towards a negative
voltage of -0.45 V. Thus, since counter-ions to these fixed charges are required to maintain
electroneutrality in the absence of an external potential (Vcell = 0 V), the ion concentration
is not at its minimum value. Indeed, a negative cell voltage of -0.45 V (PZC) is required to
desorb the counter-ions fully and achieve a minimum ion concentration. It is of interest to
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note that, for the chemically modified electrodes, there are two PZCs [93], one
corresponding to Uionic = 0, at -0.45 V (which is also the potential at which the minimum
ion concentration of cmA is found), and the other to ueiec = 0, which occurs at around 0.15
V (not shown in Figure 3-2(a)) for the electrode modified with fixed chemical charge at
0.4 M. We refer to the former as the PZC in the following discussion.

Figure 3-2 (a) shows that with variable chemical charge, the ion concentration in the
micropores exhibits an asymmetric behavior around 0 V (PZC). Initially, at 0 V, most of
the redox active ligands are in their reduced state, and

chem

is small (at around 0.0074 M).

Upon application of a positive cell potential, which drives the anodic Faradaic reaction
towards oxidation, ion concentration increases with an increase in the value of ionic

caused by both the double layer charging process and the increased achem induced by the
Faradaic reactions. When the cell potential is above 0.65 V, the ion concentration
approaches that of the case with fixed chemical charges, because the cell voltage is well
above the equilibrium potential window of the redox couples at both the anode and the
cathode (As eg,A-

AOseqc

= 0.2 V), the redox active ligands are almost completely

oxidized at the anode and completely reduced at the cathode, and both charged states
approach the maximum value rv = 0.4 M, as shown for the anode in Figure 3-2(b). When
the cell voltage becomes more negative, however, the Faradaic reactions responsible for
generating cation ligands at the anode and anion ligands at the cathode do not proceed, and
thus the ion concentration curve looks similar to that of the unmodified electrodes.
The potential windows required to bring the ion concentration in the micropores from its
minimum level of almost zero to 0.7 M are shown for the three cases of CDI, ECDI and
FaCDI in Figure 3-2(a), where it is clearly evident that the use of variable charges in the
FaCDI case allows for performance similar to that of the other systems at much lower
operating potentials. The effects of the potential operating window on wSAC, determined
from the differences in ion concentration at the charging and discharge potentials, for the
unmodified electrode (classical CDI), modified electrodes with fixed chemical charge
(enhanced CDI and extended CDI) and redox active electrodes with variable chemical
charges (FaCDI) are summarized in Table 3-2. For a typical CDI operating window, i.e.
charging at Vch

=

1.2 V and discharging at Vdich
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=

0 V, the wSAC value for the

unmodified electrodes (classical CDI) is 12.5 mg/g. For an electrode material modified
with a fixed chemical charge (enhanced CDI), wSAC, is predicted to be 14.6 mg/g, which
is about 20% higher than that for the classical CDI electrode, because at 0 V, there is still
significant ion retention to balance the fixed charges on the electrode surfaces, even though
the electrical charges are zero. When the discharge potential is extended to -0.45 V (ECDI),
the equilibrium SAC reaches 18.2 mg/g, about 50% higher than for the unmodified
electrodes. These results correspond well with values reported in the literature [52], [86],
[93]. For the FaCDI electrodes with variable chemical charge, the wSAC value is predicted
to be 18.2 mg/g, which is as high as the result predicted for the ECDI case, but with a
smaller operating window (1.2 V for FCDI vs 1.65 V for ECDI) and therefore lower energy
consumption. The reason for this difference is that with the redox active electrodes, the
chemical charges are generated by the Faradaic reaction, a reversible process such that
when the electrodes are discharged at 0 V, the activated chemical moieties revert back to
their original uncharged state, and the ions are almost completely released from the
micropores. This will not work for the electrode modified with fixed chemical charge,
which must be balanced by a significant equivalent ionic charge even in the absence of an
applied cell voltage.

For FaCDI cells designed specifically for selective ion separation processes, the preferred
adsorption of targeted ions relative to an excess of the supporting electrolyte relies on
augmentation of the electrostatic interactions by specific bonding with the charged redox
species [59]. For these FaCDI electrodes, where the selectivity of the electrode material is
an important factor, molecular discrimination can be achieved by careful choice or design
of the redox active ligands in the polymers. The operating window required to activate/deactivate the redox polymers should exceed the equilibrium potentials of the redox couples
by a few thermal voltages (VT= 0.0257 V at 25°C), and should be as narrow as possible
to reduce energy expenditures during the adsorption/desorption swing. Typically, for
appropriate redox couples, this voltage swing is well below 1.2 V, as noted in Figure 3-2(a).
With the charging potential at 0.6 V and discharge at 0 V, the Faradaic reactions contribute
an additional 100% to the total adsorption capacity relative to the capacity obtained with
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conventional CDI over a similar potential swing. This number could be even higher for
FaCDI electrodes with higher mass loadings of the redox polymers on the electrodes.

Table 3-2. Equilibrium SAC for various types of electrodes
Type
Electrode

Classical CDI
Uchem = 0

Enhanced CDI
0chem,A= 0.4

FaCDI
s eq,A= 0.1V

Inverted FaCDI
A0 eg,A

PZC (V)

0

-0.45

0

Vch(V)

mSAC(mg/g)

1.2
12.5

1.2
14.6

1.2
18.2

= -0.3 V
-0.45
1.2
14.6

Vch(V)
mSAC (mg/g)

0.6
5.27

0.6
7.13

0.6
10.65

-0.45
-3.55

Up to this point, the equilibrium potential of the redox couple at the anode was set to
As eq,A =

0.1 V, and thus most of the redox groups were in their uncharged state at Vcei =

0 V. When positive cell voltages are applied to the cell, a performance enhancement is
observed due to the changes in chemical charge following Faradaic reactions. For a redox
couple at the anode with an equilibrium potential lower than 0 V the results are different,
however, since most of the redox active ligands will already be charged at positive cell
potentials. This is evident from Figure 3-3(a), where the ion concentration dependence on
Vcei is

shown for AMs eq,A = -0.3 V. The corresponding charge and salt concentrations

within the micropores are shown in Figure 3-3(b). In Figure 3-3(a), it can be noted that,
above 0 V, the redox active ligands are already completely charged, and the salt
concentration in the micropores is as high as in the case with the fixed chemical charge,
i.e., for the ECDI system. Therefore, within the same operating window between 1.2 V and
0 V, the equilibrium SAC for the FaCDI system at 14.6 mg/g is the same as for enhanced
CDI (ECDI) with fixed chemical charge. However, if the charging voltage is set at -0.45
V, the micropore concentration at the end of the charging step is lower than at the beginning
of this process, and an inverted operating regime is observed. This shows that ions in the
micropores are expelled from the pores during charging, and adsorption only occurs during
discharge, when the cell voltage returns 0 V. This regime is also evident for modified
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electrodes with a fixed chemical charge, which is a special case in which the equilibrium
potential of the charged ligand is more negative than the cell operating potential. Thus an
adsorption enhancement is observed when Vch is above 0 V and the inversion performance
is observed when Vch below 0 V.
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Figure 3-3. (a) Equilibrium concentration within micropores (ions,mi,A) at various cell
4
eq,A = -0.3 V), CDI and ECDI. (b) Charge distributions
voltages for FaCDI (AMs

within the micropores with changes in cell potential for FaCDI
In summary, enhanced CDI with a fixed chemical charge and the two case studies of FaCDI
with APs eq,A = 0.1 V and A#s eq,A

=

-0.3 V which has potential-dependent variable
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chemical charges generated from the Faradaic reactions, demonstrate that the various
operating phenomena, such as performance enhancement or inversion in ECDI and FaCDI
cells can be unified by examining the point of zero charge (PZC) of the electrode materials.
As long as the distance between the charging potential Vch versus 2PZC (considering two
electrodes for the symmetric cell) is greater than the distance between the discharge
potential Vdish versus 2PZC, an enhanced performance will be achieved, and if the former
is less than the latter, inverse behavior will be observed. However, for the ECDI cells with
fixed chemical charge, the PZC is completely determined by the chemical charge density
F, while for FaCDI materials, the PZC is affected by bothTr and the equilibrium potential
of the redox couple (for generating the chemical ligands) , which shows that one advantage
of choosing FaCDI materials is that they can provide a route to tuning of deionization
performance in CDI processes through electrochemical modification.
The discussion thus far has focused on the equilibrium distribution of ions between the
macro- and micropores under different charging conditions for the CDI, ECDI and FaCDI
systems. The rates at which the adsorption and desorption occur are of interest for practical
applications of capacitive deionization processes as these determine the working capacities
of the electrodes. We now compare the performances of different electrode materials under
the assumption of well-mixed fluids and no mass transport limitations from the flowing
fluid to the micropores for a feed concentration of cin = 20 mM. The total volume of the
spacer channel and macropores is taken to be fifteen times the volume of the micropores
in each electrode, i.e.,

tot

meVmi

-

15, while the residence time used in the calculations is r

_vtot = 16 s. The rate constant kR,A is 1.97 s-1 and ko,A = kRA/KA.The charge transport
resistance coefficient a is assumed to satisfy amevmil=- 10-6 f. mol [86]. The charging
cycle is from 0 to 100 s at 0.6 V, and the discharge occurs at 0 V over the period 100 to
200s.
The dynamic simulation results are plotted in Figure 3-4, from which it is clear that, for
= 0.6 V, the effluent salt concentration drops significantly due to the electrostatic
interactions with electrodes in the classical CDI and enhanced CDI with either fixed or
Vch

variable chemical charges. The ECDI case shows slight improvement in the salt removal
from the feed stream, while in the FaCDI process with the redox active ligands, the salt
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adsorption performance is enhanced dramatically due to the collaborative generation of
charged species during the Faradaic reactions. These results corroborate reported
experimental observations with fixed chemical charges on the electrodes [48]-[51], [53][55], [110]. After 100 s, the desorption process begins with a decrease in the cell voltage
to zero. The ions adsorbed in the micropores are released to the spacer channel, and thus
the salt concentration in the effluent initially increases significantly, eventually leveling off
to the inflow concentration when the desorption process is completed.

The reversible and almost complete charging and discharging of the chemical ligands
during the FaCDI adsorption-desorption cycle contribute to the enhancement of the wSAC
relative to the ECDI case with fixed chemical charge, as shown in Figure 3-5(a). During
the charging step, the redox active chemical ligands are activated and approach their
maximum concentration of 0.4 M at the end of this portion of the cycle. During discharge,
the redox moieties relax to their neutral state, and as electronic charges pass through the
external circuit, ions in the micropores are repelled almost completely to the spacer channel.
For the ECDI case, however, the fixed charges remain even as the cell potential drops to 0
V, and thus incomplete expulsion of the ions occurs during the discharge phase of the
sorption/desorption cycle. For this reason, the area under the effluent concentration vs time
curve for the desorption step in the FaCDI case is greater than that for ECDI with its fixed
chemical charges. The anion and cation concentrations in Figure 3-5 (b) exhibit similar
trends for the FaCDI and ECDI cases, where anions are preferentially adsorbed during the
charging step and released during discharge. However, for the redox active FaCDI
electrode, almost all the anions are released and the ion concentration within the
micropores reverts to its initial value at the beginning of the charging step; for the ECDI
case, the chemical charge is always maintained at 0.4 M and thus, to ensure
electroneutrality within the micropores, the anion concentration at the end of the desorption
step is still around 0.3 M.
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Figure 3-4. Comparison of effluent salt concentrations in the adsorption desorption
cycle (Vch = 0.6 V for enhanced FaCDI (AOsPeq,A = 0.1 V), classical CDI and
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enhanced CDI; Vch = -0.45 V for inverted FaCDI (A4s
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0 V for all curves)

When the electrodes are modified with redox active ligands with a redox potential lower

than the initial charging potential (e. g., A9

=-0.3

V < 0), the FaCDI cell exhibits

inversion performance, as shown in Figure 3-4. Initially, during the charging step, the ions
in the micropores are expelled to the spacer channel and the effluent concentration
increases, as shown in Figure 3-6(a). Also shown in Figure 3-6(a) is that, during the
charging step at -0.45 V, most of the redox moieties at the anode are still in the oxidized
state (only slightly below 0.4 M), since the charging potential is not sufficiently negative
to drive the Faradaic reaction at the anode towards reduction. The inversion performance
during the charging step can thus be attributed mainly to the capacitive charging effect
within the carbon matrix. When the cell voltage increases to 0 V during the discharge phase,
the redox groups return to their original charged state and ions in the spacer channel are
adsorbed on the electrodes, resulting in decreased concentration in the effluent.
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(b) Comparison of anion and cation concentrations within micropores for FaCDI and
ECDI

3.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, a generalized EDL model is proposed to characterize redox active FaCDI
+

electrodes with variable, potential-dependent chemical charges generated by Faradaic
reactions, and to demonstrate differences in performance between CDI, ECDI and FaCDI
processes. By careful selection/design of the equilibrium potentials of the redox couples
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immobilized within the electrodes, enhanced salt adsorption capacity can be achieved and
the inversion performance can be avoided.
The theoretical results demonstrate that redox active FaCDI electrode materials that
combine Faradaic reactions with a double layer charging process can provide a much
higher salt adsorption capacity than obtained with traditional CDI operations: in the
examples given here, wSAC values are obtained that are about 50% higher than for
electrode materials without chemical modification at 1.2 V and close to 100% higher at 0.6
V during the charging step. The results are based on the assumption of a well-mixed fluid
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in the spacer channel, and mass transfer limitations within the electrodes are neglected. A
lumped parameter a is used to characterize the Ohmic potential drop due to charge transfer
resistance. In many applications where the CDI cell has a high aspect ratio (length/height)
and when the thickness of the electrode is comparable to that of the spacer channel, the
spatial distribution of the ion concentrations and the salt adsorption rate can be important
and should be considered in the optimization of the electrode cells. In such cases, a full
two-dimensional model with both spatial and temporal transport effects will be necessary;
this is a focus of our ongoing work.
In addition to their ability to enhance deionization operations, the redox active electrode
materials can be optimized to adsorb ions selectively from the stream due to specific
interactions between the redox ligands and the targeted ions. The model can be readily
extended to study salt solutions with mixtures of ionic species through the inclusion of
distinct Faradaic reactions for each target ion with non-specific electrostatic adsorption.
This study emphasizes that, coupled with the pore size distribution of electrode materials,
their point of zero charge (or specifically, the equilibrium potential of the chemical surface
charge) can significantly influence the salt adsorption capacity and the charge efficiency
for CDI cells. In summary, the redox active FaCDI electrodes provide a new approach for
tuning the deionization performance of CDI cells and can be combined with other
compounds to form hybrid materials that foster further study to understand the ion
adsorption mechanisms. Such materials can have applications in deionization, ion
separation, molecular recognition and energy storage.
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Chapter 4 Theory of Faradaically enhanced

redox active

electrodes for Electrochemically mediated selective adsorption

4.1 Abstract
Water treatment by electrosorption is a topic of increasing interest that has grown in recent
years due to its high efficiency, low cost, small footprint and no secondary treatment
requirements compared with traditional water treatment methods. Electrochemically
mediated selective adsorption is an emerging electrosorption technique that utilize
Faradaically enhanced redox active electrode which can not only adsorb ions
electrostatically, but also electrochemically. A significant advantage of this technique is its
superb selectivity (>100), which allows selective removal of toxic or high-value target ions
under low energy consumption, which is difficult to achieve by other water treatment
techniques.

Here, we develop a novel transient two dimensional theoretical framework to study the
multi-component mass transport phenomena that occurs within the electrosorption cell
from first principles. The model coupled diffusion, convection and electromigration
together with competitive surface adsorption reactions derived from non-equilibrium
thermodynamics. A criteria for the convection limited regime is derived analytically from
time scale analysis, where the propagation of concentration front of the target anions is the
limiting step. Numerical simulations also confirm that high selectivity towards target
anions are achieved under the convection limited regime. Detailed computational studies
are implemented for three case studies with various inlet concentration ratios of the
competing anions. By choosing operation parameters within the criteria, the mass transport
of target anions in the electrosorption cell exhibits a moving front kinetics in all three cases,
which is similar to the transport in packed bed adsorption or displacement chromatographic
columns, showing the generalization and robustness of the model. A new three-step stopflow operation scheme with pure target anion as the stripping stream is proposed, which
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increases both the surface adsorption of the target anions as well as increase the purity level
in the regeneration stream.

The framework developed here provides criteria for designing and operation of continuous
adsorption units based on diffusion, convection, electromigration and reaction of multiple
competing ions under an electric field, and has applications not limited to electrochemical
water treatment, but also in energy storage, microfluidic reactor design and bio-sensing,
etc.

4.2 Introduction
Water treatment by electrosorption has attracted increasing interest in recent years due to
its potential for high efficiency, low cost, small footprint and lack of secondary treatment
compared with traditional methods, such as reverse osmosis and multi-stage distillation
[24], [25], [118]. The classical electrosorption method is capacitive deionization (CDI) [84],
[119], [120] which adsorbs counter-ions within the electric double layer of the porous
electrodes by electrostatic interaction.

In this paper, we are interested in another emerging electrosorption technique,
Electrochemically Mediated Selective Adsorption (EMSA) [59]-[61], [63], [69], in which
reversible ion adsorption in the active materials is mediated by Faradaic electron transfer
reactions and is related to other examples of"pseudo-capacitive deionization" [121], [122]
or "Faradaic CD" [62], [64] in the literature. The Hatton group is the first that initiated
and studied the EMSA concept [63] and demonstrate its application in selective removal
of organic acid [59], [61], and heavy metal ions [69] using redox active polymers grafted
on the electrode surfaces. A big advantage of EMSA is its selectivity towards target ionic
species. In one realization of EMSA, the anode undergoes reversible Faradaic reaction in
response to an applied voltage and is converted to its oxidized state, which can selectively
adsorb target anions. In cases of mixtures of anions in aqueous solution, selectivity for
formate versus perchlorate, by a factor as high as 140 has been demonstrated [59]. During
desorption, the voltage is decreased to reduce the oxidized state of the surface to its original
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uncharged state, which releases the adsorbed ions and regenerates the electrosorption
electrodes.

To achieve selective adsorption of target anions, material design and selection is one of the
key factors. Traditional electrostatic CDI is typically performed with porous carbon
electrodes, based on non-Faradaic electrosorption of counter-ions in the double layers of
porous carbon electrodes [77], and only weak, time-dependent ion selectivity is possible
by exploiting nonlinearities in double layer charging dynamics [84], [115]. In contrast, the
electrodes used in EMSA are redox active materials, such as redox polymers [63], [122],
metal oxides [57], [67] and Prussian blue and its derivatives) [58], [66], which not only
store ions electrostatically by capacitive charging of the double layers but also
electrochemically (or "pseudo-capacitively") by either specific binding of target ions or
intercalation of the ions into the crystal lattice, mediated by Faradaic reactions. In most
cases of EMSA, capacitive double layer charging makes only a small contribution to the
total ion removal, compared to the more selective ion removal by Faradaic reactions [69],
[71]. The ability to achieve significant total desalination [58], [66], [67], while targeting
specific ions of interest [59], [68], [69], could have broad applications in water remediation,
heavy metal ion removal, and wastewater treatment in pharmaceutical industry.

Although EMSA points towards a promising direction of selective ion separation, most of
the previous work to date are on the material development and characterization in batch
systems. There has been little theoretical analysis on the process with a focus on optimizing
selectivity in the flow conditions. Our previous theoretical work has considered the use of
redox active materials in a continuous flow system for deionization applications and has
shown the advantage of achieving the same salt adsorption under low energy input [62].
However, the model only considers a binary electrolyte and assumes a well-mixed solution
in the spacer, which cannot resolve the spatial information associated with the competitive
adsorption processes, which is of particular interest in this study. Moreover, in most cases
of capacitive deionization, the salt removal percentage is between 20~50% to avoid high
energy consumption under low ionic concentrations [62], [77], [119]. However, for the
purpose of practical applications, complete depletion of the target ions is essential to
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achieve the segregation of concentration fronts, which enables high selectivity as well as
purity in the product streams. And this requires the devices involve either a significantly
large salt adsorption capacity or a high surface to volume aspect ratio, the latter of which
is difficult to achieve in batch adsorption experiments. Furthermore, there is a growing
need to develop large-scale separation units that can be operated in a continuous electroswing cycles, similar to what have been done in temperature swing and pressure swing
adsorption units. This requires an understanding of the development of the adsorption
fronts, current distribution, etc.

Here, we develop a physics-based theoretical framework to study the multi-component
mass transport phenomena within the electrosorption cell with Faradaically enhanced
redox active electrodes under continuous flow conditions, which accounts for coupled
diffusion, convection and electromigration together with competitive surface adsorption
reactions. We will first present the theoretical model, then nondimensionalize the
governing equations and boundary conditions. The important dimensionless groups will be
examined, to understand their effect on the mass transfer behavior of the process. In the
results section, simulation results of three cases will be presented, where the inlet
concentration ratio between the supporting (competing) anions versus the target anions
ranges from excess to dilute. The study also place a particular emphasize on the low salt
concentration regime, that is really important for water remediation applications and is
rarely studied. A three-step stop-flow operation with an intermediate wash step by high
concentration target anions is introduced to optimize the ion adsorption performance and
increase the purity of the regeneration stream.
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4.3 Theory

anion
*Target
* Supporting anion
* Supporting cation

YUncharged state
YReduced state
YOxidized state

........ Concentration front of supporting anion
-- - Concentration front of target anion

Figure 4-1. Schematic of the Faradaically Enhanced Selective Adsorption process. Anode
is at the bottom and cathode at the top and an electric voltage is applied across the cell.
Both electrodes are modified with redox active materials and are activated under the
electric field. The short and long dashed line indicated the concentration wave front of
the supporting and target anions respectively.
As shown in Figure 4-1, the electrosorption cell adapts the common flow-between
architecture, where the ionic mixture in aqueous solution enters the cell from the left, flows
between an electrode pair that is modified with redox active materials and exits to the right;
and an electric field is applied across the cell. The active area for ion adsorption is therefore
the electrode surface, in contrast to the surfaces of solid sorbents in conventional adsorption
columns. To achieve high adsorption capacity, the surface-to-volume ratio of an
electrosorption cell is usually very large, so the thickness of the channel is on the order of
tens to hundreds of microns, which falls into the category of microfluidic devices [123][125]. Since bulk flow direction is perpendicular to the primary directions of ion
electromigration and diffusion, this necessitates at least a two-dimensional model to
capture the coupling of advection and the orthogonal diffusive transport and
electromigration [126]. We further assume that the width of the cell in much larger than
the height of the channel, as is typical in an ion adsorption cell. Therefore the flow is
roughly uniform along the width of the electrode (into the page). This allows us to avoid
the complexity of three dimensional velocity field, and taking a depth-averaged velocity,
which adopts a fully developed parabolic profile (Poiseuille flow) between the electrodes
[127].
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The cathode (at the top) is grounded such that its electrostatic voltage at the current
collector is always zero, therefore the electrostatic potential at the anode (at the bottom)
equals the applied voltage across the cell. The system of particular interest contains a
ternary mixture, where the target anions A- and supporting anions X- are competing for
surface binding sites on the anode and the counter cations Y+ are adsorbed onto the cathode
to keep the electrolyte electroneutral. During the adsorption step, a positive voltage
(relative to the equilibrium voltage, will be defined later) is applied across the cell. And
the immobilized redox active species on the electrodes are activated while the ionic mixture
filling the channel. Due to the different binding affinity of the target anions and the
supporting anions with the redox active moieties on the anode, the concentration wave front
will move at different velocities, indicated by the two dashed lines. Since the supporting
anions moves faster than the target anions, the electrode surface will be activated and
stabilized electrostatically by the supporting anions first. When the target anions propagate
along the bed length, they will replace the supporting anions and form more stable surface
complex with the redox active moieties on the electrode surface. During the desorption
step, the applied voltage is decreased, such that the surface redox moieties are restored to
their original unchanged states, which release the adsorbed ions to the stripping stream.
Note that the theoretical framework developed here is sufficiently general to be easily
extended to describe systems with more than three ionic species.

4.3.1 Governing Equations
The general conservation equations take the following form, with no homogenous reaction
in the bulk:
Oc.
' = -(4.1)
The flux for each ionic species follows Nernst Planck equation [128], which contains
contributions from diffusion, convection and electromigration under dilute electrolyte
assumptions, where activity coefficients are assumed to be unity [96]:

N=-D.Vc. - D.
ciVg'+iic.
'RT
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(4.2)

Fully developed laminar flow is assumed within the channeli.e.u(y) =

y(H-

where U is the height-averaged velocity in the axial direction. Therefore, the governing
equations for mass transport of each ionic species is described as follows:
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(4.3)
Di is the diffusivity coefficient for species i,

#

is the electrostatic potential, Fis the Faraday

constant, R is the ideal gas constant, T is the temperature of the system, which is set to be
room temperature.
The electrostatic potential is defined implicitly by the coupled current conservation law:
ape

(4.4)

ate

at

Electroneutrality is assumed throughout the bulk electrolyte, This is usually a good
assumption beyond Debye's length (~5 nm for 10 mM binary monovalent electrolyte),
considering the thickness of microfluidic channel is on the order of 100 um. Therefore, the
total charge density Pe = L zici = 0 and Equation (4.4) is simplified to V -i= 0, where
the ionic current has contributions from all ionic species in the cell,
i=

ziFNi =

z F -DVci - DzF V4+ iic'

(4.5)

4.3.2 Reaction mechanism
The competitive electrosorption at the anode between the target anions A- and the
supporting anions X- is described by a reaction network in Figure 4-2. From previous
studies for electrochemically mediated adsorption [59], [72], the current contribution from
capacitive charging is negligible compared with the Faradaic process. Therefore the ionic
fluxes from capacitive charging is neglected in this study.
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-e~ + X'
R*

O+X~
X-

A~

[O+A~]
Figure 4-2. Reaction network of the competitive electrosorption at the anode. R*denotes
the uncharged reduced state, O+X- and [O+A-] denotes the surface complex of the
oxidized state electrostatically paired with the supporting anions and the oxidized state
chemically bound with the target anions. The length of the arrow lines indicates the
magnitude of forward/backward reaction rate constants.
The reaction network contains three reactions, explicitly stated in Equation (4.6), two of
them are Faradaic processes and the third one a non-Faradaic ion exchange step. The
reaction rates of the three reactions are denoted by RF,X, RAand Rad respectively. The
two Faradaic reactions at the anode are further classified as electrosorption reactions, where
the immobilized redox active centers on the electrode surface undergo charge transfer and
lose an electron, and an anion is adsorbed simultaneously to maintain electroneutrality on
the surface.
R*+X-

O+X +e

R* + A

OA+e

(4.6)

OA+ X

O+X-+ A

The surface coverage of different (oxidation) states are described by a lattice (ideal gas
mixture) model, where the total surface coverage sums up to 1. Initially, most of the surface
species at the anode are in the uncharged reduced form R*. After applying a positive
polarization, the surface species are oxidized and pair with the abundant supporting anions
X to form O+X- due to electrostatic attraction. More importantly, the target anions are
favorably bound to the oxidized surface sites to form [O+A~], which is thermodynamically
more stable than 0+X- due to molecularly specific interactions [59]. In addition to the
electrosorption reaction, [O+A-] can also be formed through ion-exchange with 0+X-.
The concentration of surface species are denoted byS,R, cs,x andCs,A. Since the surface
species are immobilized at the electrode surface, there is no flux contribution from mass
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transport within and outside of the electrode, and the reaction kinetics are simply described
by:
,R

RF,X

sXRF,X

at

cs,A

=

F,A

at

RF,A)

-Rad

(4.7)

+ Rad

The reaction rate of electrosorption reactions are derived from generalized Butler-Volmer
kinetics and the current density is iFi = nFRFi, i= A,X (positive for oxidation, or anodic
current), F is the Faraday constant and n=1 for the single electron transfer reaction. The
detailed derivation from a nonequilibrium thermodynamics perspective [96] is included in
Appendix A.
=

0RF=C
= Cs,

FX0 -cX

ke

RT
F
C'

_k0a

e RT (4.8)

q

The macroscopic reaction rate RF,x has a unit of mol m-2 s1, c,,o [mol m- 2 ] is the total
surface site density and RO,x [s-] is the reaction rate of a single site. The activity
coefficient of the transition state is defined as y=

,
R

which is assumed to exclude one

reduced (unbounded) state, and indicates the increase of activation energy with fewer
unbounded sites. kx [s1] denotes the rate constant for the Faradaic reaction, 6* the
surface coverage of the reduced (unbounded) surface sites, a is the charge transfer
coefficient for the Faradaic reaction, kax and kcx are the dimensionless anodic and
cathodic reaction rate constants, ax and as,x are the activities of the mobile anion and the
immobilized surface complex with the oxidized state, respectively.
At equilibrium, the current density is zero. Assume a,= 1, the equilibrium voltage is:
RT
aS'
Ik)
='PeAe,x±+--In

which recovers the Nernst equation, and Ap49
c

+I

-#
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can also be written in terms of overpotential i~xas
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The current density
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Plug in the expressions for yt and asx, the thermodynamically consistent exchange current
density for generalized Butler-Volmer kinetics is given by io,x = Fko,x(0,*ax) " O-". The
prefactor ko,x [mol m- 2 s-1] depends on the intrinsic rate constants and the total surface
density, i.e. ko,x = kxec,,o and can be usually extracted experimentally from rotating disk
k exp

electrode measurement or linear sweep voltammetry, where ko ,=

'cs,

0

[129],[130].

CS, 0

The kinetics of the second reaction are derived similarly, and details can be found in
Appendix A.2:
aFA#
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The equilibrium voltage is:
AeART

Adeq,A = A deqA
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The current density can be written in terms of overpotential 7A,
1-a)FqA
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Us = AO - A7eqA
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Similarly, the exchange

current density

electrosorption reaction of target anions is derived as io,A= FkoRA
.

ko,A= k cS,0
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A)"

for the

O-a, where

The surface ion-exchange reaction is simply described by a second order reaction kinetics:
(4.17)

Rad = kf cACSX - kcAx

The adsorption rate can be further expressed in terms of the dimensionless concentrations,
j (bulk) and 6 (surface), which are normalized by the inlet concentration of target anions,
cA,O,

and the total surface density cs,o for surface coverage, respectively, thus
(4.18)

ad= kf AOcSo(CAOX - KOAX)

where Kad(Kd) are the adsorption (desorption) equilibrium constants of the ion exchange
reaction, Kd =

kb
kf

=

, kf and kb are both in the units of m 3 mol-1s-.

Kad

The driving force for the ion-exchange step is the difference in surface adsorption energy
between the target anions AGO and the supporting anions AGE, which is denoted as AEad
AGA'- AGx. The equilibrium constant for this reaction is thenK

-

fkb

eAEad, where

'6EaadF

AEad =

RT

.aDefine dimensionless potential as
A -E_-

=

AE

RT

p, then,

-Inad=-l(Kad)

(4.19)

Therefore, the surface adsorption energy AEad or equivalently the equilibrium constant of
the ion exchange reaction, i.e., Kad links the two Faradaic reactions together.
At equilibrium, Rad equals to zero, the surface coverage ratio of the two competing anions
is:
OA

1CA

1

0x

Kd 2a

KdY

Kad

(4.20)

which depends on the final concentration ratio of the supporting ions versus the target ions,
which roughly equals the inlet concentration ratio y = cx,in/cA,in. Under general inlet
conditions, the selectivity of the process can be defined as,
0

c____

saIX- CX' 0
A A 72~Ka
O- Xa
(4.21) X
AI C A,0'0
a

which only depends on the thermodynamics metrics, i.e., the adsorption energy Kad
e AEad, under the ideal lattice gas model (Langmuir isotherm).
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4.3.3 Boundary conditions and initial conditions

CL
=C'O''Y

L

y=H
-

MY
------------

x=

aci
ax

x=

Figure 4-3. Schematic of the two-dimensional cell with boundary conditions. The height
and length ofthe ion adsorption cell is Hand Lrespectively. The normal direction points
outwards the boundary. The dot-dashed line denotes the geometric symmetry line.
The boundary conditions are defined as follows. For x= 0, the inlet concentrations are
specified using the Dirichlet boundary condition:

c= cy~

(4.22)

Cy = CY, 0

CA = AO
Forx= L,it is assumed thattheionicfluxis purelydueto theconvectionof thechemical
species along the stream,andthat axial diffusionisnegligible:

Ox

Cx=

(4.23)

Ox
-

OCY

Ox
For y = 0, the flux ofeachchemical species isrelated to the rateofadsorption,

isa unit

normal vector pointing outward,
nNA= RFA+R

S

F,x

(4.24)

n-Ny=0
For y =H, the fluxesofboth anionsparezero, andthe fluxof cations carriesthe current to
the cathode and closes the circuit of the electrosorption cell. The cathode is grounded such
that O, =0.
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n-NA= 0
n -Nx = 0

(4.25)

n -NY = -RF,Y
The Faradaic reaction rate is described by Bulter-Volmer kinetics as well, where
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eRT
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For the cathode reaction, we have made two further assumptions. Firstly, the capacity of
the cathode is relatively large, therefore the charging and discharging processes do not alter
the voltage from its equilibrium value significantly, i.e., A

gy

ey Furthermore,

fast kinetics at the cathode is assumed in comparison with the kinetics at the anode, i.e.,
koy

»k ko,x,

koA.

Under these two assumptions, which is close to set <p(y = H) = 0, it is

ensured that the cathode reaction is not the limiting factor in the process, and allow us to
focus on the effect of the competitive electrosorption kinetics at the anode. And this can be
relaxed in the future study by including more realistic kinetics of the cathode material.
For the electrostatic potential, the boundary conditions are as follows,
At x = 0, x = L, bulk electroneutrality and no diffusive flux or potential gradient ensure
that no current flows in the horizontal direction at the inlet and outlet:
n i=0

(4.27)

At y = 0, the current density in the vertical directions equals the sum of ionic fluxes,
n -i= -F(RF,A + RF,X)

(4.28)

At y = H, the cathodic Faradaic reaction rate balances the anodic reaction rate,
n .i= -FRF,Y
4.3.4 Initial conditions and consistent initialization
The initial conditions are specified as follows:
It is assumed that initially there is dilute supporting electrolyte within the channel,
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(4.29)

(X,y,t=0)=0

C

(4.30)

cX(x,y,t = 0)=CX,init
cy(x,y,t

=
0)=c

and the concentration is at the same magnitude of the target anions in the inlet mixture
stream, which is in the micromolar regime, , i.e., cXi

c AO.This avoids dealing with

ill-posed equations under zero concentrations and allows faster numerical convergence.
And the initial surface coverage of different oxidation states are specified as follows,

0* (t=

0)= 0*,it

9X(t = 0)=

(4.31)

X,init

0,(t= 0)=0
where

9

R,init and Xinit are constants. In the simulation,

xinit = 0.0099.

Since the electrostatic potential is solved implicitly by the current conservation law. The
differential-algebraic PDE system requires consistent initialization to ensure the system of
equations are well-posted. The initial cell voltage is set to be the same as the equilibrium
voltage of the adsorption stepVen,init

OX,init +

e

=Ve11,ad =

R,imtI

+1n

A~7eqX= Aeq,X+

Ln

nX-

,X,init
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(4.32)
01-

where the activity of species X is defined as a = c / ca. Then the set of equations above
can be used to get the consistent initialization for all the implicit variables, including the
electrostatic potential at the anode (denoted by ginit) and the non-zero initial current as
well as overpotential. And the initial condition for the electrostatic potential is specified as
follows

)=(1--

t(t =

(4.33)

y / H)iit

which has a linear profile in the vertical direction and is uniform along the axial direction.
Another option of initializing the ion adsorption cell is to assume that the cell starts at rest,
where the initial current is zero, and the initial cell voltage is solved from equation (4.32)
consistently. See Appendix E for detailed discussion for the second approach of consistent
initialization.

4.3.5 Dimensionless equations
We nondimensionalize the equations to reduce the number of free parameters and show the
important dimensionless groups that govern the complex competitive adsorption behavior
of ionic species under the electric field.
The dimensionless variables are defined as,
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H

where the reference concentration that is used to normalize the bulk concentration is the
initial concentration of the target anions, i.e.,

Ci,ref

=

CA,

i=

A, X, Y, and Dref = DA. The

surface coverage percentage of the different states are nondimensionalized by the total
surface site density, voltages are normalized by the thermal voltage RT/F, and fluxes and
current densities are normalized by the diffusive flux of the target anions at reference
condition.
Since the aspect ratio of the ion adsorption channel, i.e. L/H is usually very large, the
length is further normalized by the Peclet number in the vertical direction, which is defined
in equation (4.35). Thus renormalized length of the bed is LL/H
Pe

tc-=

td

Gz. The Graetz

number (Gz) indicates the ratio of time scales between convection in the axial direction
versus diffusion across the height of the cell. For easier comparison of simulation results
irrespective of the flow rate (Pe), an additional scaling factor a is used to normalize the
length of th channel tobe10,i.e,a=1

=1,

such that the geometry of the simulation

domain has a fixed aspect ratio of 10:1. Inevitability, a will appear in the governing
equations and boundary conditions, whenever the axial distance is involved. For simplicity
and for clarify of the equations, a is neglected in the derivations.

The important dimensionless groups that appear naturally when the equations are cast in
non-dimensional form, are,
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VT

Besides the Peclet number (Pe), aspect ratio (),

the Graetz number (Gz), inlet

concentration ratio (y) and equilibrium constant for the adsorption reaction (Kad); E
denotes the surface adsorption capacity compared to the bulk concentration, vi and Da
denote the dimensionless reaction rate of the Faradaic reactions and the ion exchange
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reaction, respectively, Udes is the ratio of flow rate during the desorption step versus the
adsorption step, and Yi,es denotes the inlet concentration of anions during the desorption
step versus the reference concentration. l'ad and des are the equilibirum surface coverage
ratio of the target anion and the uncharged reduced state, A ad and A Odes are the applied
voltage during the adsorption and desorption step respectively in reference to the
equilibrium voltage of the electrosorption reaction of the target anions under the reference
eg A =refe

concentration, where

AJJqA

+ In

(CAref

The dimensionless governing equations for mass transport of ionic species i = A, X, Y are,
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where the flow profile is f(p) = 6f(1-

y).
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These equations are subject to the following

boundary conditions,
At 2 = 0,
I

OA

(4.37)

=7
a, =1+

Ox

At 2 = L =Gz, for i=A,X, Y,

aa.
Ox

=0

(4.38)

At 3y= 0,
n-NA=RF,A+Rad

n -Nx =RF,X

n-Ny=0
for i = A,X,

100

Rad

(4.39)
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Since the reference concentration for all ionic species is chosen as the initial concentration
of the target anion, i.e.

Ci,ref =cA,

i = A, X, Y, the concentration-corrected equilibrium

voltage is defined as follows to take into account reference concentrations different from
the standard 1 M.

ei+ln

{

(4.41)

SA,0),

And the equilibrium voltage can be written in a more compact way:
--

ef,ln - RC)

(4.42)

For the chemical adsorption reaction, the reaction rate is defined as follows, with the
reaction rate lumped into the Damkohler number,
Da(AOX - KdOAX)

Rad =

(4.43)

For§y= 1, the cation flux towards the cathode balances the adsorption rates at the anode
to complete the circuit. Therefore, the boundary conditions are:
n-NA=0
(4.44)

n-Nx=O
n-Ny=-RFY

where
RFY
r/y

A

0(,
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eq = Oe- 0- A4 eq,Y

e= 0
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(4.45)

y=A

The two assumptions of the cathode kinetics becomeAq$

y and vy =100v

respectively.

And the electrostatic potential is explicitly described by:

+IB

~~~

+

0= -V-i = "

(4.46)
=

The boundary conditions are:
At 2 = 0,

=

, where there is only convective flux, due to electroneutrality the current

density is 0,
n-i =T

ziT= 5(p)(zia- =0

(4.47)

At= 0, for i = A,X,
n -i=-(?F,A

+F,X)

F

(4.48

At5y= 1, the electrolyte potential is set as:
n-i =-RF,Y

(4.49)

For the surface binding sites, the dimensionless reaction rate are derived as follows, define
the total Faradaic reaction rate as

F=

+

F,A

88*
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=-e
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F,X,

then,

RF

=c&(4FA ±ad)

yl=e(RF,X -R
The initial conditions are:
For the concentration of ionic species,
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ad)

(4.50)

E (i=0)= 0
2X

(4.51)

=0)=Xinit
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=
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The initial condition for the surface coverage percentage of various states are:
6*
X

(i

= 0)= 6Rii

(4.52)

(I = 0)=Xiit

O'(i=0)=0
To

initialize
=1,0 X

the

9

cell,

it= 0.0099

Xhitx

and

fe,

and

,

=cel

are

VCeiiinit

4a e

=

set

to

be

constants,

- ln(v).And the following set

of equations are needed to solve for the consistent initialization for all the implicit variables,
including the electrostatic potential at the anode (denoted by

ainit)

and the non-zero initial

current as well as overpotential,
X,init

R,init=

eqX

eqXin

*X,init
R,initCX,init,

cell ~

a,init =A7eqX

I

iFX

2

oX =

"X(OR ,initx>init

sinh

i

x

y,

+X

, 2

(4.53)
nit

x &()a,init

6(2j j = 22xjlj
y

F,X

Initial condition for the electrostatic potential is then set to be,
iT= 0) =(1 -
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) amii

(4.54)

4.3.6 Boundary condition for three-step stop-flow operation
For the adsorption and desorption steps, the electrosorption system follows the same
governing equations, and only certain operation conditions are changed as reflected in the
boundary conditions.
For the desorption step, the applied voltage is reduced to allow the release of captured
anions to the effluent stream. At the same time, the flow rate is reduced such that the
regeneration stream achieves a higher concentration of the target anions, which is
beneficial for downstream processing.
Table 4-1. Boundary conditions for the three-step stop-flow operation:
Wash

1

1

)

1

YAwash

YA,des

0,y,)

Y

YX,wash

YX,des

()(,/6f(1-f)
eA (x = 0,y,

ex (=

0,M) - =eg

Vceli(2,y

Desorption
Stop
Flow

Adsorption

L6ad

60ad

1

Udes

AqPdes

Besides the common two-step adsorption/desorption operation, we also add an
intermediate wash step, where the applied voltage is held and the ion adsorption cell is
washed with a stripping stream. Two possible stripping strategies are considered for the
wash and desorption step: 1) wash the cell with dilute supporting electrolyte (YX,wash=
0), and desorb the captured target anions to the same stripping solution

1,YA,wash

=

(YX,des

1,YA,es = 0 ); 2) wash the cell with high concentration of target anions

(Yx,wash

=

0,YAwash = 2), and desorb the captured target anions to the same stripping

solution (YX,des = 0,YA,des = 2 ).

In both approaches, during the wash step, the

concentrated supporting ions are washed away within the ion adsorption cell and moreover,
the surface coverage by the supporting anions also drops to nearly zero after the wash step;
both effects synergistically enables the release of captured anions to the stripping stream
with a higher purity. The conditions for average flow velocity, inlet concentrations and cell
voltages are summarized in For the adsorption and desorption steps, the electrosorption
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system follows the same governing equations, and only certain operation conditions are
changed as reflected in the boundary conditions.
For the desorption step, the applied voltage is reduced to allow the release of captured
anions to the effluent stream. At the same time, the flow rate is reduced such that the
regeneration stream achieves a higher concentration of the target anions, which is
beneficial for downstream processing.
Table 4-1. And a schematic of the three-step stop-flow operation with the second washdesorption strategy is shown in Figure 4-4.

CA,in

1___________(YA,des

eXinY

YX,des
Viad

5i

A4des

1
Udes

Adsorption

Wash

Desorption

Figure 4-4. The three-step stop-flow operation scheme. The schematic shows the
boundary conditions with the stripping stream of high concentration of pure target anions.
During the wash step, the cell voltage and flow rate is kept to be the same as the
adsorption step. During the desorption step, the flow is paused (stop) for a complete
desorption of the target anions and then the flow is resumed (flow) to collect the product
stream with target anions.

4.3.7 Numerical implementation
The numerical simulation is conducted in COMSOL Multiphysics 5.3 a, which is a
commercial finite element solver. The dimensionless equations are implemented in the
software using the General PDE and the Boundary ODEs interface. The number of

elements in the axial direction is 120, with the mesh size change gradually from 0.015 to
0.15 from entrance to exit. The number of elements in the y direction is 20, with a
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refinement of mesh sizes near the two boundaries symmetrically, and the ratio of element
size next to the boundaries versus the center cell is 1:10, as shown in Figure 4-5.

0.5
0

I

8

4

8

10

Figure 4-5. Mesh of the two dimensional simulation domain for the electrochemically
mediated selective adsorption process
The simulation time for the adsorption step is set to be slightly longer than the propagation
time scale i, to obtain a full break-through of the target anions. The simulation time for
the wash step is 2 bed volumes, and the simulation time for the desorption step is set to 1
bed volume.
Parameter values of other variables in the simulation are chosen in the proper range of
interest and are summarized in Table 4-2, the derived values of the dimensionless groups
are also shown in Table 4-3.

Table 4-2. Parameter values in the simulation of Electrochemically mediated selective
adsorption
Definition

Parameter

Value

DA

10-9 M 2 s- 1 ]

Dx

10-

9

[M 2 s- 1]

Diffusivity of supporting anion X

Dy

10-

9

[M 2 s-1]

Diffusivity of supporting cation Y

ZA

-1

Charge of anion A

zx
Zy

-1

Charge of supporting anion X

1

Charge of supporting cation Y

U

2 x 10-3 [ms~1]

H

100 [pm]

Thickness of channel

L

0.12 [in]

Length of channel

cs'O

7 x 10-s [mol m- 2]

Surface site density

kf

1.2 [m 3 mol-1 s-1]

Forward adsorption rate

Diffusivity of target anion A

Flow rate
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kb

1 X 10-3 [m 3 mo-s-1]

CA,O

0.1[mM]

Inlet concentration of A

CXO

10[mM]

Inlet concentration of X

Cref

0.1[mM]

Reference concentration used for normalization

ca

1[M]

kA

0.518[ s-']

Faradaic reaction rate constant for A

koX

0.518 [s-]

Faradaic reaction rate constant for X

a

0.5

'6qeeq,x

S0

Backward adsorption rate

Standard state concentration

Charge transfer coefficient

[(Standard
0.020 [V]cahd

state)

anode

equilibrium

potential

vs

cathode

0(Reference
0cathode

ref
eqX

16(eqg!Y

state) anode equilibrium

potential vs

0eV

(Reference state) cathode equilibrium potential shifted

0 [V]

tto 0

Table 4-3. Representative values of dimensionless groups in the simulation
Dimensionless group

Value

Definition

fl

1200

Aspect ratio (length vs. height) of the channel

Pe

200

Peclet number

Da

8.4

Damkohler number for ion exchange reaction

VA

36.3

Dimensionless rate for Faradaic reaction with A

v

36.3

Dimensionless rate for Faradaic reaction with X

E

0.143

Bulk to surface capacity

Gz

6

Kad

1200

Adsorption equilibrium constant

y

100

Inlet concentration of X vs cA,O during adsorption

YA,wash

2

Inlet concentration of A vs cA,O during wash

YX,wash

0

Inlet concentration of X vs c4 ,0 during wash

YA,des

2

Inlet concentration of A vs cA,O during desorption

YX,des

0

Inlet concentration of X vs cA,O during desorption

Udes

0

Flow rate ratio of desorption vs adsorption

Graetz number
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Fad

12

Equilibrium ratio between

6

vs 0 *for adsorption

FadX

1

Equilibrium ratio between 0

vs 0* for adsorption

rdes

0.032

A(ad

2.5

Dimensionless voltage in adsorption

Aq0des

-5.5

Dimensionless voltage in desorption

a

1.667

ratio
Scaling factor of the cell length to make aspect

Equilibrium ratio between 0 vs 8* for desorption

10:1

4.4 Discussion of operation regimes
4.4.1 Choice of dimensionless groups
Among the dimensionless groups describing the transport and competitive surface
electrosorption processes within the ion adsorption cell, not all of them are independent,
and we selected Gr, Da and E as the independent variables.

Gr controls the time required for ionic species to move from inlet to the outlet versus the
diffusion time in the vertical direction. When Gr«1, due to a fast flow rate or a short bed
length, convection will dominate diffusion and a mass transfer boundary layer will be
formed near the surface of the electrodes, and the device is operated under the "entrance
region". This regime is typically chosen in studying the surface reaction kinetics in
biochemical assays by surface plasma reflection techniques [131]-[133] or in flow batteries
to achieve a high current density [127], [134]. However, operating in the entrance region
leads to a low capture ratio of the target ions, which is unfavorable when the samples are
in small volumes or very expensive, such as in single cell analysis [135]. For water
treatment applications in particular, it is sometimes desired to recover high-valued ions
from a mixture stream [136], [137] or to remove certain toxic ions from the source water
[59], [69] for safe disposal, a high capture fraction of the target ions is an important metric
for the water treatment process. In this case, an ion adsorption cell with a long capture bed
is preferred, such that the target ions have significant time to diffuse across the height of
the channel before it exits the cell, i.e., operation in the "fully developed region" of forced
convection. Therefore in the paper we will only focus on the cases where Gz
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»

1.

E

determines the depletion degree of the target ions in the bulk by specifying the ratio of

the bulk concentration of target anions with respect to the total surface site density.
When

E

<

1, the amount of target anions in the ion adsorption cell is much smaller than

the surface capacity of the electrodes. Therefore the target ions will be depleted initially,
and break-through of the ions won't occur until the surface is fully saturated with the bound
ions, in behavior similar to a packed bed adsorption column.
On the contrary, when E» 1, i.e. when the concentration of target anions is much larger
than the available binding sites on the electrode surface, target ions will quickly saturate
the surface of the ion adsorption cell and flow out of the channel with little or no retention,
resulting in a low capture ratio of the target ions.
Therefore, in the simulation, we are interested in the case where E< 1, such that the target
ions will be depleted in the channel initially, which allows a separation of the concentration
wave fronts versus the supporting anions to achieve selective removal of the target ions
from the mixture stream.

Unlike Gr or E, which can be tuned to the desired regime by changing either the geometry
of the ion adsorption cell or certain operation parameters, such as flow rate or surface site
density, y (concentration ratio of supporting to target anions) is a specification of the
source water, which cannot be changed easily. Therefore, the validity of this technology
under various y is worth studying for future generalization.
When y

»

1, the supporting anions are in excess compared to the target anions, which is

typical for waste water containing micropollutants. By choosing redox active electrodes
with adsorption equilibrium constant (towards target anions vs. the supporting anions),
such that Kad » y, the equilibrium surface coverage of the target anions will dominate, i.e.,
ox

SK» 1, (see Appendix A.4 ). This also leads to the effectiveprorogationspeedof
y

the target anions (defined later in equation (4.55) with derivations in Appendix C.1 ) to be
much slower, i.e., Ueff < UeffxU, thus the concentration front of the target anions moves
much more slowly than the supporting anions, which moves at a similar speed to that of
the fluid.
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When y

«

1, i.e. the supporting anions is much diluter than the target anions. An analysis

of the time scales under competitive adsorption, which will be discussed in 4.4.2 , yields
that Ueff~E, effX~Eye

"ad,

~ye45ad, therefore the fluid front can move in a similar

Ueff
Ueff

speed or even slower than the target anions, depending on the applied voltage and initial
concentration ratio of the two competing anions.
For a similar concentration of the target anions and the supporting anions in the inlet stream,
i.e., y ~ 1,

e -6ad
E

eff<Ueff,X~0. 5 . Although we expect the target anions moves at a

~

lower speed than the supporting anions due to the strong interaction with the electrode
surface; the supporting anions also propagate slower in the cell compared with the first
case due to the lower inlet concentration.
For the last two cases with lower initial concentration of the supporting anions allows less
strict requirement with the binding energy of the redox active materials, where A6ad =
AU

-

A 6X = A

A Neq,x= -ln(Ka).

eq,A

To allow easier comparison between the

scenarios with various inlet concentration ratio y, the surface coverage ratio between the
target anions and the competing anions/unbounded states are fixed, which is denoted by
'ad. Therefore lad

O

-

A_

6x

OA

OR

-

Kad_
Y

-- Aad (derivations can be found in Appendix D)

and the surface adsorption energy, or equivalently Kad can be adjusted/relaxed accordingly
under various y. In the simulation, the backward rate constant kb for the ion-exchange
reaction is adjusted and the forward rate constant is kept unchanged. The applied cell
voltage also changes with the different inlet concentration ratio to keep the equilibrium
(PeqX

+

surface coverage at the end of the adsorption step similar. Therefore d cel,ad =
.

ln(1/y), see detailed derivations in Appendix D

Therefore, we explore these three scenarios in more detail by three case studies in Section
0 below.

4.4.2 Time scale analysis
Although the dimensionless groups discussed in equation (4.35) lump the input parameters
ofthe system into a more compact set, the large number of dimensionless groups still render
the problem with a multi-dimensional design space, which is challenging to explore and
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optimize. Therefore, it would be beneficial to look into the physics of the competitive
adsorption process, and derive criteria to meet application requirement, such as high
separation efficiency, etc, to further shrink the design space.
For the target anions, the time dependent response of the system is governed by the
following five time scales: diffusion across the height of the channel, convection from the
inlet to the outlet, reaction time for the surface electrosorption process, saturation time for
the surface (electro)-adsorption reaction, and propagation time for the target anions in the
electrosorption cell due to the strong interaction with the electrode surface. Due to the
competitive adsorption, the reaction and saturation time scales have contributions from
both the Faradaic reaction and the ion-exchange step, where the detailed derivations can
be found in Appendix B . The five time scales are described as follows:
H2
D

Diffusion:td

.L
Convection: t.

U
HcAO

Reaction:tr-

rkc
cg + k re___
kf CSOCA'OOeeA

1+

ba

trad

Surface Saturation:ts

tr,F,A

1
kfcAO + kbCX,O) + kO(e(

+ e- ad

s,0

1

1

1

sat,ad

tsat,F,A

Adsorption Front Propogation: t

L
SUUeff

(4.55)
The effective wave propagation speed is defined as follows, the derivation of the wave
.

speed of concentration front is included in Appendix C

(4.56)

U

Ueff

1+
e

eAd "+K d

+

-CAeq
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It can be seen that, the wave velocity decreases (increases) monotonically with the
adsorption equilibrium constant Kad(Kd). With a fixed y ~
~

Uef

S= f

1

=

1

1

1

e

x,eq/ Aegand

=1,

therefore, the stronger the binding affinity with the

1

_,

E(1+2Kdy)

electrode surface, i.e., the smaller K, the slower will the target anions propagate in the
electrosorption cell.
On nondimensionalization of the time scales with respect to the diffusion time scale, the
important dimensionless groups appear naturally:
li -1
S=Gr
C
r -Da

+v

~

e(1I-a)A

I

+

r,ad

1
=(1+ Kiy

1

e(1-a)Azd
-

tsat

r,F,A

sat,a

sat,F,A

11

=Gr1±
(eA d

+ K7+1)J

(4.57)

In order to achieve effective separation of the target anions and the supporting anions, the
propagation of the concentration front of target anions should have the slowest time scale
of all. Therefore, by setting Er,

isat, id, c

«<

p,

the convection limited wave propagation

regime appears whenever,
Gz Da+v e

"

1

is satisfied. From 4.4.1 we already know that operation under Gz

(4.58)

» 1, E «

1 is desired.

Therefore, the kinetics of either the electrosorption reaction or the ion exchange step should
be not very sluggish to make sure the criteria in equation (4.58) is guaranteed. For pure
surface binding process without Faradaically enhanced adsorption, this expression reduces
to GzDa » 1, which agrees well with the result in Gervais, et al [124].
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4.5 Simulation results
4.5.1 Target anions with excess supporting electrolyte
In the first case study, we consider the scenario that the supporting electrolyte is in
abundance compared with the target anions, and y = 100. As shown in Figure 4-6, when
the mixture stream fills half of the bed volume, i.e. f = 0.5, the concentration front of
supporting anions has moved almost to the center of the channel. The electric field is close
to zero in the downstream of the adsorption front of the supporting anions, which is because
with a low concentration of the supporting electrolyte that are prefilled in the
electrosorption cell, the current passing through the cell is small; in the upstream of the
adsorption front, the surface is activated via the electrosorption reaction with the supporting
anions and reaches local equilibrium, therefore the current drops down to almost zero again.
A noticeable electric field is established locally near the anode due to the stabilization of
oxidized sites by the supporting anions via electrostatic interaction. During the first bed
volume, the target anions still stay near the entrance of the channel, due to the strong
interaction with anode, which is similar to the behavior in packed bed adsorption. Ueff =
1+gOA

~
E

~E, the velocity of concentration wave front of the target anion is

1+s(+K

E(1-i2Kdy)

therefore much smaller than the nominal fluid velocity. The detailed derivation of the wave
.

velocity is included in Appendix C
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Figure 4-6. Concentration of target anion, supporting anion and electrostatic potential at
t = 0.5. The concentration of the supporting anions is normalized by the inlet
concentration ratio y.
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Figure 4-7. (a) Effluent concentration of target anions and supporting anions (normalized
by y) vs. bed volume (time). (b) Surface coverage of various states versus bed volume
(time). Time range for each step: adsorption 0-8, wash 8-10, desorption (in batch) 10-11
bed volume. For the adsorption and wash step, the concentration is the effluent
concentration exiting the cell; for the batch desorption step, the concentration is taken
near the exit within the cell.
Figure 4-7 (a) demonstrates the effluent concentration of the target anions and supporting
anions during the adsorption, wash and desorption steps. The time is given in terms of bed
volume, 1 bed volume = Gz Fd. During adsorption, due to stronger affinity of the target
anions with the electrode surface, the concentration front (red line) lagged the inert
supporting anions (blue line). It takes about 1 bed volume for the supporting anions to
effluent from the cell, however it takes about 7.6 bed volume for the target anions to breakthrough (to 95% of the inlet concentration).
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A single pass of the mixture stream achieves a separation factor

A/AX -

,eq / A'eq

OX,eq

CX,eq

1200 = Kad, indicating a very high selectivity towards the target anions that is controlled
by the thermodynamics driving force.
Figure 4-7 (b) gives the evolution of surface coverage versus time at the anode for the
reduced state, oxidized state that pairs with the supporting anions and the oxidized state
that forms a complex with the target anions. During the adsorption step, two clear time
scales are shown in the plot, the first corresponds to the activation of the electrode in the
presence of the supporting electrolyte within the first bed volume and the second
corresponds to the formation of a more stable target anion - oxidized state complex, which
occurs not only through ion-exchange with the less stable supporting anion - oxidized state
complex, but also induces a more complete utilization of the electrode resulted from a
stronger stabilization of the oxidized electrode (due to the cathodic shift in the equilibrium
voltage AI

A-

*gqX - ln(Kad)), achieving a final surface coverage of the target

anions of 86%.

Both wash-desorption strategies reduce the concentration of the supporting electrolyte and
decrease the surface coverage of the supporting anions to almost zero. However, for the
first approach, the concentration of the target anions also decreases due the shift of
(electro-)chemical equilibrium, and results in a drop in surface coverage of the target
anions, as reflected in Figure 4-7 (b) at the end of the wash step. Utilizing a wash stream
with a higher concentration of the target anions not only avoided the undesired loss of the
target anions to the wash stream ( Figure 4-8 (a)), but also further activate the electrode
surface from 86% to 96%, as shown by the ramping increase of surface coverage during
the wash step in Figure 4-8 (b).

During the desorption step, the applied voltage is decreased to return the majority of the
redox active species to their original uncharged state, and to release the adsorbed anions to
the stripping solution. The flow rate is decreased during this step to recover the target
anions in a concentrated stream. When Udes

= Udes

Uad

~0, this is equivalent to batch operation.

For the first approach with a pure dilute supporting electrolyte as the stripping stream
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(YA,de

= 0), Figure 4-7 (b) shows the concentration of target anions reaches a constant

value of 6.2 during the batch desorption step, achieving a purity level of 86%. If the cell is
washed with a higher concentration of pure target anions (YA,des = 2), the effluent
concentration of the target anions reaches as high as 8.5, due to both the higher inlet
concentration and the further activation of the electrode surface during the wash step. After
around 1 bed volume, the released target anions are flushed and collected with a nearly
100% purity and is ready for a next cycle of operation.
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Figure 4-8. (a) Effluent concentration of target anions and supporting anions (normalized
by y) vs. bed volume (time). (b) Surface coverage of various states versus bed volume
(time). Time range for each step: adsorption 0-8, wash 8-10, desorption (stop-flow) 10-12
bed volume. The desorption step has a stop-flow pattern, where the flow stopped for 0.5
bed volume to allow complete desorption in batch, and the flow is resumed for another
1.5 bed volume.
The concentrations of the target anions and supporting anions near the anode electrode
surface are further described in Figure 4-9 (a, b), where the different lines corresponds to
the concentration along the length of the bed at different times within the first bed volume.
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The uniform spacing between the different curves indicates that the concentration wave
front is propagating in the channel at a constant velocity. At each time step, the
concentration front resembles the shape of a traveling wave, which can be characterized by
a wave velocity, and a width of the wave, which will be further discussed in the companion
paper with a focus on model reduction. In the upstream of the wave front, since the surface
capacity of the ion adsorption cell is much larger than the bulk concentration of the anions,
i.e.,

E

«

1, both the supporting anions and the target anions will be depleted in the channel.

In the downstream of the wave front, on the other hand, the electrosorption process is
limited by the convection speed of the ionic species, which shows the traveling wave
characteristics. Comparing the adsorption wave front of target anions and the supporting
anions, indicated by the lines with same color, it is evident that the propagation speed of
the target anions is much smaller, this is resulted from the stronger interaction of the target
anions with the surface of the ion adsorption cell, which is the key parameter in material
selection to achieve selectivity in the selective adsorption process.
Since the wave velocity of target anions is much smaller than the fluid velocity, it took
around 7.6 bed volumes to completely break through. If we plot the concentration of target
anion versus both spatial coordinate and the time axis, as shown in Figure 4-9(c), it is
clearly that the concentration profile follows a velocity that corresponds to the
characteristic speed of the adsorption wave. If we lump the spatial and time coordinates
into a single one by the characteristic speed, and define a new coordinate: £'

= X -

Ueffi.

All the concentration curves collapse into a unified curve, after an initial transient period,
as is shown in Figure 4-9(d).
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Figure 4-9. Concentration of (a) target anions (a) and (b) supporting anions (normalized
by y at the anode along the bed length under different times 0 < t

1. The colored line

indicated the time step at t = 0.167 (blue), = 0.5 (red), = 1 (purple). (c)
Concentration of target anion at the anode versus bed length and time during the
adsorption step, 0<

10 (d) the concentration of target anions at the anode with a

change of local coordinate to
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-
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10, with a time step of 0.033.
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Figure 4-10. Adsorption rate of (a) target anions (b) supporting anions at the anode along
the bed length under different times, f = 0.5,1,..,8. The colored line indicated the
adsorption rate at t = 0.5 (blue), f = 3 (red), f = 5.5 (purple). (c) 3D plot of the
adsorption rate of target anions, t = 0: 0.033:10 (d) adsorption rate of target anions
versus the modified coordinate

'= R -

Ueff

, 0< f

s;

10, with a time step of 0.033.

Figure 4-10 demonstrates the spatial adsorption rate of target anions (upper) and supporting
anions (lower) at various time. The adsorption rate of the supporting ions has two distinct
regimes during the adsorption step. The first regime is t < 1, when the concentration front
of the supporting ions passes rapidly through the channel, as reflected in the positive peaks
with large magnitude. The second regime corresponds to f > 1, where the target anions
displace the adsorbed supporting species, as indicated by the position of the target anions
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and the supporting anions under the same time steps (lines with the same color), leading to
an negative adsorption rate of these supporting ions. At the same time, the concentration
front of the target anions begins to propagate through the channel; the adsorption rate
profiles adopts a skewed Gaussian shape. Ahead of the convection front, the adsorption
rate is zero, as the solution entering this region of the channel has been depleted of the
target anions, while behind the convection front, the local adsorption rate also drops to
zeros, as the electrolyte are in equilibrium with the target anions feed concentration.
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Figure 4-11. Surface coverage at anode versus bed length at various time (a) reduced
state, (b) oxidized state - supporting anions complex, (c) oxidized state - target anion
complex. t = 0.5,1,..,8. The colored line indicated the surface coverage at t = 0.5
(blue), = 3 (red), =5.5 (purple).
Furthermore, Figure 4-11 indicates the surface coverage of various states versus the length
of the ion adsorption bed under different times. Initially, almost all of the redox centers of
the anode are the in reduced state. While the concentrated supporting electrolyte fills the
channel, the surface are activated and stabilized by the supporting anions. Depending on
the applied voltage, in this case, the ratio of surface coverage of the supporting anions
versus the reduced state is 1:1, which gives a 50% activation after the end of the first bed
volume, as indicated by the grey curve (t = 1) right after the blue curve. After the first bed
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volume, the concentration front the target anions propagates slowly in the bed, where it is
replacing the pre-adsorbed supporting anions and form more stable surface complex where
the reduced state finally drops down to 7%. And the surface coverage percentage of the
target anions eventually become 86% under the applied voltage at equilibrium during the
adsorption step.
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Figure 4-12. Surface averaged current density and adsorption rate vs. bed volume (time)
during the adsorption step.
The surface averaged current is a well accessible signal of the system during experimental
measurement. Define I= JzIL, andNA = flN /I. And Figure 4-12 shows the surfaced
averaged current response of the ion adsorption cell (blue) and compares it with the
adsorption rate of the target anions (red). On contrary to typical understanding that the
current response indicates the ion adsorption rate, which is not true in the case of
competitive electrosorption. It is evident from the figure that the current response has two
stages, the first one with a larger magnitude corresponds to the activation of the electrode
by the supporting electrolyte; and the second stage corresponds to the further activation of
the redox active moieties on the electrode surface due to the stabilization of the target
anions. On the other hand, for the target ion, due to its slower effective wave velocity, the
surface averaged adsorption rate changes more slowly at a steady pace.
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Figure 4-13. Multichannel current response during the adsorption step with six segments
of electrodes, each with a length of one sixth of the total bed length. The current response
is the surfaced averaged current for each individual segment.
Although the analysis of spatial and time dependent concentration responses is important
for an understanding of the interplay between mass transport and kinetics of the
competitive adsorption process, it is very challenging to measure the spatially and
temporally dependent concentration profiles experimentally. It is far easier to measure
spatial currents if spatially segmented electrodes are used [138]; such measurements would
add another dimension of information and indicate the mass transport progress within the
ion adsorption cell, which would be difficult to measure otherwise. To visualize this
approach, the anode was segmented to consist of six electrodes distributed over the channel
length. The average current response of each individual segment with time is plotted in
Figure 4-13. The current responses from the six channels show similar features to those
noted above, with two distinct regimes that correspond to the filling of the cell with the
supporting electrolyte and subsequent to the propagation of the target anions adsorption
front in the cell. The first peak is sharp, with high intensity, which corresponds to the
concentration wave front of the supporting anions; the second peak is much broader and
captures the concentration front of the target *anions, since RFX = 0, I = RFA . This

reconfirms our previous statement about the distinction between the current response and
the true adsorption rate of target anions. The time difference between the adjacent current
peaks in the second regime corresponds well with the effective wave velocity of the target
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anions, which indeed indicates that it is the secondary current response that represents the
concentration wave front of the target anions.

4.5.2 Target anions with dilute supporting anions
Now we want to consider the second case, where the supporting anions is much diluter
than the target anions, or the solution is "unsupported", and y = 0.01. This scenario is
usually challenging to study experimentally, due to the overall low conductivity of the inlet
stream.
The concentration of target anions and supporting anions in the two-dimensional channel
at t = 0.5 is shown in Figure 4-14. The big difference compared with Case 1 is that for the
,

supporting anions, the concentration wave front moves much slower. From Appendix C.1

Ueff,x =,

therefore decrease of supporting anion concentration will
C~x,eq

EY

tremendously reduce the propagation speed of supporting anions in the cell. This
conclusion is also confirmed by the break-through curves in Figure 4-15, where the breakthrough of supporting anions is happening at a similar time as the target anions during the
adsorption step. The magnitude of the electrostatic potential is higher than the first case,
this is due to the smaller exchange current density that results from the low concentration
of electrolyte, and the potential profile in the unsupported electrolyte is also more dispersed.
Since the concentration of the supporting anions is much lower, the ionic current in the
system is mainly carried by the target anions themselves. The symmetric concentration
profile of the target anions (in contract with the first case), indicates that both
electromigration and diffusion plays an important role in the mass transport of the target
anions. Near the cathode(p = 1), since the total flux of target anions is zero, i.e.,Ny,A(
1) =

-

ay,

-

ZA CA

ay,

=0, which requires that the diffusive flux (upward) balances the

electromigration of the anions (downward) near the electrode surface, which is reflected
by the negative concentration gradient in the vertical direction. Another direct conclusion
from the analysis is that jA= e-ZA+ near the cathode, which follows the Boltzmann
distribution, as is typical in a (nearly) binary electrolyte with blocking surface.
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Figure 4-14. Concentration of target anion, supporting anion and electric field at t = 0.5
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Figure 4-15. Concentration of the target anion and supporting anion vs time,
concentration of the supporting anions are normalized to 1 at steady state of adsorption.
The concentration distribution along the wall of the ion adsorption cell at various time is
further plotted in Figure 4-16. Similar to the first case, the concentration wave front of the
target anions is propagating at the effective wave velocity in a self-similar way and the
characteristic speed can be used to lump all the concentration distribution in a unified curve.
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The local ion adsorption rate of the target anions and supporting anions are plotted in Figure
4-17. From the magnitude of the ion adsorption rates, the adsorption of the target anions is
the main mechanism within the ion adsorption cell and from the spacing the ion adsorption
curves, it can be seen that the supporting anions is propagating at a similar speed as the
target anions. Similarly, the propagation wave speed is the characteristic velocity that can
be used to collapse all the adsorption rate curves of the target anions into a unified curve.
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Figure 4-18. Surface utilization vs time during adsorption desorption cycle A = 0
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Figure 4-19. Current density and adsorption rate vs time
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Figure 4-20. Multichannel current response y = 0.01
The low concentration of supporting anions, makes the surface coverage of the supporting
anions at a low percentage, as shown in Figure 4-18. Since the contribution from the
supporting anions is small, the ion adsorption rate from both the Faradaic reaction that
involves the supporting anions and the ion-exchange step is negligible, and the total current
density agrees well with ion adsorption rate of the target anions after a short initial transient
stage, see Figure 4-19. The current response from the segmented electrodes also shows the
distinct peaks of each individual current collector indicting the propagation of wave front
in the ion adsorption cell. However, this time the sharp peaks with large magnitude within
the first bed volume no longer exist due to the lack of enough supporting anions to activate
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the electrode surface before the target anions fills the channel. And the current response
from the six channels as shown in Figure 4-20 also reflects the single time scale
corresponding to activation of the electrode surface by the target anions themselves.

4.6 Model reduction for the fully supported mixture stream
A reduced order model is also derived from the governing equations to allow easier
computation. A wave velocity and width are derived by a combined analytical and
numerical approach, which can be used for reactor design, process optimization and scaling
up.

The two dimensional time dependent model is useful for understanding the interplay
between mass transport and surface electrosorption kinetics. However, the full model is
computationally expensive to solve, take about 30 mins to run a complete adsorption, wash
and desorption cycle under each set of parameters. A reduced order model that captures the
key physics in the electrosorption system is beneficial for both saving computation efforts,
and can be used in parameter fitting with experimental data, and future optimization and
scaling up of the process. Here, we study the case where the target anions are fully
supported by the competing anions, y = 100.
4.6.1 Formulate the problem
Since Pe > 1, and define jA=

f

Hf(y)cidy andcdA=

f

cidy, the reduced order model

for the mass transport of ionic species and surface binding sites is derived as follows, where
.

the detailed derivations can be found in Appendix C.2
A

09i

A

6?

A

e 9

(4.59)

4.6.2 Wave velocity
Using the method of characteristics, by introducing a new coordinate X' = x - Ueff, and

plugging into the one-dimensional time dependent PDE, the PDE is converted to an ODE
as follows,
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~a8

Ueff

a

&i'

as ~l1 8
19 A= 0
A+ Ue
e 5
ak'

(4.60)

Integrate the equation from -oo to +oo, and using the following boundary conditions,
S+
A=1'

X

A =1,

+0,

I

0 OA,eq
-00 =0
A

(4.61)

Then,
Ueff(0-1)-(o-)+Ueff -(0-

Aq)=0

(4.62)

E

Therefore, Ueff= 1+
1+

which is exactly the same as the results in Appendix 7.2.5 C.1
Aeq

but derived in a different way.
Knowing the characteristic velocity, the solution of the ODE can be written as follows,
which is valid when Esat

« T < 4p:
CA

(X,

f (

- Ueffi)=

f (')

(4.63)

4.6.3 Wave profile
The effective wave speed only provides information about how fast the concentration front
is propagating in the electrosorption cell, but gives no information about the shape of the
concentration wave front, which is determined by the dominating rate constant of the ion
adsorption process. The shape of the concentration wave can be solved by simplifying the
governing equations under different time scales.

From the simplified governing equation under Pe

»

1,

a2. =-1 -() 82, aa+ 2a.'i a'a0
zcI,
af'a^a 2 aj A0j

(4.64)

For well supported electrolyte, i.e. y = 100, the electro-migration term of target anions,
on the right hand side of the equation can be neglected. And for applications involving high
relative adsorption capacity, i.e. E < 1, the bulk concentration reaches a steady state value
much before the surface has been significantly saturated. The transport in the bulk can be
assumed to be in pseudo steady state with respect to the surface at all time for
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td < t <

isat- The transport problem can be simplified as the Graetz problem in heat transfer, and
takes the following form,

p
uM

(4.65)

2A
(9p2

A---=

ox

Since the surface is far from saturation, the reaction rate in the reverse direction can be
neglected,
A =ADa

(=0)C+

ve

"

(=0)

(4.66)

y=0

Integrate the Graetz equation in the y direction, also define A,OCA
--

y =A

0),

A

(4.67)

at short time scale, define the dimensionless effective overall Damkohler number kr=
Da + va-a4ad,

aj

/Aw

_==Da+v Ae

(4.68)

r A,w

Use Sherwood number Sh= kHto relate A,w toCA,
DCA
ASh(C

-2)

(4.69)

p=0
Combine the two results above,
-A

-k,,

Ox

(4.70)

r

1

1

kl,

Sh

+-

1
(4.71)

k,

Therefore, the velocity-averaged bulk concentration decreases exponentially with the axial
position when i

«EsatC = exp(-k/r

kd/r

)

(4.72)

combines both diffusion and reaction effects and is therefore a function of kr. The

length scale of concentration profile in the axial direction is therefore, x1 ~I.

kd/r
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At later time close to the saturation time scale, i.e. t- isat, the surface coverage is close to
the equilibrium value and a linear driving force (LDF) model can be derived as follows:

A=k

,2(9

(4.73)

-0

Where
k, 2 ~ Da(1+Kd-y)(+

Since Kdy = eA

ad

«

e

(4.74)

-

1, kr,2 Da+vAe (1-a)APad-kr . Therefore, the concentration

profile for surface binding sites is,

OA

= OA,eq(1-

S-k,.(Aeq -

e -Ekr).

= -krOA,

e-kr

The time scale to reach surface saturation time is therefore,

~

Ekr

(4.75)

~lisat, which agrees well

with the results in Appendix B . And the spread of concentration profile changes linearly
with respect to the axial distance with the following scaling relationship:
S2 ~ -kr

(4.76)

Therefore, the overall length scale of the concentration profile before it reaches the steady
state profile and travels along the bed in the characteristic velocity is:
~ XI+ 2 -

1

+

ki,

1

1

2

k

Sh

kr

-+--

(4.77)

To describe the spread/width of the concentration profile (compared with ideal step
function), the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the flux profile, denoted by

U1/2

is

»1,

or

used.
When the reaction rate is fast compared with diffusion, i.e., Da

»1

or

vA

equivalently kr» 1, the concentration decay length scale .2 is a direct indicator of the
Sherwood number.
when kr -> o, i.e. Da or vA O

o.CA,,
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-* 0, kd/r = Sh.

21n1(2)

1

k dir

kdlr
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(4.78)

When kr -+ 0, i.e. Da and vA -+ 0, the concentration profile has a shape of an error
function, and the FWHM has the following relationship with kd/r:
~

1.88
_

1

~ k1/2

dir

(4.79)

dir

Due to nonlinearity and complexity of problem, it is difficult to derive the relationship
between the bulk mass transfer coefficient kd/, and the two dimensionless rate constant
Da and vAanalytically. From the scaling analysis, we know thato1
kd/r=

oi1 / 2

1,

/2

~d. If we define
kd/r

there is possibility that we can construct the mapping between kd/r and

Da and vA through numerical simulations by extracting kd/r from the spread of the
concentration wave front or adsorption rate, i.e.
propagation regime (F

»sat).

0 1 12

under steady state in the wave

It is also worth noticing that kd/r has contributions from

both diffusion and reaction. Therefore, if under infinitely fast reaction rate, the spread of
the wave is still nonzero, which is an indicator of the Sherwood number, i.e., Sh

1,

and

hence mass transfer limitation.

Numerical simulations under various Da andVA
From scaling analysis,
1
kd/r

1

1

.

1

S

i kr

Sh + e(Da + vAe(-a)zad)

The simulation of the full two-dimensional transient model is run under various
dimensionless rate constants Da and vA, with all other parameters values fixed as shown
in Table 1. The adsorption flux profile of the target anion vs normalized bed length is
shown in Figure 4-21(c).
From Figure 4-21(a), we can see that, the bulk mass transfer coefficient increases with both
the dimensionless reaction rate constants. When both Da and v are approaching 0, the bulk
mass transfer coefficient kd/r is also approaching 0. And when either of them is
approaching infinity, kd/r is approaching 1. Remembering that the axial distance has been
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scaled by a, thus the true width of the adsorption flux is
number, Shkd/r~

2In(2)
U1/2

0.6. Therefore, the Sherwood

=

= 16= 2.31 for the competitive adsorption process, which is
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Figure 4-21. For target anions (a) kd/rvs Da and vA(fitted by third order interpolation,
0.1 < Da < 84,1 < vA< 104) (b) kr vs Da and vA, (Da <

2 6 ,vA<

33) (c) adsorption

flux vs. bed length.
close to the theoretical result Sh = 2.43 for single wall adsorption in a rectangular channel
by solving the governing equation analytically by separation of variables [139].
When Da > 26, or vA> 33, kd/r >0.93, which is close to the maximum value, 1.
When Da <

2 6 ,vA<

33 , kr is defined as: kr =

1

1~s(Da + vAe(1-4Aad)

by

kd/r Sh

scaling analysis. Then kr is fitted with vAand Da by first order on both variable. The fitted
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plane is k= 0. 3 vA+ 0.0636Da. Then the bulk mass transfer coefficient can be calculated
bykd/r=

1,

the inverse of which is the width of the concentration front/adsorption

kr Sh

flux.

4.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have studied theoretically an electrosorption system with Faradaically
enhanced redox active electrodes for selective removal of target anions from the supporting
anions for water remediation applications. The two dimensional time dependent model is
formulated from first principles with no fitting parameters, incorporating thermodynamics,
electron transfer kinetics derived from non-equilibrium thermodynamic as well as mass
transport limitations in the ion adsorption process. Dimensionless equations reveal the
importance of several dimensionless groups, such as Gz, E, y, Da, vA, Aad which appear in

the five physical time scales: diffusion, convection, reaction, surface saturation and
adsorption front propagation, that completely govern the ion adsorption process.

For selective adsorption applications, we are particularly interested in the scenario where
the propagation time scale of the target anions within the ion adsorption cell being the
slowest process. This allows us to focus on a smaller design space with the operation
parameters. Through analytical derivations and numerical simulations, we demonstrate that
for sufficiently thin channels, under the convection limited regime, which is achieved when
the propagation of the target anions is the limiting step of the system, i.e.
Gz(Da + vAe(1-a)Aead)

»1,

surface transport in the electrosorption cell exhibits a

moving front kinetics similar to the transport in chromatographic columns or packed bed
adsorption. But readers should be aware that the full model has no restriction on the range
of parameter values and is still valid for other operation regimes of interest, such as Gz

«

1, which is typical in measuring the reaction rate in SPR measurement of biological
systems or in energy conversion applications, such as flow batteries.

Within the smaller design space, such that Gz

»1,

E « 1, etc, the model is further

simulated for three case studies. The three cases includes all scenarios of practical interest
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for selective adsorption applications, with inlet concentration ratio between the supporting
anions and the target anions ranging four orders of magnitude (0.01 to 1 to 100). A key
parameter of the redox active material that is the equilibrium adsorption constant of the ion
exchange reaction, Ka. This parameter links the equilibrium voltage of the two Faradaic
reactions together and governs the selectivity of the process. Among the three case studies,
the surface coverage percentage of the target anions versus the competing anions/reduced
state at equilibrium of the adsorption step, i.e. rad is fixed to allow a fair comparation
throughout different scenarios. Since Fad ~ KadlY, the equilibrium adsorption constant
roughly scales with the initial concentration ratio, which allows a relaxation on the material
selection under less challenging separation conditions. Under all scenarios, the convection
limited moving front behavior is observed. Depending on the initial concentration ratios,
Faradaically enhanced surface adsorption (y = 0.01) and ion-exchange effect (y = 100)
can be important.

Two novel ideas about cell design and process optimization are also proposed. Using
segmented electrodes would allow a spatial measurement of the ion adsorption
performance, which provides another dimensional of information that would be difficult to
obtain otherwise. The simulation results with the segmented electrodes shows that under
excess amount of supporting electrolyte, two distinct regimes in current responses will be
observed. With the first peak corresponds to the activation of electrode surface by the
weakly bound target anions that moves faster in the cell; and the second current peak from
the further activation and stabilization of the redox active moieties by the target anions.
Therefore the current response with segmented electrodes can act as an indicator of the
concentration wave front of the target anions. This paper also propose a three-step stopflow operation, where an intermediate wash step with pure target anions is used to wash
away the excess amount of the supporting anions, and further activate and replace the
electrode surface with the target anions, and the stop-flow desorption step allows the
regeneration of the target anions under high concentrations. For the simulation parameters
used in this study, the proposed wash-desorption strategy enables an increase of surface
coverage of the target anions from 86% to 96% and the purity of the regenerated stream
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increases from 86% to almost 100%; both of which are beneficial for downstream
applications/storage.

To make the model computational easier for practical design and optimization purpose, a
reduced order model is derived from the full model to capture the dominant physicals for
the case y = 100. The effective propagation velocity of the wave is derived for long time
operations. The Graetz problem and a linear driving force model is derived for early time
before the saturation time scale, where the profile of the wave (spread of the concentration
wave front) is derived from the bulk mass transfer coefficient, which depends on both
diffusion and reaction rates. A two-dimensional mapping between kd/r and the two
dimensionless reaction rate constants Da and vAare generated by numerical simulations
and are fitted analytically to provide a good estimate of the spread of the wave front without
having to solve the full two-dimensional coupled partial differential equations from scratch
for practical applications.
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Chapter 5 Continuous
asymmetric

redox

flow

active

electrosorption
electrodes

system

with

for brackish water

deionization and waste water remediation

5.1 Abstract
Electrochemically mediated adsorption is an emerging technology that utilizes redox active
(Faradaic) materials as electrodes, which has exhibited higher salt adsorption capacity and
superb ion selectivity than purely capacitive electrodes. Here, a redox active polymer
(PVF/CNT) was used as the anode, and a conducting polymer doped with large anion
surfactant (PPy/DBS/CNT) chosen as the cathode. A continuous flow system was built and
equipped with three inline sensors, (UV-Vis spectroscopy, conductivity, pH) to allow
simultaneous monitoring and evaluating the ion adsorption performance. Under continuous
flow condition, the redox active electrode pair exhibited relatively high salt adsorption
capacity 19.4 mg g-1 (based on anode), and very fast adsorption kinetics, 9.7 mg g-1 min-'.
Furthermore, the anode material can selectively remove benzoate versus supporting anions
with an initial concentration ratio of 1:50. This study has demonstrated and validated
electrochemically mediated adsorption as a promising technology for both deionization and
waste water remediation applications.
5.2 Introduction
Electrochemical water treatment and remediation has gain great attention in recent years
[60], [79], [140]. Compared with membrane based pressure driven techniques, thermal
driven processes, and pH swing ion-exchange methods, electrochemical water treatment is
usually operated under ambient temperature and pressure, which has less footprint, easy to
scale up and no need for chemical regeneration.
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In contrast to capacitive deionization, which usually utilizes porous carbon electrodes, and
adsorb ions within the electric double layer (EDL) due to electrostatic interaction [25],
Electrochemically Mediated Adsorption processes is an emerging technology that utilize
redox active (Faradaic) materials [59], [60].With their high ion adsorption capacity, fast
kinetics and reversibility, redox active materials present a promising direction for water
treatment and remediation [25], [62]. Due to a lot of similarities between the material
requirements for energy storage and electrosorption, battery materials have been
investigated in recent studies for desalination applications to leverage their high salt
adsorption capacity [141]. A few examples are a desalination battery with sodium
manganese oxide as anode and silver as cathode [57] and Prussian blue analogue materials
as the electrodes [58]. Due to the lack of good anode material candidates, studies in
literature have utilized either symmetric redox active electrodes with an anion exchange
membrane in between to avoid crossover, such as a continuous flow deionization system
with nickel hexacyanoferrate [66] or copper hexacyanoferrate [142], or utilizing silver
electrode to electrochemically adsorb/release chloride anions [67], [143], which is
economically not favorable.

Beyond the high salt adsorption capacity, another requirement for electrosorption materials
in water remediation is selectivity. This is particularly important in chemical and
pharmaceutical industries, where complex, toxic charged ionic species are often produced
during chemical synthesis and catalytic process, which imposes great environmental
concern if discharged without proper treatment. Selective adsorb charged target ions in the
micromolar range (due to its toxicity, hardness, high-value, etc) in the presence of excess
supporting ions is therefore vital however challenging for conventional adsorption methods.
Attempts have been made with electrosorption methods to achieve higher selectivity. Early
studies on capacitive deionization has shown selectivity toward Ca2+ versus Na* and
explained the effect by the non-linear ion adsorption capacity of the EDLs [65]. Porada et
al also demonstrated a three-fold enhancement of K+ adsorption versus Na+ with nickel
hexacyanoferrate electrodes [66]. S. Kim et al have shown a 13 times higher selectivity for
Na* than for K+ and 6-8 times higher selectivity for Na* than for Mg2+ and Ca2+ in the
electrolyte containing equal concentrations of the respective ions using sodium manganese
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oxide as cathode [67]. By modifying activated carbon electrodes with a quaternary amines
surfactant, Oyarzun et al has shown a 6.5-fold selectivity for nitrate versus chloride ions
[68]. Achilleos and Hatton [63] and Su et al [59] have investigated the use of redox active
polymers as another approach for selective separation, especially for anion adsorption
applications. The redox active polymers could be designed in the molecular level to target
on specific micropollutants, thus target anions were selectively adsorbed onto the redox
active polymers due to hydrogen bonding between the cyclopentadienyl ligand and the
target anions. The redox active polymer was able to achieve a selectivity towards
carboxylates versus supporting anions (perchlorate) to be as high as 140.

Further studies have attempted to complete anodic half-cell to a full asymmetric cell by
functionalizing both electrodes. The asymmetric system has shown to suppress water
splitting reactions and achieve higher charge efficiency [61]. However, the cathodic
material developed in the previous study is challenging to synthesis in large quantity.
Another benefit of using an asymmetric system is that by properly designing the anode and
cathode chemistry, anion and cation adsorption can happen simultaneously, which is ideal
for deionization applications. It has been shown in literature that when pyrrole is
electropolymerized

in the presence of large anion surfactants, such as sodium

dodecylbenzenesulfonate (DBS), it exhibits the ability of small cation adsorption [75], [76],
[144]. The PPy/DBS/CNT

composite electrode can be synthesized by a facile

electrochemical polymerization procedure and is easy to scale up [75].

Here, by combining the redox active polymer PVF/CNT as the anode material, and
PPy/DBS/CNT as cathode, we demonstrate a continuous flow system with asymmetric
redox active materials that are easy to make, exhibiting high salt adsorption capacity and
fast kinetics. The asymmetric system is tested for both deionization applications and
selective removal of organic anions (benzoate is chosen as a model compound) in excess
of supporting anions for waste water remediation.
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5.3 Materials and Methods
5.3.1 Chemicals
All reagents were purchased from PolySciences and Sigma Aldrich without further
purification. The electrodes substrate was Toray carbon paper without a PTFE layer (TGPH-60), obtained from VWR Scientific.
5.3.2 Electrode Preparation
Electrode substrates were prepared by cutting carbon paper in certain size, then wrapped
with copper tape and wire as current collector. The electrodes for electrochemical
characterization were cut in 1 cm by 3 cm (exposed surface area to the electrolyte was 1
cm by 1 cm). And the electrodes used in flow cell were cut in 2 cm by 3 cm (exposed
surface area to the electrolyte was 2 cm by 2 cm).
Anode:
The PVF/CNT electrodes were prepared by drop casting a mixture solution onto the carbon
paper substrates [59]. A stock solution A of 80 mg poly(vinyl)ferrocene (PVF) and 40 mg
multiwalled-CNT was dissolved in 10 mL anhydrous chloroform. A stock solution B of 40
mg of CNT in 10 mL chloroform was also prepared. The two stock solutions were sonicated
for 1.5 hour in icy water to dissolve the polymer and disperse CNTs. The PVF/CNT ink
was prepared by mixing stocks A and B in 1:1 ratio. And the mixture ink was sonicated for
another 1.5 hour in an ice-bath to completely disperse the redox active polymer with CNTs.
The ink was then drop-casted onto the carbon paper substrate by increment of 50 pL
(equivalent to a 1 drop PVF/CNT) and left to dry at room temperature. For the 2 cm by 2
cm electrode, the 1:1 mass ratio of PVF to CNT was used with 4 or 8 drops (resulting in 4
or 8 pmoles of ferrocene units).
Cathode:
The PPy/DBS/CNT electrodes were prepared by electropolymerization of pyrrole in the
presence of sodium dodecylbenzenesulfonate(DBS) and multiwalled-CNTs [75]. The
procedure is as follows. The MWCNTs were dispersed in 0.1M sodium DBS aqueous
solution and sonicated for 1 h. The feeding mass ratios of pyrrole and MWCNT were
controlled at 7:1.5. And the emulsion is stirred under ultrasonication for another 15 min
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under room temperature. The composite film were synthesized electrochemically onto the
carbon paper substrate by electrolyzing the medium under 0.75 V versus the Ag/AgCl (3M
NaCi) reference electrode at room temperature. And a platinum wire is used as the auxiliary
electrode. The total charge passed during the electropolymerization process was controlled
to tune the amount of redox active polymer grown on the substrate.
5.3.3 Characterization
All electrochemical studies were performed on a VersaSTAT 4 potentiostat (Princeton
Applied Research). Electrochemical synthesis and characterizations were performed in a
10 mL BASi MCA cells in the three-electrode configuration. A platinum wire and Ag/AgCl
(3M NaCi) was used as the auxiliary electrode and reference electrode (BASi).
In deionization experiment, 10 mM NaClO4 aqueous solition was used as the electrolyte.
And for selective adsorption experiment, a mixture of 12.5 mM NaClO4 and 250 uM
benzoic acid in aqueous solution was used.
5.3.4 Flow system platform
Inline sensors
Three inline sensors were used to monitor the real-time ion adsorption performance of the
asymmetric system, including a UV-Vis spectroscopy equipped with a flow cell, a
electroconductivity sensor, and a pH sensor. The UV-Vis light source (DH-2000-S-DUVTTL, OceanOptics) has a Deuterium (25 W) and Tungsten bulb (20 W), which covers the
wavelength from 180 nm to 870 nm. The UV-Vis spectrometer (Flame-S-UV-VIS-ES,
OceanOptics) has 2048 pixels with detection range 190 nm to 850 nm and was connected
to a PC via a USB cable for data acquisition and processing. A flow cell was used to allow
real-time measurement of the UV-Vis absorbance under flow conditions. The Z-shaped
flow cell (FIA-Z-SMA-ULT, OceanOptics) is made of Ultem, which has a light path of1
cm and an internal volume of 6 uL.
The flow-through conductivity sensor (ET916, eDAQ) has an internal volume of 17 uL,
with measurement range from 2 uS to 20 mS. The micro pH probe (8220BNWP, ThermoScientific) has a diameter of2.5 mm and was inserted into a lab-made T-junction and sealed
by PTFE tapes, which has an estimated internal volume of 40 uL.
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Flow system
1UPC

Potentiostat

UV-Vis

Effluent tank

Influent tank
Figure 5-1. Process schematic diagram of the flow system. The electrosorption system is
comprised of peristaltic pump, ion adsorption cell, potentiostat and three in-line sensors,
[1] UV-Vis spectroscopy, [2] electric conductivity sensor and [3] pH sensor. The sensors
are connected to the PC via serial communication to collect and visualize results in-situ.

Figure 5-2. Photo of the experimental set-up.
Figure 5-2 shows the experimental set-up of the ion adsorption cell with the three in-line
sensors: UV-Vis, conductivity and pH.
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electrodes
Ti current collector
gaskiiiet
spacer

acrylic end-plate

Figure 5-3. Schematic of the ion adsorption cell, which had a radial flow pattern, and the
streams were collected at the center of the back end-plate.
As shown in the process schematic diagram, a peristaltic pump drew the contaminated
water from the influent tank and flowed between the ion adsorption cell. The ion adsorption
cell was composed of a pair of electrodes ( 6 e = 200 m) and a polymer spacer (McMaster;
8, = 50 im), that were sandwiched between two titanium sheets as current collectors. The
aqueous solution was pumped through a small hole (2 mm) located in the middle of the
anodic current collector, which flows radially outward through the spacer layers and was
collected at the back of the cathodic current collector, similar to the design by Hemmatifar
et. al [27] and Zhao et. al [119].
In the downstream of the cell were the three inline sensors, with gradually increasing
distance from the outlet were the UV-Vis spectroscopy, conductivity and pH sensor. And
the effluent stream was collected in a tank without cycling.

Figure 5-4. UV-Vis flow cell
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The UV-Vis flow cell is used to measure the concentration of the target anion in real-time
and provide dynamic information of the electrosorption process.

A potentiostat was used to control the voltage of the cell and measures the current or vice
versa. The EC and pH probe are connected to a data acquisition box (isoPod, eDAQ) via
serial communication, with a data acquisition frequency of 1 sample/sec. The UV-Vis
spectrometer was specified to have a 5 msec integration time, 100 samples to average and
0 boxcar width. Therefore, the spectra were read every 0.5 second. Absorbance at 237 nm
was used to measure the concentration of benzoate anion.
5.4 Results and Discussion
5.4.1 Characterization of the electrodes
SEM image of the electrodes

Figure 5-5. SEM images of anode (a,c) and cathode (b,d). (a) 500, (c) 2000-fold
magnified image of PVF/CNT on carbon fiber electrode. (b) 800, (d) 2000-fold
magnified image of PPy/DBS/CNT on carbon fiber electrode.
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SEM images of the anode and cathode are shown in Figure 5-5. For the anode side, i.e.
Figure 5-5(a, c), carbon nanotubes wrapped around the redox active polymers and formed
a rough, porous coating on the carbon fibers, which had a thickness of around 10 microns.
The pi-pi interaction between the ferrocene moieties and the carbon nanotubes formed
stable and dispersed film on the substrate [71]. This enabled fast electron transfer from the
substrate to the redox active center of the polymer, and the porous structure of the polymer
facilitated ionic transport within the electrode.
The cathode, however, Figure 5-5(b, d) exhibited a different morphology. With the
presence of large cation surfactants, the electrochemically polymerized polypyrrole formed
a densely grown film on the carbon fibers. The conformal coating around the carbon fibers
was less porous than PVF/CNT complex film and had a thickness around 2 microns.
Polypyrrole chains served as molecular wires for electron conduction in the cathode [74]
and enable fast electron transfer as well.
Cyclic voltammetry of the electrodes
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Figure 5-6. Cyclic voltammetry of the (a) PVF/CNT (0.8 mg/cm 2) and PPy/DBS/CNT
(0.39 C/cm 2 ), (b) PVF/CNT (0.8 mg/cm 2) and CNT (0.4 mg/cm 2) electrodes in 0.1 M
,

NaClO4. Scanning rate is 2 mV/s and 5 mV/s and 10 mV/s for PVF/CNT
PPy/DBS/CNT and CNT respectively.

The electrochemical properties of the redox active electrodes were tested by cyclic
voltammetry in 0.1 M NaClO4solution. The PVF/CNT electrode had distinct redox peaks,
resulting from the fast, reversible electron transfer of the redox active moieties. The
equilibrium potential of the anode can be estimated from the redox peaks, i.e.

aqa =

0.31V. For the cathode, in contrast to a pure PPy film, which usually showed a
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quasirectangular CV curve [74], indicating the perfect electrochemical capacitive behavior,
the PPy/DBS/CNT film exhibited a pseudocapacitive behavior, where a pair of redox peaks
are superimposed onto the capacitive response, with an equilibrium voltage ofAqc =
-0.54 V. This is because during the electropolymerization of polypyrrole film, the large
anions (docecylbenzenesulfonate) were incorporated within the polymer layer, since they
could not be easily released from the polymer matrix after being entrapped in it [144].
During the charging and discharging step, the hydrophobicity of the conducting polymer
was changed, which also changed the orientation of the surfactant anions and allowed
sodium ion intercalation to maintain electroneutrality of the polymer film [76]. The
synthesized PPy film therefore had cation exchange properties. The reaction mechanism is
as follows: PPyn+(DBS-)n + ne- + nNa+ = PPy(DBS-)n(Na+)n. Due to the successive
surface redox reactions of PPy and change of orientation of the surfactants, the redox active
peaks of PPy/DBS/CNT were much broader.
Figure 5-6(b) compares the CV of pure CNT drop casted on carbon paper substrate with
that of PVF/CNT composite film. The area under the CV curves indicates the capacitance
of the electrode. It is obvious that the capacitance contribution from pure CNT (capacitive
charging) was negligible compared with PVF/CNT composite, where the capacitance
mainly came from the Faradaic process of the redox active moieties. This is also true for
the cathode. Therefore the ion adsorption performance of the asymmetric system should
mainly attribute to the redox active electrodes, i.e. Nernstian response other than capacitive
response.

Constant current charging of the redox active electrode pair
The PVF/CNT anode was paired with the PPy/DBS/CNT cathode and tested under constant
current charging and discharging at 100 uA in 100 mM NaClO4electrolyte. The voltage of
the asymmetric electrode pair was monitored. In comparison with the behavior of purely
capacitive materials under constant current charging, where the voltage increased linearly
with time; the response of the redox active electrodes were pseudo-capacitive, where a
voltage plateau appeared in both anode and cathode materials, as shown in Figure 5-7(a).
The plateau indicated the Faradaic process where electrons were transferred between the
substrate and the redox active materials. Under fast kinetics, this has a Nernstian response,
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where the inflection point of the curves indicated the equilibrium potential, where the
charged and uncharged state of the redox active polymer are both at 50%.
Chronopotentiometry of the anode was tested under different current densities and is shown
in Figure 5-7 (b).
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Figure 5-7. Chronopotentiometry of (a) PVF/CNT vs Ag/AgCl and PPy/DBS/CNT vs
Ag/AgC1under 100 uA (b) capacitance of PVF/CNT under different current density; (c)
PVF/CNT vs PPy/DBS/CNT under 100 uA; Electrolyte: 0.1 M NaClO4. PVF/CNT
loading 0.85 mg/cm 2, PPy/DBS/CNT loading: 0.39 C/cm2 . The voltage cutoff window is
[-0.9,0.8] V.
The capacitance increased with decreased current density due to reduced charge and ion
transfer resistance. The highest capacitance is 323 F/g at 0.062 A/g, and drops down to a
stable value of around 192 F/g at 0.62 A/g, which is similar to the literature reported value
[71]. By applying a constant current to the PVF/CNT and PPy/DBS/CNT electrode pair,
the electrochemical performance of the electrode pair was evaluated together. During the
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charging step, the voltage rose fast initially, and then the system transited to a much slower
charging stage, as is typical of the response of a Nernstian capacitance, where the redox
active materials were activated to the charged state and adsorbed ions respectively. During
the discharging step, the voltage also dropped quickly first, and then transited to a slower
process where the charged state were converted back to the original uncharged state.
5.4.2 Deionization performance in flow condition
The asymmetric electrodes are further assembled into a flow cell to test the electrosorption
capability of the electrodes. With NaClO4as the only electrolyte, the conductivity probe is
representative of the total ion concentration. The cell is able to adsorption ions during the
charging stage and release ion back to the effluent stream during the desorption step,
validating the concept of Faradaic-CDI.
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Figure 5-8. Constant voltage charging and discharge with the asymmetric electrode in 10
mM NaClO4. PVF/CNT loading 0.8 mg/cm 2, PPy/DBS/CNT loading: 0.39 C/cm 2. The
voltage window is [-0.5,1.2] V, flow rate: 1 ml/min.
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Figure 5-9. Cycling performance of the asymmetric redox active electrode pair under
constant voltage charging and discharging in 10 mM NaClO4. PVF/CNT loading 0.8
mg/cm 2 , PPy/DBS/CNT loading: 0.39 C/cm2 . The voltage window is [-0.5,1.2] V, flow
rate: 1 ml/min.
To characterize the electrosorption performance of the asymmetric redox active electrode
under more realistic condition, an electrode pair was assembled within the ion adsorption
cell, separated by a non-conducting polymer spacer, to test under continuous flow. The
anode had a loading of 0.85 mg/cm 2 of PVF/CNT (equivalent to 8 umol ferrocene moiety
on the 2cm by 2cm electrode) and the cathode loading was 0.39 C/cm 2 (equivalent to 16
umol charge on the 2cm by 2cm electrode), calculated by the amount of charge passed by
during the electropolymerization process. 10 mM sodium perchlorate aqueous solution
flew by the ion adsorption cell under constant flow rate of 1 ml/min. As shown in Figure
5-9, constant voltages was applied for three successive cycles to make sure the system had
reached dynamic steady state. Each cycle was composed of a charging step and a
discharging step with duration of 2 minutes respectively. During the charging step, 1.2 V
cell voltage was applied and a positive current passed through the cell. The anode lose
electrons and was oxidized to form ferrocenium, which possessed positive charges and
adsorbed anions due to electrostatic interaction. Meanwhile, electrons flew to the cathode
and reduced PPy/DBS/CNT to possess net negative charges and adsorb cations to balance
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the charge. Therefore the total concentration of salt decreased during the adsorption step.
The salt concentration eventually went back to the feed concentration, when the capacities
of the electrodes were reached. During the discharge step, current flew from the cathode to
anode instead. Thus, the anode was reduced back to the uncharged state and released the
adsorbed anions to the electrolyte spacer. Meanwhile, the cathode was oxidized to the
charged state of PPy which formed neutral compound with the surfactant anion and
released the adsorbed cations to the spacer. Therefore, the total salt concentration increased
fast initially due to the release of the ions to the spacer channel and gradually returned back
to the feed concentration. pH in the cell also changed during the deionization process. This
was due to parasitic reactions at the electrodes, such as hydrogen and oxygen evolution
reactions. A mismatch of the anode and cathode capacity may also contribute to the side
reactions.
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Figure 5-10. CDI Ragone plot [145] of various materials. Blue squares represents the
performance of purely capacitive material [146]. Colored cycles summaries a few
pseudo-capacitive materials developed recently [58], [66], [67], [143]. Blue diamond
indicates the current study.
Two important metrics to evaluate the materials for capacitive and pseudo-capacitive
deionization are the salt adsorption capacity (SAC) and average salt adsorption rate (ASAR)
[25]. In analogy to the widely used Ragone plot in energy storage materials, Kim and Yoon
created the concept of CDI Ragone plot [145] by plotting these two metrics together to
evaluate deionization performance of the same material under different operation
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conditions and to compare the performance across various materials. As shown in Figure
5-10, blue squares are the performance of a purely capacitive material under different
cycling time [146]. And there is a clear trade-off between the salt adsorption amount and
the adsorption rate. And the optimum operation point is considered as the point where the
product of the two reaches maximum. To put the performance of the asymmetric redox
active material developed here into context, it is also plotted on the CDI Ragone plot to
compare with a few other pseudo-capacitive materials reported in recent years.

The salt adsorption capacity of the asymmetric redox active electrode is calculated to be
SAC

-

msaltMe

Mr(NaCl)qsalt

me

=

19.4mgg'based on the mass of anode and 11.5 mg g-1

based on the total mass of anode and cathode. Although the SAC of the asymmetric system
is not as high as the capacity of battery materials, which can be as high as 34 to 59.9 mg g1[58],

[66], it far exceeds those of porous carbon materials used in CDI applications, which

are around 8 mg g- [25], [146]. Another important metric for evaluating the electrosorption
systems is the average salt adsorption rate, which can be used to determine and optimize
the cycling time for the adsorption and regeneration process. For the current system, this
metric is calculated to be ASAR =

msalt = 9.7
meAt

mg g-1min-1 based on the mass of anode

1 based on the total mass of anode and cathode, which is much higher
and 5.8 mg glmin-

than typically carbon based materials (2 mg g-' min-') [25]. For battery materials that based
on ion intercalation mechanism, although a much higher salt adsorption capacity can be
reached, however the slow intercalation process limits the kinetics of the ion adsorption
process, and reported ASAR in literatures are between 0.14 to 1.8 mg g4 min-' [58], [66],
[67], [143]. with half cycle time ranging from 20 mins to 4 hours. The fast kinetics of
electrosorption in the asymmetric redox active electrode pair comes from the thin and
porous structure of the polymer films, which facilitated the mass transport of ionic species.

The charge efficiency of the process is defined as the amount of salt removed over the
amount of charge passed in the process, i.e.

F

qsalt

qcharge

-f

U(c -c)dt,
fAt/F

which is calculated

to be 59% for the adsorption step and 66% for the desorption step. The loss of charge
efficiency was due to co-ion repulsions as well as parasitic reactions, such as water splitting.
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For constant current operation, 1 mA was applied during the adsorption step (with cutoff
-

voltage of 1V) and -1 mA was applied for the desorption step (with cutoff voltage of

0.5V), as shown in Figure 5-11. And the cell voltage was measured simultaneously. During
the adsorption step, the salt concentration of the effluent stream decreased initially due to
ion adsorption onto the redox active electrodes and eventually went back to the initial feed
concentration when the capacity of the electrodes were reached. pH increased due to the
parasitic hydrogen reduction reaction at the cathode. For desorption step, however, there
were two regeneration peaks. This first one came from the release of adsorbed anions
(perchlorate) and cations (sodium ion) from anode and cathode respectively. When the
voltage dropped below 0 V, which far exceeded the thermodynamic voltage window of the
redox active electrode pair (Figure 5-6(a)), hydroxide ions are oxidized first and pH
decreased accordingly. With constant applied current, water was further oxidized to form
oxygen and protons at the cathode, thus pH of the solution kept decreasing. Since protons
have a higher mobility than sodium ions, therefore the second regeneration peak was higher
than the first one. Therefore, if the proton generation is a concern in the process (electrode
corrosion, etc.), a less negative cutoff voltage should be used during the desorption step to
avoid oxygen evolution reactions at the cathode.
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Figure 5-11. Cycling performance of the asymmetric redox active electrode pair under
constant current charging and discharging (1 mA) in 10 mM NaClO4. PVF/CNT loading
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0.8 mg/cm2 , PPy/DBS/CNT loading: 0.39 C/cm 2 . The voltage cutoff window is [-0.5,1]
V. Flow rate: 1 ml/min.
5.4.3 Selective adsorption of benzoate with excess supporting electrolyte
Another benefit of using redox active electrode is that they exhibit selectivity towards
certain ions [58], [59], [68]. Previous study has shown superb selectivity of the PVF/CNT
electrode towards anions which electron donating groups, such as carboxylic acid,
phosphoric acid, etc. in a batch setup [59]. Here is the first examination of ion selectivity
of the redox active electrode under continuous flow condition, to perform a more realistic
estimate of the "working selectivity" of the material. Here, benzoic acid was chosen as the
model compound, and the sodium perchlorate was used as the supporting electrolyte
(competing anions). Previous study revealed that the mechanism of selectivity came from
the hydrogen bonding between the redox active moieties of the polymer in the charged
state (i.e. ferrocenium) and the target anions, which is much stronger than the electrostatic
interaction with the supporting anions (purely due to the electric charge).
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Figure 5-12. Break-through curves of competitive adsorption of benzoic acid versus
perchlorate with and without E-field
The break-through curves of the anion mixture were measured with and without electric
field. When the electric field were off, the break through time for the supporting anions
and the target anions were almost identical, as indicated by the dashed lines in Figure 5-12.
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However, when the electric field was turned on, the time for benzoate to break-through
was much longer than the supporting anions. This again confirmed the stronger interaction
between the target anions with the electrode surface after it was activated.

Figure 5-13 demonstrates the ion adsorption performance, especially selectivity towards
the target anions of the ion adsorption cell with the mixture stream. A three-electrode setup
was used to monitor not only the overall cell voltage but also the voltage drop between the
anode versus the pseudo-reference (Ag wire). By applying a constant voltage between the
anode and the pseudo-reference electrode (black line), the cell voltage is monitored (blue
line). At the end of adsorption step and desorption step, the cell voltage was 0.72 V, 0.05
V respectively. Therefore the voltage drop between the cathode and the pseudo-reference
was 0.37 V and -0.05 V versus Ag wire. Similar to the deionization test, during the
adsorption step, anode was oxidized to ferrocenium. However, ferrocenium would
favorably bind with benzoate, although the concentration of benzoate versus the competing
anions was 50 fold more dilute. Sodium ions were adsorbed at the cathode to balance the
charge as well. Therefore, the total salt concentration decreased during the adsorption step.
In order to quantify selectivity of the two anions, the concentration of benzoate ions were
measured from in-situ UV-Vis absorbance. By overlaying the concentration profile of the
target anions and the supporting anions, it was clearly seen that the target anions exhibited
slower break-through than the supporting anions, indicating a stronger interaction with the
anode in the charged state. The theoretical maximum selectivity can be calculated from the
binding energy, SAIX

= Ka

-

e-AEbind

,

which can estimated obtained from DFT

calculations. To obtain selectivity from experimental measurement, it is defined as the ratio
of the adsorbed amount of target anions versus the supporting anions over the feed
concentration of the two anions, i.e., SAIx = (q,eq/qx,eq)/(cA,eq/cx,eg).

The ion

adsorption amount is calculated by integrating the concentration profile below the feed
concentration, q = f U(ci - c) dt for the two anions respectively. And the "working
selectivity" under continuous flow condition is calculated to be 3, under a feed
concentration ratio of 1:50. Although the "working selectivity" is lower than previously
reported value in batch system, this is somehow expected [68]. Firstly, the "working
selectivity" was obtained under flow condition, which suffered from mass transfer
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limitations and charge transfer resistance in the system. Secondly, the system has reached
dynamic steady state, therefore the "working selectivity" is truly reversible, as indicated
by the repeatable adsorption and regeneration peaks in the UV-Vis measurement in Figure
5-13(c). Last but not least, side reactions, such as water splitting reactions, changed the pH
of the stream during the adsorption step, the generated hydroxyl ions might compete with
the target anions as well.
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Figure 5-13. Cycling performance of the asymmetric redox active electrode pair under
constant voltage charging and discharging in 12.5 mM NaClO4 and 250 uM benzoic acid.
(a) Applied voltage (anode vs Ag wire, black), total cell voltage (blue) and current
response; (b) Concentration of benzoate, total salt, and pH; (c) Normalized concentration
(by feed concentration) of benzoate (blue) and total salt (black). PVF/CNT loading 0.4
mg/cm 2, PPy/DBS/CNT loading: 0.23 C/cm2. The voltage window is [-0.1,0.35] V, anode
vs Ag wire (pseudo reference), flow rate: 1 ml/min.
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Charge efficiencies of the deionization process and the selective adsorption process have
been evaluated with electrodes of the same loading and are compared in Figure 5-14. It can
be clearly seen that, the charge efficiency of the deionization process with the binary
electrolyte was 59% and 66% for adsorption and desorption step respectively. In the
presence of benzoic acid, the charge efficiency increased to 87% and 89%, with a 28% and
23% increase for adsorption and desorption step. This is because benzoic acid is a weak
acid (pKa = 4.2), and itself acted as a buffer for the mixture solution, therefore the pH
swing was also much lower (Figure 5-13(b)) than in the case with only the binary
electrolyte (Figure 5-9).
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5.4.4 Electrochemically mediated adsorption with segmented electrodes

Multi-channel potentiostat

EC

Ion adsorption cell
UV-Vis

Effluent tank

Contaminated water

Figure 5-15. (a) Flow schematic of the electrochemically mediated adsorption process
with segmented electrodes (b) Bench-scale setup of the continuous flow system
As was discussed in Chapter 4, the spatial response of ion adsorption in electrosorption cell
along the bed length is important in monitoring the ion adsorption performance and provide
both thermodynamic (break-through time) and kinetics (spread of the concentration wave
front) information about the competitive electrosorption process. Previous studies have
added neutral dye as a probe molecule to the salt solution and measures the local
fluorescence signal that is quenched by collisions with chloride ion [147]. This methods
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provides in-situ measurements of spatially and temporally resolved salt concentration
between electrodes for a CDI cell during actively charging process [148].

Figure 5-16. 3D schematics of the segmented electrosorption cell design
For the surface based ion adsorption techniques, including CDI, another (somewhat easier
and more elegant) approach is to monitor the current response along the bed length. Till
now, all the CDI cell configurations are composed of one single pair of electrodes. Here,
we have provide a novel design of ion adsorption cell with six independent electrode pairs
to allow simultaneously monitoring of the ion adsorption performance during the ion
adsorption process. Figure 5-15 shows the schematic diagram of the flow system with the
segmented ion adsorption cell and a photograph of the system set-up. In order to monitor
the convection front of the ion adsorption cell, the system is equipped with a multi-channel
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potentiostat to apply and hold voltage during the charging and discharging steps and
monitor the current response from each channel independently. The two three-way values
allows the change from the synthetic contaminated water and DI water for washing. Figure
5-16 shows the 3D design of the segmented cell, six pairs of electrodes were contained in
the cell, each of which has a surface area of 2 cm x 2 cm.
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Figure 5-17. Current response from the segmented electrodes. Anode: PVF/CNT, loading
0.4 mg/cm 2, Cathode: Activated carbon (PACMM, Material Methods, Irvine, CA).
Applied voltage 1 V, flow rate: 1 ml/min.
Figure 5-17 shows the current response from the six segmented electrode pairs. It is clearly
seen that the signals exhibited similar shapes and were shifted by the residence time
difference between adjacent electrode pairs, which confirmed the applicability of using
multi-channel current response to monitor the electrosorption progress within the ion
electrosorption cell.

5.5 Conclusion
To conclude, here we present a continuous ion adsorption system with asymmetric redox
active electrodes. The system exhibited high salt adsorption capacity 19.4 mg/g (based on
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anode) and fast salt adsorption kinetics, with average salt adsorption rate of 9.7 mg/g/min
due to the enhancement of capacitance from the redox active moieties and the porous
structure of the redox polymer film also facilitated the mass transport of ionic species.
Furthermore, the system demonstrated selectivity towards certain target anions due to the
specific interaction between the target anion and the redox active moiety on the anode
(ferrocenium in this case). A selectivity of 3 is obtained from an feed concentration ratio
of benzoate: perchlorate of 1:50. Benzoate acid was used as a model compound, but the
system can be extended to other anions and metal cations for future study. This study shows
and validates the electrochemically mediated adsorption process for deionization
applications as well as selective removal of toxic, environmental concerned ions from a
mixture of ionic species, which provides a platform and methodology of evaluation the
system. A continuous flow system is built with three inline sensors, (UV-Vis spectroscopy,
conductivity, pH) to allow simultaneous monitoring and evaluating the ion adsorption
performance as well as evaluation of selectivity towards certain target ions. This will
facilitates optimization of the experimental conditions, electrode loading, flow regimes, etc.
This study has demonstrated and validates the electrochemically mediated adsorption
technology for both deionization and water remediation applications. The flow platform
equipped with inline sensors facilitates the optimization of the experimental conditions,
such as electrode loading, flow regimes, applied voltage window etc. and can be easily
extended to target on other environmentally concerned ionic species, such as organic
anions and heavy metal cations, which is subject to future study.
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Chapter 6 Flow through reactor for electrochemically mediated
amine regeneration for carbon capture

6.1 Introduction
As fossil fuel remains to be one of the major sources of energy in the world in the next few
decades, it is essential that someform of C02capture from different sources such as flue
gas (coal, gas, or biomass power plants), or even from ambient air is required to achieve
net zero emission by 2050 [149]. Many technologies exist to captureC02from the flue gas,
among which thermal amine scrubbing is the most developed. This technology is based on
the complexationof C02 and amine, which drives the absorption processof C02 into the
absorbent. However this process suffers from several problems, such as a high capital cost
[150], high amount of heat energy needed to regenerate the solvent and amine degradation
under high-temperature operation [151]. Therefore, it is essential to develop more energyefficient and environmentally friendly C02 capture methods. Electrochemical methods
have attracted more attention in recent years, which are particularly suitable for C02
removal from emission sites where insufficient heat is available and these techniques are
also more modular and potentially can be used in distributed emission sources. Various
concepts have been explored, such as molten carbonate fuel cell [152], pH swing [153],
quinone reduction in ionic liquid [154] and supercapacitive swing adsorption [155].
Electrochemically mediated amine regeneration (EMAR) is a new post-combustion carbon
capture technology, developed at MIT, which addresses many of the shortcomings of
thermal scrubbing, such as higherC02 desorption pressure, smaller absorber, and lower
energy demands [156]-[158]. Previous work on the EMAR system have validated the
concept and the most recent study shows that the energy consumption of EMAR process
is 50-60 kJ mol-I, which is comparable to the thermal scrubbing method [159].
To understand and improve the EMAR process, several engineering models are developed.
Most of the models focus on providing a quantitative description of the thermodynamics
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of the system [158], [159]. There were also attempts to model the mass transport of the
EMAR process [160]. However only flow-between configuration is considered and the
electrodes are assumed to be flat plates. Flow-through configuration is a promising cell
architecture. Firstly, it addresses some of the transport limitations in the flow-between
configuration, which enables a much higher current density, allowing smaller electrodes
sizes and reduces capital cost. Furthermore, the flow-through reactor eliminates the use of
membrane in the cell, which is one of the most expensive component in the cell [82]. To
our knowledge, there have not been experimental or theoretical studies on the flow-through
EMAR process. To understand the interplay of thermodynamics, kinetics and the mass
transfer behavior of the EMAR system in the flow-through reactor, we here develop a
macroscopic mean field model, which provides a general theoretical framework for
analyzing the EMAR system and providing guidelines for experimental design and device
optimization.
The paper is constructed as follows, firstly the governing equations of the flow-through
reactor are introduced, then the dimensionless equations are solved numerically. In the
results section, the high pressure operation regime (without explicit gas release in the
reactor) is studied first, which allows us to focus on the liquid phase mass transport
behavior of the EMAR system in the flow-through reactor. Afterwards, two case studies
with gas release are explored to study the process in a more realistic set-up. The first case
considers gas release in the electrolyte spacer, the second case considers a membrane
reactor design, where gas are released through the wall of the membrane reactor at the
anode and the absorbed at the cathode. The latter design is of particular interest, since it
allows the elimination of the absorption column, which further reduces capital and
operation cost and is worth exploring experimentally in the near future.

Description of the EMAR process
The flow diagram of the flow-through EMAR process is shown in Figure 6-1. Flue gas is
absorbed by amine in the absorption column and forms carbamate which then enters the
anode of the flow-through reactor. In the anode, cupric ions are generated by the
electrodissolution reaction. Since the complexation equilibrium constant between cupric
ions and amine is much larger than the one between amine and carbon dioxide, amine will
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preferentially form a new complex with cupric ions and release carbon dioxide. At the
cathode, the opposite process occurs where electrodeposition of cupric ions drives the
thermodynamic equilibrium to release amine from the complexed molecule, which is sent
back to the absorption column to bind with carbon dioxide, thus closing the EMAR process
cycle. Since the stream of reactants enters the cathode after the anode, this is called the
downstream configuration. The regenerated carbon dioxide can be released from the
reactor in the gaseous form via the electrolyte spacer, as an example.
Flue gas out

C02 collector

Cathode
Anode
Flow-through reactor
Flue gas in
Figure 6-1. Flow diagram of the EMAR process with flow-through reactor
In this paper, we are particularly interested in modeling the flow-through electrochemical
reactor, where the species in the inlet and outlet stream are assumed to be in
thermodynamics equilibrium respectively. Since the flow direction aligns with the electric
field for the flow-through configuration, variations of composition and electric field in the
axial direction are of primary importance. If we ignore the spatial variation of variables in
the cross section, or equivalently consider the cross-section area averaged problem, an
effective one-dimensional macroscopic model is studied here.
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6.2 Model
The simulation domain is defined as follows, where the left and right domains are the
porous anode and cathode respectively, and the electrolyte spacer lies in between both
electrodes. A schematic of the simulation domain is given in Figure 6-2.
Anode
x=0

I

I

Spacer

x=1

Cathode

x=2

x=3

Figure 6-2. Simulation domain (each domain is normalized by its thickness).
6.2.1 Governing equations
6.2.1.1 Mass transport equations with homogeneous reaction
Speciation
For the EMAR process, a full thermodynamics description of the chemical speciation
process involves Am, AmH+,AmH

2+,

AmC0 2 , CO2 (aq), HCO-, CO-, H+, OH-,

Na+, Cl-, NaCl(aq), NaHCO 3 (aq), Cu2 +, CuO, CuOH+,CuCl+, CuCl 2 (aq), etc.
Tracking the concentrations of all of the chemical species in the process is neither necessary
nor computationally tractable. Based on the understanding of the process and the dominant
chemical reactions, five species are considered in the model. They are ethylenediamine
(EDA, denoted as Am), carbon dioxide in the aqueous phase, cupric ion, EDA-carbon
dioxide complex (AmCO 2 ) and copper EDA complex (CuAm2+)
The five species are numbered as follows, i = 1,2,3,4,5:
Am,C0 2 , Cu+, AmCO 2 , CuAm2+

Two homogeneous reactions, k = 1,2:
Am+ CO2 = AmCO 2
Cu 2~+ 2Am= CuAm2+
Three chemical groups, 1 = 1,2,3:
Am: Am, AmCO 2 , CuAmj+
C0 2 : C02 , AmCO

Cu2 +:

Cu2 +,

2

CuAm+
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Table 6-1. Reaction coefficientVi,kand stoichiometric coefficient i, for the five species.
Vi,k

il

i

k=1

k=2

Am

-1

-2

CO 2

-1

Cu 2 +

=1

1=2

1=3

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

-1

0

0

1

AmCO 2

1

0

1

1

0

CuAm2+

0

1

2

0

1

Mass transport in the porous electrodes with homogeneous reactions
In the porous electrodes (anode and cathode), the governing equation for the species
transport is:

E
where

EP

9C

i (D +aR +
E=P(D+ Da)02 X2U

is porosity of the porous electrode, D

=

sL

,

(6.1)

R
V,k,i

DO is the molecular diffusion

coefficient and r is the tortuosity of the porous electrode, which is assumed to be 1 in this
study. Da is the dispersion coefficient in the flow direction, taken to be Da=

aEp

(1 -

EP),

which is obtained from a fit of a large amount of data correlated by Sherwood et al [161].
Mass conservation requires that for each homogeneous reaction and each chemical group,
i.e., V k, 1,
evi,kin, 0

(6.2)

For each chemical group, define a total concentration cr, as follows:
CT=

c
i

The elemental groups are explicitly expressed as below:
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(6.3)

CT =

CAm

+

cAmCo+2cCuAm+

CT,2 = cCO2

+ cAmCo2

CT, 3 =

+

CCu2+

(6.4)

CCuAm2*

We can see that the elemental groups have clear physical significance, which is the total
concentrations of each elemental group, and they should be conserved throughout
homogeneous reactions [162].
Utilizing the new variables, the transport equations for the five species can be transformed
into three equations in terms of the total concentrations CT, 1
E
P

at

= EO(DC ,, + Da)
' -U
2
pJeflLax O

=

1,2,3, as follows,

' +(3,aRs,3

(6.5)

a

.

where the detailed derivation is included in Appendix G

It is assumed that carbon dioxide exists in the liquid form in the anode during the
regeneration process, which is valid for pressurized reactors. This is even favorable for
downstream sequestration, which often requires compression of C02 to 150 bars. It was
mentioned in Stern's previous study [158] that by releasing C02 at 10 bar, over 50% of the
required compression work can be avoided. This translates to a dramatic reduction in the
size of the compression train, and ultimately the associated capital costs.
Here, the effective diffusivity are denoted as Deff, which can be estimated from the initial
concentration of each species, De ff.
Since Rj = 0, except for i = 3, the only non-zero heterogeneous reaction corresponding
to the electrodissolution/deposition reaction of copper, which occurs at i = 3, 1 = 3, where
i =

1:

The transport equations in porous electrodes (anode or cathode) then becomes,
E
p

p\ eff,

c
EP

p

=E (D

O

p

,2

+D) a
a/

+D
+

2

x2

'-U

CT 2

a) Ox 2

P\eff,2

E, (Def,, + Da)
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2'

-- U

Ti

(6.6)

,2
Ox

(6.7)

Ox

r,+ aRs,3

(6.8)

aAmco

(6.9)

K

-

aCUAM2+
2
aCu2+Am
aa2

(6.10)

K2
2

where the activity of each species at is defined with reference to the standard state
Unit activity coefficient is assumed

concentration ce of 1 M (mol/L): ai = yj
throughout this study, i.e., yj = 1. Therefore, ai =

Ce

=i, and the activity of each species

can be considered as its dimensionless concentration.
Equation (6.4) to (6.10) contains 8 equations and 8 variables, therefore the problem is well
posed given the appropriate initial and boundary conditions.

The initial and boundary conditions are defined as follows:
Inlet condition (x = 0): the inlet concentrations of the chemical groups are assumed to be
1 M total amine (EDA), 1 M total dissolvedC0 2 , and 0.1

M
CCu2+,

therefore

CT1=

1 M, c,2 = 1 M, CT,3 = 0.1 M.

The inlet concentrations for each species ci are solved from Equations (6.4), (6.9) and
(6.10).
At the anode-spacer interface (x = 1), enforce continuity of flux:
UCTI -

_D'__TJI

E
EpDeffi

a

CT,1=
- Deff=+
x=1
x=1~

- =1Uci

At the spacer-cathode interface (x = 2), enforce continuity of flux:
EpDef f

= UCT, -

p

19x=2-

t

+

UCT,I- Deff

)

x=2+

At the outlet (x = 3), assume no diffusive flux:

aC
EpDef,ax=

0

Mass transport in the electrolyte spacer with homogeneous reactions
In the electrolyte spacer between the anode and cathode:
Dc.
at

-D.

0 2 c.
Dc.
2 I-U O+

R
ax +ZIRk~i

OX
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(6.11)

After making the same transformation as in the porous electrode, the transport equations
are derived similarly in terms of the atomic groups, V 1 = 1,2,3:
acTj=D
at

l'-U

e

a

'cT

ax

2

(6.12)

The algebraic equations in the spacer are the same as in the porous electrode, as shown in
Equations (6.4), (6.9) and (6.10).
The boundary conditions are the continuity of concentrations:
_ = CT,11+

CTx2-

= CTix= 2

+

CT,l

6.2.1.2 Electric field in the porous electrode and in the electrolyte spacer
Electric field in the porous electrode
The electric field in the porous electrodes are modeled using the macroscopic porous
electrode theory developed by Newman et al. in the 1970s [163], [164].
In the porous electrode (anode or cathode), since the electronic current that leaves the
electrode should enter the electrolyte, the local current conservation law is expressed as
follows:

Oi
Oi
e +
=0
Ox Ox

(6.13)

Furthermore, electronic current density and ionic current density are related with the
gradient of local electric potential, which is simply Ohm's law
- O9e

Ox
i

-e

a

(6.14)

(6.15)

where o and K are the conductivities of the electronic conductor and ionic conductor
respectively.

-is usually assumed to be large for metal electrodes (-2000 S/m) and much

larger than

Meanwhile

K.

K is

determined by the concentration of total concentration of

ionic species and can be estimated asK=

z F

Di,oci,

where zi is valence of ionic species

i, F is Faraday constant, R is gas constant and T is system temperature, which is derived
from the Nernst Planck equations by neglecting diffusional potential. It should be noted
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that the electrolyte conductivity depends on local ion concentrations. Since the
concentration of the supporting electrolyte is much higher than that of the electroactive
species Cu",

K

describes the dominant contribution of ionic conductivity from the

electromigration of supporting electrolyte under the electric field, which can be considered
constant in the axial direction as a first order approximation. By doing this, the electric
field is coupled with the mass transport of ionic species only through the Faradaic reaction
at the electrode-electrolyte interface.
The local Faradaic reaction rate is described by the divergence of current density. Although
the Faradaic reaction happens at the electrode-electrolyte interface, which is heterogeneous,
after volume averaging, it becomes a volumetric source term within the porous electrode
[156].

J

(6.16)

loc

The rate of Faradaic reaction is described by Butler-Volmer kinetics. The standard form of
Butler-Volmer equation [96] for a n-electron transfer reaction is shown as follows:
aanFn

loc

e

acnF7

-e

RT

RT

(6.17)

And the convention used here for positive current is oxidation direction. The anodic (aa)
and cathodic (a,) charge transfer coefficients add up to n, i.e., aa + ac = 1 and the
exchange current io is generally a function of concentrations. The explicit formulae of
io, aa and ac depend on the reaction mechanism. And the exchange current density can be
usually obtained from experimental data.
ri is the overall overpotential, which is defined as the difference between the potential
difference between electrode and electrolyte and the thermodynamic potential difference:
7q=

4, -#

- A

~eg - AO - Aeq

(6.18)

The thermodynamic potential versus the standard hydrogen electrode is defined as follows:

Aqq

eq +

The boundary conditions are:
x= 0
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ReT
n(acu.)

(6.19)

x=

' =

1

ie= 0,ji = I

x =2

#|lx=2+,

4)|x=2- =

e =

0

x =3
Pe = -Vceu,

i =I

Electric field in the electrolyte spacer
In the electrolyte, the governing equations for the electric field are simplified as follows:
i=

-L

(6.20)

Ox

Bi

(6.21)

-=0
Ox
The boundary conditions are:
x=1

(Ix=

1

+

(PIX=1x=2

i=I

6.2.1.3 Constant voltage (potentiostatic) versus constant current (galvanostatic)
boundary condition
The current density I that flows through the EMAR reactor under applied voltage Vcee is
an implicit variable, which is determined by f jdx = I. Here, I is solved by adjusting the
current density used in the boundary condition until the specified electric potential is
achieved at the cathode.
The boundary conditions specified above are for constant voltage operation. For constant
current operation, simply change the boundary condition at x = 3 to be ie = I, i = 0. And
the cell voltage is simply Vcei = -4e1x=3 . The latter is actually easier to solve by
explicitly specifying the flux as the Neumann boundary condition.
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6.2.2 New reference state due to homogeneous reactions
Due to the large equilibrium constants of homogeneous reactions in the electrolyte, K1 =
3.5 x 104, K2 = 2.0 x

1018,

given the initial condition of I M total EDA, 1 M total carbon

and 0.1 M total copper, most cupric ions exist in the CuAm2+complex form while amine
exists in either CuAm2+ or AmC02 form. The initial concentrations of free cupric ion and
amine are in trace amount. Choosing 1 M standard state concentration as the reference state
is not very informative and also causes large numerical difficulties and inaccuracy.
Therefore, it would be advantageous to shift to a new reference state which reflects the
equilibrium constants of the homogeneous reactions. The information of the new reference
state is essentially contained in the chemical equilibrium equations for the two
homogeneous reactions, Equations (6-9) and (6-10). By normalizing the right-hand size of
the equations to be 1, and grouping the equilibrium constants with the standard state
activities, two new equations are created as below:

aAniCO2

(6.22)

aAmaCo
(6.23)

2=

aCu

Am

The-new definition of activities become
aAm = KaAm= K

CAm
C

(6.24)

CAm
C

K
acu2+ =

K2

K cc2.

c

(6.25)

2.

KC E

K

K2

Unlike aAmand aCu, which are much smaller than 1, dAm and aCU2+ are now 0(1).
It can be easily seen from Equations (6.24) and (6.25) that the new reference concentrations
for EDA and Cu 2 +are - and -ce respectively.
K1

K2

Equations (7) - (9) can be modified by substitutingCAm
accordingly.
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- aAm andCCU2+

=7

C

acU2+,

6.2.3 Reaction kinetics for Faradaic reactions
6.2.3.1 Reaction mechanism and rate expression
Assume the copper electrodeposition and electrodissolution reactions follow a two-step
electron transfer mechanism [129], [165], where the first step is the rate determining step
(RDS) and the second step is at equilibrium, then,
Cu2+ + e- -' Cu+(RDS)

Cu+ + e- # Cu(s)
For Butler-Volmer kinetics, the reaction rates for the two steps are:
(I1-a,)FA#'
RT
_ kajaCu*e

a 1FA#

RT

i = F kelaCu2+e

a2

i2 = F k,2acu* e

FAO
RT _-ka jaus

(6.26)

(1-a2)FA#
RT

(6.27)

Since the second step is at equilibriumi 2 = 0, and the activity of metallic copper is 1, i.e.,
acu(s) = 1, the activity of Cu can be derived as acu+ =

F

RT

. Plugging it into the first

C,2

equation, the total reaction rate, denoted by ij0 is expressed as
(2-a,)FA#'

a,FA#

i, = 2i, =

2F

k

aCu2+e

RT

_ ka1a 2

k,2

e

(6.28)

RT

At equilibrium, set ilac = 0:

+

-ln(acu

(6.29)

)

eg=ANq

which recovers the Nernst equation in Equation (6.19), and APE)eq

= RT
2F

In

k,

1

kc,2

'ka,lka,2)

The current density can be expressed in terms of overpotential 77 as defined in Equation
(6.18):
aF

1-a,

igo =Fka~p2

RT
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-(2F

_e RT

(6.30)

)a

2
121a- ka k
2
a,a,2

ko = k

(6.31)
/

can be clearly seen that io = 2Fkoac2,,ac=£and aa=1-

caflF-l

acflFfl

Comparing the expression with the standard expression i 0 c= io e

RT

- e

RT),

it

foratwo-electron

transfer reaction under the assumed mechanism and they sum to 1 as required. Note that

the above expressions are derived under a standard state of c 0 = 1 M.
The local current density can be written equivalently as follows,

(6.32)

RT

_e

RT

iloC=2FkO acu,+e

where the concentration of electroactive species are factored out. Equations (6.30) and
(6.32) can be used interchangeably depending on convenience.
6.2.3.2 Rate expression with homogeneous reactions under new reference state
The large equilibrium constant favors formation of CuAm+ when the concentration of
amine is abundant, and cupric ions exists in such a trace amount (10-18

M) that we expect

the Faradaic reaction rate to be altered significantly. Therefore, it is necessary to derive the
rate expression when homogeneous reactions are involved utilizing the new reference
states defined in Section 6.2.3.1.

After shifting the reference state for Cu 2 +, the equilibrium potential can be expressed as:
RT

A4

K22

=Ae+RIn K
2F KC

2

2

J

RT

=In

#eq +--ln
2F

2 )dU~
K2'
RT
_

K2

j+R+-ln
n
2F

2.

(6.33)

2,

eq

The new standard state potential can be denoted as:
E)

A+
Oeq
eq

f

K2'6.4

RT

-In
2F
2 K2)

(6.34)

Then,
AEe
Ae

A eq +
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In
12F

(6.35)

which means that when electroactive species participate in the homogeneous reactions in
the electrolyte, after the change of the reference state to make the new activity on the order
of 1, the open circuit voltage (OCV) of the system is shifted by RTIn
the original OCV. With the current value of K 1 and K2 ,

ln

compared with

)=

-0.28 V. The

cathodic shift indicates that the cupric ions are more difficult to reduce and easier to oxidize,
which agrees well with our intuition when an electroactive species undergoes complexation
reactions in the bulk.

Furthermore, with the new equilibrium potential under the new reference state, the ButlerVoler ateexpression can be re-derived by pluggingacuz+ =

K2

czinoEutn

(6.28).

With the definition of the new equilibrium potential A

pe

, the overpotential 7' is expressed

as:
AO-Aeq =A

Aq q

(.36)RT

eq +2F

(.6

The rate expression can be written as a function of overpotential as well,

(a-'
i=2Fkocu2

acF'
RT

(2-a)F77')

- e

RT

(6.37)

A comparison of Tafel plot of the copper electrodissolution/electrodeposition reaction is
.

included in Appendix H

6.2.4 Dimensionless variables and equations
Up to this point, the homogenous reactions with fast equilibrium are carefully handled by
defining chemical groups as new variables and the thermodynamics information are taken
into account by defining a new reference state. The rate expression for the Faradaic reaction
is also modified and justified accordingly.
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Before we solve for the equations, it is advantageous to define dimensionless variables to
allow easier generalization of the results and to group the parameters into important
dimensionless groups, which enables us to study their impact.
6.2.4.1 Dimensionless variables
e=

t=

_

C

c

X

-

,

e

x= -(electrode)

,

Le

tR~

Deff + Da

=

S

=

x

(spacer)

LS
LeR
LeR
(De+D)c ' co 2

FO

~

#=RT'"

=

Fpe

Fil

RT '

RT

Le c20

(Deff + Da)C

All the concentration variables are normalized by the standard state concentration, c0
1 M. Distance in the x-axis is normalized by the thickness of anode/cathode or spacer
respectively based on the location. For the flow-through system, the effect of diffusion and
dispersion are of secondary effect, therefore the effective diffusivity of the three chemical
groups are assumed to be the same, i.e. De, = Deff. Time and surface reaction rate are
normalized with respect to diffusion time scale and flux scale respectively, using the
effective diffusivity and the length of the electrode as the diffusivity and length scales.
Electric potential variables are all normalized by the thermal voltage, VT = RT/F.

6.2.4.2 Dimensionless groups
Inserting the dimensionless variables into the governing equations, several dimensionless
groups appear naturally, which contain important information on the process.
Pe =

U Le
Deff + Da

The Peclet number is the ratio between diffusion/dispersion time scale and convection time
scale and indicates that convection dominates the mass transport process over diffusion for
Pe »1 and diffusion dominates for Pe«

1. This is also called Peclet-Bodenstein number

when dispersion is considered to dominate over molecular diffusivity [166].
k=

k Le
e
(Deff + Da)cO
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k is the ratio between Faradaic reaction rate with the diffusion rate, when k » 1, means
that the process is locally diffusion limited, while k « 1 means that the process is reaction
limited.
Le

a = aLe --

hp

For porous electrode with large internal surface area, a indicates the ratio of the
macroscopic length versus the pore diameter.
Y==

CO

y specifies the ratio between the inlet concentration of supporting electrolyte to the
standard state concentration (1 M).
v = ak

v = ak
Y
Since y is a constant, v orV

is the dimensionless exchange current density, which

incorporates the intrinsic rate constant and the volumetric surface area of the porous
electrode.
fl LS
Le

ftindicates the ratio of the spacer thickness versus the electrode thickness.
6.2.4.3 Dimensionless equations for mass transport
Using the dimensionless variables and dimensionless groups defined in Section 6.2.4.1 and
6.2.4.2 , the governing equations for mass transport in the porous electrode are:
E

'-TJPe "T'

E

(6.39)

Rk r2 rT,2 _e ra],2

P

(,3

1,=

(6.38)

r, _

a r,3P

+

A,

ac2. e"" - e ""(6.41)
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(6.40)

where aa = 1 -

,and ac =
2

and it should be noted that the sign convention used here

2

is that positive local current density represents oxidation reaction. Therefore, it should be
expected that R is positive within the anode and negative within the cathode.
By assuming unity activity coefficient, ei = at, and considering the shift of reference state
for Cu 2 and amine, denoted by

ai, equation (6.4),

=

=

I

+ 22cuAM2.

K+A

Cr, 2 =

(6.22) and (6.23) become,
(6.42)

2 0 2 +OAmco2

(6.43)

K2
r,3=

K2

cu2.+

CuAm+

CAmCO2

(6.45)

CAmCCO

(6.46)

-~~2+2
CCu2+
Cu

2+

CAm

The boundary conditions are:
x = 0,
eT,1= L,2 = LT,3= 0-1

1,
1=
Pecril-E

= PeC

1 t~

x = 2,
~eT,
Pecri

1acT71

19 8 =2-

'

c2£2

-

Pecri -

16 7,

E

ai~

x= 3,

In the electrolyte spacer, the governing equations are similar to Equations (6.38) to (6.40),
except that the porosity is set to I and the Faradaic reaction term vanishes. As is defined in
5.2, f denotes the ratio of the spacer thickness to the electrode thickness.
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a
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The algebraic equations describing the chemical groups and homogenous reactions are
exactly the same as Equations (6.42) to (6.46).
The boundary conditions are:
ET,Ilk

-

1+

eTjl;

CT,lI=2-

2

+

=TJI=

6.2.4.4 Dimensionless equations for the electric field
The dimensionless current density and Faradaic reaction rate are defined as:
RTK

RTic

RTK

Equations (6.13) to (6.15) become,

o[

M+
I

aI

(6.50)

0

= -

(6.51)
i

=

-e

(6.52)

Special attention should be paid to nondimensionalize Equation (6.16), since it relates the
current density generated by the local electric field with the volumetric reaction rate for
mass transport equations. For mass transport process, fluxes are normalized by the
diffusional flux, while current density in the electrolyte are normalized by the conductivity
of the electrolyte. Plugging the expression of K into Equation (6.16) and utilizing the
dimensionless variables defined above, the dimensionless charge transfer rate is:
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2

j = anFkO FL2

1

°2+ e aan _e-acn

(6.53)

2

RT

zF D,0ci CU

i

RT

If the concentration of supporting electrolyte is much greater than the concentration of the
electroactive species, as is assumed throughout this paper, Equation (6.53) can be greatly
simplified as
(6.54)

La 2 C e aa n?7- ecl?

2

17i

i'O(6.55)

nce
where cO is the initial concentration of the supporting electrolyte, y is the ratio of that
versus the standard state concentration. For a particular case that we are interested in
studying here, the supporting electrolyte is monovalent binary electrolyte, such as sodium
chloride. Therefore,z= |z_|= 1, c,= c_.= candy =-.

The dimensionless overpotential and equilibrium potential are derived as
-A A
eeq,

-

-Aqeq (6.56)

The equilibrium potential in the new reference state versus the standard hydrogen electrode
is defined as follows:
+~e In IK

eq

2,2

J+1n cu

The boundary conditions are:
5c = 0,
e =

0,t = 0

5c = 1,
le = 0, i = I

: = 20
x-2-

t',e = 0

=

.k = 3,
Pe = -Vceul, i = 0
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(6.57)

In the electrolyte, the dimensionless governing equations for the electric field are simplified
as follows:

aX -0
The boundary conditions are:
2=1,

X=1

' 'X=1

1=I

The current density

I that flows

through the EMAR reactor under applied voltage

Pcelt

is

implicitly solved by satisfying

6.3 Simulation results
6.3.1 High pressure operation with single (liquid) phase
The dimensionless equations derived in Section 6.2.4 are solved under the specified
boundary conditions. The values of parameters used in the simulation are summarized in
Table 6-2. Most ofresults are simulated under steady state, since that is of the most interest
for practical applications. Transient studies are also conducted to make sure the simulation
results under long time matches the steady state results as an extra check for the numerical
simulation. Furthermore, transient studies are used to study the "overlimiting current",
which is defined in latter session of the paper.
Among all the parameters, three of them will be altered and their influence on the
simulation results are studied. They are the Peclet number Pe, dimensionless applied cell
voltage 1

ce1

and the dimensionless exchange current density v = ak.
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Table 6-2. Parameters values for flow-through EMAR process
Name

Value

K1

3.5 * 104

Equilibrium constant for amine C02 complexation

K2

2 * 1018

Equilibrium constant for copper amine complexation

Le

0.01[m]

Thickness of the electrode, anode/cathode

LS

0.01[m]

Thickness of the electrolyte spacer channel

Do

1 * 10-9[M 2 /s]

T

323.15 [K]

Operating temperature

a

2000 [S/m]

Conductivity of the electrode

K

2FDco/VT

Conductivity of the electrolyte

Co

2 [mol/L]

Inlet concentration of supporting electrolyte

F

96485 [C/mol]

Faraday constant

VT

0.0278 [V]

Thermal voltage

a

700 [1/m]

Specific surface area

Cla

0.75

Anodic charge transfer coefficient

cc

0.25

Cathodic charge transfer coefficient

io

7.06 [A/m 2 ]

k1

1.03 * 10-4 [mol/m 2s]
0.3419 [V]

Description

Characteristic molecular diffusivity

Exchange current density
Faradaic reaction rate constant
Equilibrium potential of copper deposition

Vceu

21

Dimensionless applied cell voltage

EP

0.9

Porosity
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Figure 6-3. Concentration distribution in the electrodes and electrolyte spacer under
various applied cell voltage ce, at Pe = 40, v = 7.2. dimensionless concentration of
(a) total copperCT,CU2+, (b)C0 2 , (c) renormalized concentration of free copperCcu2+
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(log-scale) (d) renormalized concentration of free EDA -Am(e) copper-EDA complex,
(f) EDA- CO 2 complex,

Amco 2

-

eCuAm2+

Figure 6-3 shows the concentration distribution of the species that are involved in the
electrochemical process. Due to homogeneous complexation reactions in the electrolyte,
EDA and carbon dioxide and their complex with cupric ions are plotted as well. Figure
6-3(a) shows the total concentration of cupric ions, which increases along the flow
direction (left to right) within the anode due to electro-dissolution of copper in the
electrolyte solution. Comparing Figure 6-3(a), (c) and (e), it can be concluded that most of
the cupric ions exist in the copper-EDA complexc2uAm+ instead of free cupric ions. This
is due to the strong affinity of copper with amine (large K2). Therefore, the concentration
of euAm 2+ follows the same trend as the total copper, which increases along the anode,
while the concentrations of EDA and EDA- CO

2

complex,

CAmCOz

decrease due to the

conversion to the copper-EDA complex, which is thermodynamically more stable, as
shown in Figure 6-3(e) and (f). Meanwhile, the concentration of free amine is decreased
along the length of porous anode as shown in Figure 3(d), which is a natural result from
the competitive equilibrations between the two homogenous reactions. The concentration
of the free cupric ions also increases during the process, although the absolute value of
copper concentration is still very small due to the high equilibrium constants to form
complex molecules. The concentration increase of cupric ions in the electrolyte is the
driving force for the release of carbon dioxide from the EDA-CO

2

complex, by forming

the thermodynamically more stable complex with amine.

In the electrolyte spacer, no further electrochemical reactions occur, therefore the
concentrations of species remain constant. At the cathode, the opposite process i.e., the
copper electrodeposition occurs. Consequently, the total copper concentration decreases
along the cathode, which also brings down the concentration of free cupric ions.
Thermodynamic equilibration of reaction 2 drives the decomposition of copper-amine
complex and releases amine, which further complex with residue carbon dioxide. If carbon
dioxide is released from the anode by membrane separators or from the electrolyte spacer
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by an intermediate flash step, free amines will be regenerated at the cathode and can be
sent back to the absorber for next cycle of the EMAR process.
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Figure 6-4. Electric potential and overpotential in the electrodes and electrolyte spacer
under various v (solid line: v = 0.072, dashed line: v = 7.2) at Pe=25, Vceu =16.
Figure 6-4 shows the electric potential distribution of the electrode eand the electrolyte
q as well as overpotential # in the porous electrodes under different electrochemical
reaction rates. The Peclet number is chosen as 25 and the dimensionless cell voltage is 16.
It can be clearly seen that due to the high conductivity of the metallic electrode, the electric
potential is uniform throughout the electrodes. On the other hand, due to the fmite
conductivity of the electrolyte (even for concentrated electrolyte ~ 2 M), ohmic resistance
is not negligible.
The ohmic resistance is calculated from the potential difference throughout the porous
electrode and in the electrolyte spacer by integrating equation (6.15),
idi=f

Ao =
0P

Id +

0P

Id +f3 1idi
1

(6.58)

P

which is directly related to the total current density flows through the cell. As shown in
Figure 6-4, the dimensionless current density I is larger for faster kinetics, as indicated by
the larger slope in the electrolyte potential in the spacer, which necessarily introducing
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larger ohmic drop in the system. Furthermore, the red lines in Figure 6-4 show the
overpotential in the porous electrode. Since4=

-

-

Afe, the spatial variations in

overpotential results from not only the variation of electrolyte potential due to ohmic
resistance but also the generation of cupric ions in the anode and reduction in the cathode,
as shown and discussed in Figure 6-3(c), which affects the value of A eq. Take anode for
instance, although the potential difference between the electrode and electrolyte is
increasing along the axial direction, the overpotential is actually decreasing due to the
generation of cupric ions, which increases the equilibrium voltage along the anode. Under
higher exchange current density, the overpotential even drops down to zero, as indicated
by the red dashed line. This is energetically not favorable, since the porous electrode will
not be fully utilized due to the vanishing charge transfer rate near the electrode-electrolyte
interface, while the current density is not zero and continues to add ohmic loss to the system
without production of cupric ions. Therefore, for each kinetics parameter v, which is
related to the intrinsic reaction rate constant, supporting electrolyte and specific surface
area of the porous electrode, the thickness of the electrode has an upper limit.

Electronic and ionic current density under the same Peclet number and applied cell voltage,
but with different kinetics parameters are shown in Figure 6-5. Starting from the current
connector/anode interface, current is carried by the electronic current entirely. Inside the
anode, the electronic current is converted to ionic current through the charge transfer
reaction at the electrode-electrolyte interface. When the electrolyte exits the anode, the total
current density I is totally carried by the ionic species, which remains unchanged in the
electrolyte spacer and is converted back to the electronic current by the electrodeposition
reaction at the cathode. The total current is retrieved at the cathode/current collector
interface and concludes the current circle with external power supply.
For different reaction kinetics, the total current density flows through the system under the
same cell voltage and flow rate are in quite different magnitudes. By normalizing the
electronic and ionic current densities with respect to the total current density I, we can see
that all the curves follow similar trend, although the curvatures have different
characteristics for different reaction kinetics. For slow reaction kinetics, i.e., v < 1, the
slope is almost constant, indicating a relatively constant charge transfer rate in the porous
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I

electrodes. For moderate reaction kinetics, i.e., v ~ 1, the slope of the ionic current density
increases along the axial direction within anode, which indicates faster Faradaic reaction
near the electrode-spacer interface. For fast reaction kinetics, i.e., v

» 1,

the trend

becomes reversed near the electrode-spacer interface, due to concentration polarization
effect, which drives the overpotential to zero near the end of the anode, as was discussed
in previous section.
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Figure 6-5. Current density in the electrode and electrolyte within the porous electrode

and in the electrolyte spacer under various reaction kinetics, at Pe=2 5, Vceu1 = 16.
The local charge transfer rate is plotted in Figure *6-6under various charge transfer kinetics.
For slow kinetics, the Faradaic reaction rate is relatively uniform (black line); while the
rate has a rising trend in the anode for moderate kinetics (blue line) and eventually drops
down to zero for fast kinetics (red line) when the effect of concentration polarization
impedes fuirther reactions within the electrode. For cathode, the highest charge transfer

rate always occurs near the cathode-spacer interface, which drops exponentially within the
porous electrode, also indicating an upper limit for the cathode thickness.
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Figure 6-6. Local Faradaic reaction rate under various reaction kinetics, Pe=25, 7

ceu

=16.

Polarization curves are one of the most informative ways to demonstrate the performance
of an electrochemical device [167]. Experimentally this is usually achieved by running the
system under different voltage/current and record the current/voltage when the system
reaches steady state. For the paper, this is done by simulating the system under different
applied cell voltage and solve the overall current density flowing through the system under
steady state and plot the dimensionless quantities,

I vs Vcen,

which are shown in Figure 6-

7 to 6-9 under various kinetics parameters and Peclet numbers.
-= 0.18, Pe = 10
-s- V = 1.1, Pe = 10
-*- v=7.2,Pe=10
-o- V = 0.18, Pe = 100
-e- V = 1.1, Pe = 100
-e-v = 7.2, Pe= 100
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Figure 6-7. Polarization curves under different of kinetics parameter and Peclet number
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I

To see the effect of exchange current density to the device performance, polarization curves
under different exchange current densities are plotted in Figure 6-7. For small exchange
current densities, i.e. v = 0.18, the activation overpotential is large, and it requires rcei >
15 to get current density I to be around 1. For larger exchange current densities, v = 1.1
and 7.2, the activation overpotential becomes smaller and smaller, as shown by the blue
and red curves.
Studies have shown that supporting electrolyte has a huge effect on the kinetic of copper
electrodeposition and dissolution. For real applications such as in EMAR, it is favorable to
reduce the activation overpotential by choosing proper electrolyte environment which
enhances fast kinetics and porous electrodes that exposes large surfaces to the electrolyte.
Therefore, in the following discussion, we will focus on optimizing the device performance
under a reasonably fast exchange current density, i.e. v = 7.2 which can be obtained by
choosing sodium chloride as the electrolyte.
The effect of the Peclet number is clearly seen from Figure 6-7 as well, under small Peclet
numbers, Pe = 10, the polarization curves under different kinetics parameters reaches the
same plateau values which can be considered as the mass transfer limited current density.
While for high Peclet number, Pe = 100, the mass transfer limiting current is not reached
within the voltage windows of interest.
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Figure 6-8. Polarization curves under various cell voltages and Peclet numbers under fast
kinetics (v = 7.2).
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The effect of mass transfer to the device performance is more carefully studied by running
the simulations under various Peclet numbers. From Figure 6-8, we can see that under small
flow rate, i.e. Pe < 25, polarization curves follow a similar trend. The current density
increases initially with the applied cell voltage, then reaches a maximum value and stays
there even if the applied voltage keeps increasing. The current density at the plateau is
often called the limiting current density, Ilu, which can be derived from dimensional
analysis:

"r

UcTAm,0_
RTr,

FL

UcK
2DcO

Pe

(6.59)

2)

L

This corresponds to the current density which depletes the maximum amount of total
copper ions (that are bound by total amine) at the cathode. Since initial total amine
Pe

concentration is 1 M, y = 2 is assumed throughout this study, Iu is simply- . This
agrees very well with the simulation results plotted in Figure 6-8. And whenever the copper
ion concentration at the cathode is depleted, the electrochemical process in the flowthrough reactor is considered to be transport limited.
Under high flow rates, such as Pe > 100, the current density barely reaches the limiting
value within the practical applied voltage window. For aqueous system, cell is controlled
to be below 40 to avoid electrolysis of the solvent. Therefore, the EMAR process can be
considered to be kinetics limited, where activation overpotential (the exponential
increasing region) and ohmic resistance (linear increasing region) dominates the voltage
drop within the device. Furthermore, since the dispersion coefficient scales linearly with
flow rate, and depends on the specific surface area and porosity of the electrode, at high
enough flow rate, Peclet number might be capped at a certain value depending on specific
user cases. The high Peclet number regime presented here presumes a scenario where
dispersion is not significant.
An interesting phenomenon appears between the two regimes mentioned above. When the
applied potential is sufficiently high, i.e. Vceu > 20, a seemingly surprising "overlimiting
current" arises beyond the mass transfer limited current density plateau. This is due to the
homogeneous complexation reactions in the electrolyte. When the inlet total amine (EDA)
concentration is 1 M, the maximum total copper ions that can be complexed with EDA is
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0.5 M from stoichiometry. When the applied cell voltage exceeds a certain value, more
than 0.5 M total copper are generated in the anode, and cupric ions will exist in the free
from, which now increases linearly with the total current. The drastic increase of the cupric
ions concentrationECU2+ results in the "overlimiting current".

Furthermore, a two-dimensional contour plot of the current density is plotted in Figure 6-9,
where x-axis is the Peclet number and y-axis the applied cell voltage. As was mentioned
in Figure 6-8, the vertical iso-value lines at low Peclet number indicate the mass transfer
limited regime, and the horizontal iso-value lines at high Peclet number marks the kinetics
limited regime. The transition regime where more cupric ions are generated than can be
accommodated by the amine complexation capacity is characterized by a second plateau
which appears under intermediate Peclet number and high applied cell voltage.
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Figure 6-9. Contour plot of current density vs Peclet number and applied cell voltage.
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Figure 6-10. C02 generation (charge) efficiency under various Peclet number and applied
cell voltages
C02 generation (charge) efficiency is defined as the ratio of carbon dioxide generation rate

vs the total current density.

PeAtc
=

-CO

~

2

(6.60)

The current efficiency is closely related to but different from the coulombic efficiency,
which is defined as the ratio of electroactive species (total cupric ions) generation rate
versus the current density. These two efficiencies are similar to each other when the total
cupric ions are within the thermodynamics stoichiometry limit of amine complexation
capacity.
Figure 6-10 shows that current efficiency is near unity at large Peclet number and drops to
-80% t slow flow rates. Under intermediate Peclet numbers and high applied voltages,
where the "overlimiting current" occurs, the thermodynamic limit of homogeneous
complexation reactions is reached. This means that all the carbon dioxide are released from
the EDA-C02 complex by forming more stable amine complex with the cupric ions. Even
if the current can keep increasing by applying higher voltage, but carbon dioxide generation
rate will not increase and result in the drastic drop of current efficiency. Although the drop
of current efficiency is unfavorable when the current exceeds the "overlimiting current",
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higher current operation sometimes helps overcome mass transfer limitation in the gas
phase by providing higher driving force for the gas release process, which can be an
important factor to consider in practical designs.
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Figure 6-11. Concentration of carbon dioxide exiting the anode vs current density under
various Peclet numbers
The concentration of carbon dioxide at the exit of the anode is plotted versus the total
current density in Figure 6-11. As was predicted by the current efficiency, under most
operating conditions, the relationship between carbon dioxide generation rate and current
density is linear. The concentration of carbon dioxide eventually reaches a plateau of
corresponding to the inlet total carbon concentration. Although the current density keeps
increasing due to continuously increased cell voltage for each flow rate, this causes the
current efficiency to drop below unity.
By plotting the flux of the generated carbon dioxide exiting the anode, i.e. PeA Eco2 versus
the total current density,

I in Figure 6-12,

it is clearly seen that all the data points under

various applied cell voltages and flow conditions collapse to a single line: Pedeco2 = 41,
which is the limiting behavior corresponds to unity current efficiency. The points under the
curve indicates the operating conditions where the current efficiency is below 1. There are
two causes for sub unity current efficient, mass transfer limitation at the cathode (brings
the current efficiency to -80%) and occurrence of "overlimiting current", as was explain
before.
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Figure 6-12. Flux of generated carbon dioxide vs the total current density under various
applied voltages and Peclet numbers
Another way to characterize the flux of released carbon dioxide during the EMAR process
is to convert it to the gas flow rate, which is easier to measure experimentally [156]-[158].
Since we assume that all the generated carbon dioxide is still in the liquid phase, we need
to convert the liquid phase carbon dioxide to the gas phase by equating it to the standard
state gas:
(78)

Qco2 = UAA Cco 2 Vg

Under a typical operating condition: U = 4 x 10-6 m/s, A = 50 cm 2 , A
V g=

C2

= 0.75 M,

= 26.9 L/mol, the flow rate of carbon dioxide under standard state is thenQco2 =

4.0 * 10- 7 m3 /s= 24 ml/min. The current density to drive the reaction to the same extent
2FDCoJ FCo DCO JO
thnI RTKy
I = 2Fy-I. The dimensionless flux I is 4,
= 2F
is then: I =
FL LCO LPe
which is read from Figure 12 when Pe-20 considering dispersion effect). Since Pe = 20,
y = 2, A = 50 cm 2 , the total current is then I * A = 320 x 50 x 10-4

=

1.6 A.

This simple calculation indicates that the carbon dioxide flow rate is proportional to the
applied current before the system reaches the thermodynamic limit, which agrees with
experimental observations very well. The slope between the gaseous carbon dioxide flow
rate Qco 2 and the total current I A from the simulation is 2.4 x 10-7, which is not too far
from 1.4 x 10-7 as measured experimentally in a flow-between configuration [157].
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An important consideration of the process is the energy consumption per regenerated
carbon dioxide.
2

fV
=CO PeAtCO
2

_

2FDcO

The scale of the energetics index coisthen
WC02iS

cell

PeAcco2

DcO9
L

VT

Vcell
2
Y?7c

(79)

= 2yFVT= 10.4 kJ/mol.

The energy consumption of the process is studied under various Peclet numbers for
constant current operations. As shown in Figure 6-13, the energy consumption increases
almost linearly with the applied current density until the system reaching the limiting
current. For small Peclet numbers, mass transport limitation is evident from the vertical
lines, which indicates that the system is limited by mass transport of the electroactive
species to the cathode and the situation is alleviated will increasing Peclet numbers. If we
are interested in minimizing the energy consumption of the system under a certain current
density, we should choose a large enough Peclet number to make sure the device is not
mass transport limited. For example, for a desired production rate of carbon dioxide of 24
ml/min, which corresponds to a dimensionless current density of about 4, Peclet number
should be chosen to be above 15, and the energy consumption is not very sensitive to the
Peclet number as long as it is above the limiting value and dimensionless energy
consumption is around 3, corresponding to 31 kJ/mol, which is very promising compared
to current carbon capture technologies [159]. For higher desired carbon dioxide production
rate, the system will reach the thermodynamics limited regime. The energy consumption
increases steadily with higher current density in this regime and higher Peclet number is
preferred to reduce the energy consumption. Energy consumption under constant voltage
.

operation can be found in Appendix I
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Figure 6-13. Energy consumption of the process under constant current operation
6.3.2 Carbon dioxide release in the electrolyte spacer
In the first part of the result section, we do not consider the release of carbon dioxide within
the flow-through reactor and neglect the generation of gaseous carbon dioxide by assuming
high operation pressure. This allows us to focus on mass transport of the liquid phase and
understand its coupling with kinetics and the complexation reactions under the electric field.
However, in a real process for carbon capture, an intermediate flash step will be added after
the mixture stream exits the anode to release carbon dioxide from the liquid phase. The
gaseous phase contains pure carbon dioxide, which leaves the system under atmospheric
pressure, while the liquid stream becomes C02-lean and continuously goes through the
cathode to regenerate the amine.
A mass transfer coefficient is used to describe the rate of CO 2 release in the electrolyte
spacer and the driving force is simply the concentration difference between the dissolved
carbon dioxide in the liquid phase and the solubility corresponds to the pressure of
sweeping gas.
02S =

k(cco2

- cco2,S)

where cco,s = co2 P/Hco2 = 0.0193.
The overall governing equation for total carbon in the electrolyte spacer is then:
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(6.61)

t2 =

2c
0c
aCT CT,2

Deff, 2

Oc
aT,2-

2

U

Rco

(6.62)

Mass transport equation for the gas phase:

Oc

Ot

S= D

02 c

OF

ax 2

A9x

-

g

+ Rc

(6.63)

02,S

Since both the pressure and temperature of the collected gas is constant, the concentration
of CO2 is also fixed. Therefore the flux of the gas phase is simply F~g(x) =A f Rco 2 dx.

The dimensionless equations are simply:
8 2 T _ 11 822
,2
2
Ot
02 Oj2
02,

1

0

=(co2

8 r
2

gX

co2

-Rc

(6.64)

2S

(6.65)

S)

(6.66)

Pg = fNcodi
And the dimensionless mass transfer coefficient is defined askm=

-m
e

Simulations are run under various mass transfer coefficients and km =0 (black line)
corresponds to the base case without release of carbon dioxide in the electrolyte spacer. As
shown in Figure 6-14(a) and (b), carbon dioxide concentration and the total carbon
concentration will decrease within the spacer when the regenerated carbon dioxide are
released form the spacer. Furthermore, larger mass transfer coefficients result in more total
carbon concentration decrease. The decrease of total carbon concentration drives the
equilibrium of carbamate to release more amine in the spacer and the cathode, which form
complex with more cupric ions and results in the decrease of total copper concentration,
which are shown in Figure 6-14(c) and (d).
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Figure 6-14. Concentration profiles of (a) total carbon, (b) C0 2 , (c) total copper (d) free
amine in the porous electrodes and electrolyte spacer under various mass transfer
coefficient, ce = 21, Pe = 25. The black curve corresponds to the case without CO

2

release, i.e. km = 0.
6.3.3 Carbon dioxide release in the anode and carbon dioxide absorption in the
cathode
Besides collecting the regenerated carbon dioxide at the electrolyte spacer, C02 can also
be collected from the anode directly while it is generated from the electrodissolution of
cupric ions utilizing a membrane reactor design. To make the reactor symmetric, the
absorption process can be combined within the electrodeposition of cupric ions in the
cathode as well. This design completely eliminate the absorption column from the EMAR
process, which will save both capital and operational costs. A schematic of the new reactor
design is shown in Figure 6-15, where the mass transport and separation of the gaseous
phase is achieved through the walls of the membrane reactor.
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Figure 6-15. Schematic diagram of the flow-through membrane reactor for EMAR
process
In the anode, the gas release process is modeled similarly as in the electrolyte spacer. The
driving force forCO2 release is still the concentration difference from the liquid phase to
the sweeping gas, which is pureC0 2 under atmospheric pressure, cco2 ,a =

PCo 2 ,a
HCO2

(86)

RC0 2 ,a= km(CCO2 - cco 2 ,a)

For a membrane reactor, the mass transfer coefficient is define as km=[168], whereK
is the membrane permeability, and 6 the thickness of the membrane.
The opposite process is undergoing in the cathode, where the gas phase within the
membrane is high pressure flue gas with 15%CO 2 . The partial pressure difference drives
theC0 2 molecules diffuse into the liquid phase and absorbed by the free amine to form
carbamate complex. The absorption rate is described by, cco2,c
=
RCo2C =

k (cco2C-cc 0

)

co2

(6.67)

The dimensionless equations for the anode and cathode are,
2,a =km(

RC02,c=km

Ec

co2,a)

(6.68)

OC-2,C

Ec2

(6.69)

As can be seen in Figure 6-16, the concentration of total carbon and total copper within the
porous electrode are simulated under different applied cell voltages. Under the given flow
condition and mass transport coefficient, with larger applied cell voltage, the copper shift
(change of total carbon concentration) is higher, however, the concentration of total copper
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exits the anode is much lower than the inlet concentration. By decreasing Vceu from 21 to
11, the outlet concentration is much closer to the inlet condition. With carbon dioxide
absorption step integrated into the cathode, carbamate is formed within the cathode
simultaneously with the copper electrodeposition process. As indicated by Figure 6-16(d),
carbamate is the dominant species in the cathode (around 80% of total carbon), which close
to the inlet concentration at the anode.
To make sure the composition of stream exiting the flow-through reactor matches the inlet
condition, not only the applied cell voltage can be tuned, the pressure of cathode gas stream
outside the membrane reactor can also be modified, which equivalently changes the mass
transfer coefficient at the cathode. With a similar composition, the stream from the cathode
can be directly fed into the anode. This completely eliminates the absorber or a mixing
tank, which will save both capital and operational costs. Also the symmetry of the flowthrough membrane reactor allows the switch of the anode and cathode after copper are
consumed in the anode after long time operation.
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Figure 6-16. Concentration profiles of (a) total carbon, (b) C0 2 , (c) total copper (d)
carbamate in the porous electrodes and electrolyte spacer under various cell voltages,
Pe = 25, km = 10. The black curve corresponds to the case withoutC02 release, i.e.
km = 0.

6.4 Discussions and Conclusions
6.4.1 Discussions
There are still room for improvement for the model. Firstly, the copper electrodeposition
kinetics is assumed to follow a two-electron transfer process. It is observed in experiment
that the exchange current density are quite different using different supporting electrolyte
[159], which indicates different reaction mechanism, and needs to be taken into account in
the future work. Secondly, the gas phase carbon dioxide release process is modeled using
a mass transfer coefficient, as a first-order approximation. The coexistence of gas bubbles
in the anode might block the effective surface area of the porous electrodes, and may also
change the hydrodynamics of the liquid phase by enhancing the mixing within the anode.
Depending on the rate of gas generation and extent of supersaturation, nucleation of gas
bubbles may add another barrier to the kinetics of the Faradaic reactions. If any of the
effects are found to significantly alter the device behavior under experimental tests, a more
detailed model of the gas phase during the regeneration process will be required [169], and
considerable computational effect is to be expected.
6.4.2 Conclusions
This paper explores the concept of flow-through reactors as a novel design for
electrochemically mediated amine regeneration (EMAR) for carbon dioxide capture
applications. The flow-through reactor is modeled from first principle without any fitting
parameters in the liquid phase and the gas phaseC02 release process is modeled using a
mass transfer coefficient. Building on the macroscopic porous electrode theory,
thermodynamics of complexation reactions in the electrolyte, and kinetics of the
electrochemical reactions at the electrode-electrolyte interface are coupled with mass
transport of the electroactive species under the electric field. Concentration and current
distribution in the reactor are simulated to further understand the interplay between
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thermodynamics, kinetics and mass transport. Polarization curves under different flow
rates are also used to investigate limitations of the device, and characterize different
regimes, which can be used to further optimize the device performance. (The experimental
demonstration of the flow-through EMAR system can be found in Appendix J.)

To study the gas release process, two design patterns are discussed. The first case considers
the release of carbon dioxide into the electrolyte spacer, which is easy to implement
experimentally and requires minimum change to the cell design. But this design may suffer
from non-ideal flow pattern due to the coexistence of the liquid and gas phase.

The second case explores a new reactor design where membrane reactors packed with
metal foam are used as the porous electrodes for the EMAR process. The walls of the
membrane provides the contact surface of the gas phase and the liquid phase, which allows
separation simultaneously with the reaction process. In the anode, the generated carbon
dioxide are released through the membrane and will be collected as a pure a gas stream.
While in the cathode, theC02 absorption process is integrated with the electrodeposition
of copper ions. The symmetry of the flow condition and stream composition coming in and
out of the cell completely eliminates peripheral equipment, which saves both capital and
operation cost of the EMAR process.

In summary, this work provides a first theoretical framework on the flow-through reactor
design for the EMAR process. Results from the simulation can be used to guide
experimental design and device optimization. The theory framework can also be extended
to other electrochemical systems where complexation in the bulk are expected to play an
important role, such as electrochemical molecular recognition, electrochemical selective
adsorption, biosensing, etc.
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Table 6-3. Variables symbols
Name

Value

c

[mol/L]

a

[1]

x

[im]

Description
Concentration of chemical species
Activity of chemical species
Spatial coordinate

2

N

[mol/m s]

#e
#1

[V]

Molar flux in the liquid phase
Electrode potential
Electrolyte potential

[V]
2

ie

[A/m ]

Current density in the electrode

i

[A/m 2 ]

Current density in the electrolyte

3

j

[A/m ]

Faradaic reaction rate

CT,1

[mol/L]

Total concentration of amine

CT,2

[mol/L]

Total concentration of carbon

CT,3

[mol/L]

Total concentration of copper

r7

[V]

RV

[mol/m 3 s]

Overpotential
2

Volumetric reaction rate for homogenous reaction

RS

[mol/m s]

Surface reaction rate for heterogeneous reaction

Rco2

[mol/m 3 s]

CO2 release rate

Fco2
I

[m3 /s]
[A/m 2 ]

Volumetric flow rate of gaseous CO 2
Current density of the reactor

im

[A/m 2 ]

Limiting current of the reactor
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Chapter 7 Summary and future work

In this thesis, we presented theoretical and experimental analysis of electrochemically
mediated adsorption with redox active (Faradaically enhanced) materials, with applications
in brackish water deionization and waste water remediation, as well asC02 capture and
regeneration. Research findings and main contributions are summarized as below.
Recommendations for future work are also provided.

7.1 Summary of research findings
7.1.1 Theory development of electrosorption with redox active materials

1. Developed a physics based equivalent circuit model which captures all the features
(thermodynamics and kinetics) of the redox active (Faradaic) electrodes without
losing simplicity and intuition. Both a voltage dependent capacitance (from
thermodynamics, such as Frumkin isotherm) and charge transfer resistance (from
kinetics, such as Bulter-Volmer) are implemented in the model. The simulated
results matches well with the experimental measurements through cyclic
voltammetry under high concentration of supporting electrolyte, therefore mass
transfer limitation of the mobile ionic species can be neglected. Key parameters of
the redox active materials can be extracted from the model by fitting to the
experimental data. The physics based equivalent circuit model provide a
quantitatively good understanding the Faradaically enhanced materials for
electrosorption, and can act as a starting point for integration into process models.
2. Developed a theory of water treatment by capacitive deionization with redox active
porous electrodes. A new double layer model was proposed to take voltage
dependent variable chemical charge into Stern layer within the EDL. The double
layer model is combined into a zero-dimensional lumped parameter process model,
which predicts the charging dynamics during the adsorption and desorption step.
The theoretical work demonstrated the advantage of using the redox active
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electrodes, which enhances adsorption capacity thus reduces energy consumption.
And the tunability of the redox active material allows the change of point of zero
charge of the electrode material to allow enhanced or inversed CDI behavior.

3. Developed

a theoretical

framework

and

numerically

implemented

the

electrochemically mediated selective adsorption for chemical, biological and
environmental separations. The theory has detailed model of the thermodynamics
of competitive adsorption, with Butler-Volmer kinetics coupled with mass transport.
To achieve high selectivity toward target ions, the device should operate under
convection limited regime, where the convection velocity of the target anion is the
limiting step of the process. The wave propagation speed and width of the
convection front is derived analytically and numerically. The reduced order model
allows easier improvement and optimization of the device performance.

7.1.2 Experimental development of selective electrosorption with redox active
electrodes
1. Built a continuous flow electrosorption platform, equipped with three in-line
sensors, UV-Vis spectroscopy, electric conductivity, and pH to reflect the target
ion concentration, total salt concentration and pH. This enables real-time
visualization

and

measurement

of deionization

and

selective

adsorption

performance and reduces turnover time for optimization of operation conditions.

2. Developed methodology of calibrating the online sensors and synchronize them in
both time and location to allow comparison and cross-calibration between the
sensor signals to quantify process metrics, such as salt adsorption capacity, average
salt adsorption rate, charge efficiency, selectivity, etc.

3. Asymmetric redox active materials with desired properties were designed and
synthesized. The asymmetric electrode pair demonstrated high salt adsorption
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capacity, unprecedented fast adsorption kinetics (10 mg/g/min), and selectivity
toward organic acid, which was chosen as the target anions in this study.
4. Ion adsorption cell with segmented electrodes were designed and measured
independently with multi-channel potentiostat. Current responses from the
segmented electrodes indicated the convection front of ionic mixture in the ion
adsorption cell and can be further utilized to quantify specific interaction between
the ionic species with the electrode surface.

7.1.3 Extend the concept of the electrochemically mediated adsorption to carbon
capture applications
1. Developed

theoretical

framework

for

electrochemically

mediated

adsorption/regeneration of mobile electroactive species through homogenous
complexation reactions. And carbon dioxide capture/regeneration was chosen as a
case study. The model demonstrated the change of both thermodynamics (open
circuit voltage) and kinetics (exchange current) properties under homogenous
reactions with high complexation constants.

2. Transport of the mobile electroactive species under electric field with complexation
reactions were modeled in the flow-through configuration. Two regimes were
identified under various operation conditions: under low flow rate and high voltage,
the reactor is limited by mass transport of the electroactive species to the electrode
surface; while under high flow rate and low voltage, the process is limited by the
kinetics of the electrochemical reaction. In the intermediate regime, the
thermodynamics of the homogenous reactions governs the process, and an
"overlimiting current" appears in this regime due to the shift of chemical states
within the complexation reactions.

3. Pressurized the anode chamber by adding a microporous membrane. The new
design improved reactor performance. The flow-through reactor was tested under
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various current densities and liquid flow rates. The highest carbon dioxide
regeneration (current) efficiency of 90% was achieved at 1 A applied current and
10 ml/min liquid flow rate. Demonstrated the feasibility of the utilizing the flowthrough reactor for carbon capture and regeneration.

7.2 Recommendations for future work
7.2.1 Extend the redox active material and target micropollutant library
The specific interaction between the target micropollutant and the redox active material is
key for achieving selectivity. Although this thesis has demonstrated and validated of the
concept of electrochemically mediated adsorption for selective removal of micropollutant,
such as organic acid, a wider range of target ionic species and redox active electrodes
should be explored in the future. According to the initial concentration ratio of the target
ions and the competing ions, redox active electrode with proper adsorption equilibrium
constant K (or equivalently, binding energy) should be chosen to achieve selective
adsorption towards the target ionic species. The redox active material candidates can be
redox active polymers, such as quinone, carbazole, viologen or conductive polymers, such
as polyaniline [170] and PEDOT or intercalation based battery materials.

7.2.2 Capacitance matching for asymmetric Faradaic electrodes
Capacitance matching is an important consideration when designing and testing the
electrosorption system with asymmetric redox active electrodes. Imbalanced capacitance
can cause side reactions such as water splitting, which decreases the charge efficiency of
the system and deteriorate the electrode stability. Furthermore, difference charging kinetics
of asymmetric redox active electrodes may also sacrifice the overall performance of the
electrosorption system. Therefore, developing strategies for capacitance matching
experimentally and utilizing modeling approaches to help evaluate the effect of capacitance
mismatch is recommended.
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7.2.3 pH effect on adsorption vs pH enhanced selective adsorption
During the study on electrochemically mediated adsorption for selective removal of
organic acid, it was found that pH affects the adsorption dynamics a lot, some of this may
come from the effect of acid-base equilibrium of the organic acid itself. This effect has not
been studied before and is worthy of both experimental exploration and theoretical
development. The difference in adsorption affinity of the charged and the protonated form
may also be important in predicting the adsorption dynamics.

7.2.4 Energy recovery from the desorption step
Energy efficiency of the electrosorption process is typically very low, under 10% versus
the thermodynamic minimum energy requirement. This can be improved if the energy
stored in the EDL of the active material can be recovered during the desorption step in
some way. Recent studies has shown promising results that 47% energy can be recovered
in MCDI via external load [171]. But more studies need to be done in both CDI and
electrochemically mediated adsorption to explore better approaches for energy recovery.

7.2.5 Alternate electrical signal to modulate the ion adsorption behavior
Almost all the studies on both CDI and EMA utilize direct current or voltage as the driving
force for the electrosorption process. Liu et al. has shown that by applying a half-wave
rectified alternating current, uranium can be extracted from seawater and hydrogen
evolution can be greatly impeded under relatively high frequency [137]. This points to a
promising direction ofutilizing the mobility of ionic species to achieve selective extraction
of target ions.
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Appendix A Derivation of surface reaction rates from nonequilibrium thermodynamics
A.1 Kinetics of Faradaic reaction with supporting anions
For the first Faradaic reaction, the chemical potential of the reactant and product are
described as follows, where the dimensionless chemical potential is defined asft=
1

= R* + X- T
P1=x +

+X- + e-=t

RT

2

ln(ax) + zx

#2 =Io"x+ ln(as,x) + zox/J + fe + ln(a) + zeJe
ox

_

1- (OX +

s

OA)

.x
OR

For the chemical potential of the surface species, it is defined as the diffusional chemical
potential, where the total number of sites is conserved, therefore whenever an oxidized
state is generated, a reduced state is destroyed.
The excess chemical potential of the transition state is assumed to be a linear combination
of the reactant and product, together with the activity coefficient of the transition state yt:

tx= aftex + (1 - a)x +ln(Y)
where y =0

the inverse of the reduced(unbounded) state surface coverage, to indicate
R

the increase of activation energy with fewer unbounded state.
The reaction rate is expressed as:
R0x= kje-Rx(eP - eP2)
where kx [s - 1] denotes the intrinsic rate constant for the Faradaic reaction.

k
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-1aA

RSx is the intrinsic reaction rate per site in the units of s-', since surface reaction rateRF,X
is typically written in the units of mol m- 2 s-', it is achieved by multiplying the intrinsic
reaction rate with the total surface site density c,O:
R

F

_aFA(p

(1-a)FA(p

IF,1
F,X

Cs, 0R,x = cs,ok

xaxe

-

RT

-

Fy

kc,xas,xa e

RT

At equilibrium, the current density equals zero, the equilibrium voltage is:
RT
+

APegx = APeq,X

In

asxae
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Assume ae = 1, and plug in the expression of as,x,
RT

which recovers the Nernst equation, andA
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+
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The current density can be written in terms of overpotential rq for the single electron
transfer reaction:

iF,X

r7x =

A-- APeq,x

F
0:i,X (e

-e
(1-a)FRx
- e
RT

FRTx
RT_

The exchange current density is further derived as:
io,x = Fcs,o ko1Xyt- aa(ao aj)1-a
Under the assumption of a, = 1,y =

-,

e

and plug in as,x=

R

written as

to,x = Fcs, 0c (O*ax)a Ox-

A.2 Kinetics of Faradaic reaction with target anions
Similarly, for the second electrosorption reaction,
fl3=

R* + A- r OA + e-=114
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Considering the conversion of surface bounded species in the third reaction, with a surface
adsorption energy of AEad, AGA- AGO = AEad,
where Kad = L = e
X
kb

eq,A

A eq,X

Asad.

ln(Kad)

=aad

The current density can be written in terms of overpotential r for the single electron
transfer reaction:
I7A

A4eq,A
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The exchange current density is derived as:
1
i,A=

Fcs,okA -aR(aoae)la

Under the assumption of ae = 1, y=

and plug in asA =
R

, the expression can be
R

written as
O,A= Fcs 0 kA (O*a)a gI-a
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A.3 Kinetics of the ion-exchange reaction
For the surface ion-exchange reaction:
Ps

= O+X-+ A-

O+A-+X =[6

Pox+

ln(asx) + fl + In(aA) + zA/

t6 =[4A+

n(as,A) + [+n(ax) +X/J

=

fl5

P

x

= afSX + (1 - a) X + ln(y)

The activity coefficient is still assumed to be the inverse of the reduced(unbounded) state
surface coveragey =
R

The rate expression is then expressed in the unit of s-1:
Raod= kae-

e(es - eI6)=

k

1-(kyanas,x

Yt

-

k as,Aax)

where kad [s-1] denotes the intrinsic rate constant for the ion exchange reaction.
The macroscopic rate is usually expressed in the units of mol m-2 s-1 by multiplying the
intrinsic reaction rate with the surface site density cs,0 :
Rad= cs,ORa = kadkYcSa6x - kadkcs,OOAax
The other form of macroscopic adsorption rate is written in terms of concentrations of

reactants and products. Assume the activity coefficient of species A- and X- is 1:
Rad = kf cAcs,x - kbcs,AcX = kfcecS,oaAOx - kbc ecSOOAax
By comparing the two expressions, we can easily see that the relationship between the
macroscopic rate constant and the microscopic rate constant is:

k = kok /ce

kf = kok /c,
kf and kb are both in the unit of m 3mol-'s-

and ce = 1000 mol m-3.

The adsorption rate is further expressed in terms of the dimensionless concentrations which
are normalized by the inlet concentration of target anions, cAo:
Rad = kfcAcs,x- kbcs,Acx = kfcA,O cS,o (A6X - k

where Kd

- kb

kf

.

kf

Kad
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eX

= kfcA,Ocs,O(IEAOx - Kd6AeX)

A.4 Summarize the reaction network
Combining with the results from A.1 to A.3:
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At equilibrium, the equilibrium voltage of the two electrosorption reactions are the same,
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that more surface will be bounded with the target anions

with a larger equilibrium constant Kadof the ion exchange step, as well as a higher ratio
between CA,eqversus Cx,eq.

From previous derivation,
ox
6* R

(

+ In(

ce
)

Je~q,x+ In

A(Neq = A

cy,eq)

The equilibrium potential can also be written as:
=AeqA

0

de

1 - 6;
,nR

+n
+In

neq,x+in

eq = A0
16(eq= '(PqX+

-In 1+Ka~ '

~

+ In(

CXeq)

,

c0
)

A(#eq

CX,eq)

+ In

R

CX,eq

+ Kadca,eq

Also, take the electrosorption of the supporting anions as the base case, when there exists
another anions that have stronger binding affinity with the electrode surface, there will be
a cathodic (negative) shift of the open circuit voltage, indicating that the redox active
species on the electrode surface are easier to oxidize and more difficult to reduce.
On the other hand, as indicated by the last expression, with small equilibrium constant
Kad

~ 0, or when the concentration of target anion is small, cA,

~ 0, the effect of the

association with the target anion is negligible. The expression retrieves the result of
standard Nernst equation with no specific surface adsorption.
During desorption, the equilibrium surface adsorption amount can be derived in a similar
manner:
1
R,des=1

Xdes=

+

Kde(des

+

x,eq
KeAdesKeq + eddes2A,eq
Kde Ades

1
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++,eq
eAdes2A,eq

eA16desfA,eq

1+Kde6des x,eq+ed4deseA,eq
By applying a negative voltage change during the desorption step, eA4des«1,

0

R

»OA

Ox. Therefore, most of the redox active sites are recovered to the original uncharged state.
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Appendix B Derivation of the time scales under competitive
adsorption
B.1 Derivation of the reaction time scale
1

Sincec

k0

TFA(p

FA

RF,A=

=

, A

c,oRF,A = Cs, 0 k

(R,A*AeRT

koA(

c

e

a

Define

kc,Aas,Ae

Ae(1-a)AJad- OAe -adad)

K0e

ko*ef
0,A = ko,

rkf (Ak(
(1-a)Ada- Oe--anzad)

RF

Since 0* and Ox are in equilibrium and
=-e6
Kad
OR

r can be written as

ad~0(1),e

function of 6 Aonly,

1+ -Z- edead

-

1-6
Kad

Therefore,
RF,A

RT

e~q,A- in

a-A E - A, Epr q - AA
~P
A k
Ac/ad
eqAref)

sO

RF,A =

-

-

a)-adEA-l

~ a6lad6A)

At early times, when the surface is not significantly saturated, i.e.,
HcA,0

HcA 0
krefe(1-a)Adad

tr,F,ARF,A

0,A

td
vAe(1-a)A'ad

For the ion-exchange step,
Rad

=Cs,okf(CA

x- KdOACx)

1 - OA

1

+ Kad e-adI

O

Y

Rad-Cs,okf(CA (t ~ H CA,O ~I

r,adRad

6

A)- KdOACx)

H
kfcs, 0

tU

Da

Combing the results, the overall reaction time scale is then,
HCA,0
',Rad + RF,A
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6

A

« 1,

a

1

HcA,0

trA:

kfCs, ocA,o+ kree(1a)A~ad
0,Ar,ad+

1

1

rad+tr,F,A

In dimensionless form,
1
trPA-

'

1

+~

Da+vAe(1--")Aad
tr,ad

tr,F,A

B.2 Derivation of the saturation time scale
From scaling analysis,
csAo

at,

~ R ,kref((1-a)a-A

- "F,A kOA

-

(e

(e(1-a)c/adeA + e -a~adg

)OA)k

the surface coverage of target anions can be derived analytically by solving the ODE,
OA~0A,eq(1- ettsat,F,A)

1

tsat,F,A

ref
0,A
Cs, 0

(e(1-a)A~ad + e-a

ad)

Similarly, for the ion-exchange step, from scaling analysis,
Cs,O

~ Rad-Cs,0 (kfcA-

(kf cA+ kb cx

OA)

the surface coverage of target anions is then,
OA~0A,eq1

~-

ttsatad

1
tsat,ad- kfCA,0 +
kbCx,O

Combining the two reaction steps, the overall saturation time scale is then,
Cs,0

tsat,A

aO A
~Rad

+

RF,A

11
kref11
kfcA,0 + kbcx,0 + cO^ (e(1-a)Aad + e-aad)
CsO

tsat,ad

tsat,F,A

In dimensionless form,
tst=1
tsat,A - EDa(1 +

=1

Kdy) +

EvAe(1-a)Aad(1

+ e-ad)

1
tsat,ad
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tsat,F,A

Appendix C Model reduction
C.1 Derivation of the wave velocity of concentration front
Assume plug flow, fast adsorption, and local equilibrium is achieved,CA,eq = cA,O, mass

conservation within the electrosorption cell is then,
WHUc,ot = WHLCA,eq +WLCS,A
L

u-

Ueff_
eff-U
U

1

_

1

1
CsA

1+AB

HCA,o

eq

E

Similarly, for the supporting anion,
L
UeffX

t

U

U

UeffX~

1

1

1+csx
Hcx,eq

10 x,eq
E Cx,eq

At equilibrium:
eAcPad
OA,eq

1

~

e-A(ad +KdCxeq+1

1+Kc'eeA(aa+ehqad
CA,eq

CA,eq

cx,eq
KdKCX,eq

ca,eq

O,eq

e -akad +Kd ~,eq + 1
CA,eq

Since ex,eq-Y,

e,eq =

1, e < 1, also

fad= In

(a)

> 0, Kdy = e-Aad

the expressions can be simplified as:
~
~111

I ~E

1

1

Ueff=

1+E(1+

2 Ky)

E

1

1
Ueff,x

1

x

E CXeq

When y

» 1, E «

When y <

EY

eA

EY2

1
+

1, Ueff x~1;

1,e0ad

When y ~ 1,

1+

ad

» 1, Ueffx-EyeAad «1
~-6Pd_1,

Ue fX~-0. 5.
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1
1E

1

K

1+e -ad
Ey

«

1,

C.2 Model reduction
Reduce the two-dimensional model to one-dimensional model

aj
at

»

Since Pe

aji

2 e2.
1
Pez2
x

1,

a\ + a

1 a

-fu(y) +
azic
ax Pez x
2

and

ze

a^

ay

zic.-

p

are neglected.

Therefore, the equations are simplified as:
a-t

zic

a2

zic. --

+

82
~ = -u()

For surface binding sites:

aOA

= E(Rf,A + Rad)

a-=
at
+5i a z
Integrate-=- a+
j+ 2&+ (~-

E(,X - Rad)

inthe
ydirection:
i

Define:
1

CA =

Then:

idy

Id

0 aTdy

ajdy
2

9a

I 0ay5-

+a

a(i
9 p

zicus)dy

ay

= N

(9= 0)

A2

az

fa
op2 2

+ A9zAt

+ zii

aq\

yp0

a~

= -Ny,iCJ

~

dy= -(Rf,A
a + Raad) =~
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= 1) + Ny,t = 0)

=

1+a
E

at

f

2

a

Sa9

89 29

(zxx-E
at

) dy=-(Rl,

-

Rad)=

Combine all together:

CA

aCA

1 06

at

a X^

E

at

a$

E at

A

at

C.3 Derivation of the shape of the concentration wave front
Knowing that,

+a
=E(RSf,A + R~aa)

and the rate expressions can be further approximated as follows, the details about the rate
constant prefactors can be found in Appendix C.
RfAvA(e(1-a)daa+ e-azad)(Aeq - OA)

Nad= Da(eA6x

- KdOAx)Da(1 + KdY)(6A,eq

-

OA)

Therefore, we can derive a linear driving force (LDF) model as follows:

ao
~tkr (A,eq

-

OA)

kr~E(Da(1 + Ky) + ve(-)A6ad(1 + e-,ad))
Since Kdy = e -'ad

«

1,kr~E(Da + vAe 1-

4

ad

To relate eA,,(= 0) to CA,

a

-

= Sh(EA

- eA,w)=

-kd/r(Da)Ef
m

Sh=

D

1

1

1

kd/r

Sh

kr

kd/r combines both diffusion and reaction effects and is therefore a function of kr
(effective overall Damkoler number).
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Appendix D Discussion on the thermodynamics limit
D.1 Maximum desorption concentration of target anion
The maximum desorption concentration of anion:
CA,des,max-

OA,adCsOA

A
dm AHCA,
A=

6
-

E

A,ad

e-Acad +Kdy +1E

1

1

1

1
Kdy +

-

- <

1

which indicates that increasing 6 A,adand surface capacity will both increase the desorption
concentration of target anion. Since 0

A,adhas an

upper limit of 1, which requires infinitely

high voltage to achieve, it is more realistic to increase the surface adsorption capacity in
order to achieve higher desorption concentration. At the same time, the maximum
concentration is achieved only under very slow flow rate, or even a batch process.

D.2 Equilibrium surface coverage of the adsorption and desorption step
During adsorption step, the ratio of
eAhad CA,eq,ad
= 1: Kdedcadx
B: OA
Re,eq,ad:

0*:

In order to make sure the equilibrium surface coverage is mostly by
surface coverage ratio between OA,ad: 0 Rad -ad
AqIad=

in

(=

OA,

we define a final

» 1.
ln(eA,eq,ad)
lG'ad)neqad

AVcellad =6eqA +A Iad

During desorption:

06*: Ox:

1: KdeAPdes~
OA=
Rj,eq,des

eA desa
eA,eq~des

In order to make sure the equilibrium surface coverage recovers back to 0 , we define a
final surface coverage ratio between6 A,des: 0
AlPdes=

in

A

6*CA,eg,des

Rdes = Fdes

ln(Fdes)

AVcelldes

qA

« 1.

-

ln(eA,eq,des)

+ A1des

Therefore, the thermodynamics driving force during the separation cycle is:
cellad

-a

Vcelldes

A

-d

ad- A

/Inad +(nCA,eq,des\
A,ed
+i

des-

ds

If the target ions are regenerated under the maximum concentration,
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tCA,eg,ad
\e

/

-

A(Pthermo

CA,desmax

,6 Othermo

In the simulation:

ad

E

E

InAterTad
Fdes) n

= Kad= 12,s = 0.03,=E
Y

A1eq,ad

A'Peqdes

E

8

+ini

e

0.14,

n(Fad)+ln(=8

the dimensionless voltages difference during the separation cycle are about 8, which is 0.2
V at room temperature.
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Appendix E Consistent initialization
In section 4.3.4 , the initial condition and consistent initialization is discussed under an
initial voltage to be the same as the applied voltage for the adsorption step. On the other
hand, the initial electrostatic voltage can be specified directly by assuming the cell starts at
rest, which means that there is no current or overpotential when the cell is initiated,
therefore

=cinit

~cnit 0 . And the initial cell voltage Vceiiinit should be solved

consistently from the same set of equations to match the equilibrium voltage of the anode
cen,init =

eqx= A7eqxf

.Note that the initial applied cell voltage is

,xinit
R,initCX,init,

not necessarily the same as the applied cell voltage during the adsorption,
the assumption that the cell starts at rest,

feeli,ad.

the initial electrostatic potential

Under

is zero

everywhere.
i=0)=-0

In order to set up the boundary condition for the applied cell voltage such that the cell can
reach a new equilibrium state at the end of the adsorption step, a ramping function between
Venit and Ve,ad is utilized. And the time it takes to the reach new equilibrium voltage

feeli,ad

is set to 0.1, which equals the time step of the simulation. The time is chosen such

that it is not too short to make the problem suffer from the stiffness of the transition, also
not too long that the simulation results are affected by the transition time to the new state.

Since the initial transient current is small, the effect of choosing from the two approaches
to initialize the cell has relatively small effect on the overall cell performance, other than
the magnitude of the initial current. And this is confirmed by running simulations with both
initial conditions. Therefore in this paper, we took the first approach (in the main text) for
all the three cases by setting initial cell voltage to be the same as the applied voltage for
the adsorption step

cell,ad

And the consistent initialization functionality in the PDE solver

is utilized to find the initial condition of the electrostatic potential automatically by
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providing EXinit I
cellini cellad

celljinit =

cell,ad=

9

x,init and Rellinit as input, where

eq

eqX -

7
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xait -1x,it = 0.0099 and

Appendix F Derivation of Butler-Volmer kinetics with Frumkin
isotherm (regular solution model)

For

the

pA -pti =ap etrqi'2

general
i

electrochemical

reaction:

hPor d'i

The reaction rate (per site) from nonequilibriumn thermodynamics is [27]
R = k. e

-e

A

(1)

where the electrochemical potential are defined as follows,
A =

O+1n(a)+

(2)

+1n(ao)+zoj+A9+In(a,)+z,

2

And the chemical potential of the oxidized state with regular solution model is,
In(a.)=ln

00
1-0

+(1-20,)
(3)

a =- 0
0

e

°)

1 -00

The excess chemical potential of the transition state is assumed to be linearly interpolated
between the reduced and oxidized state plus the activity coefficient of the transition state,
ex

E:+ln -

+

+(1-a)Zo

+

S a+(+(-

-

+ ZA)

)= + p

Under equilibrium, the electrochemical potential of the two states should equal, A, and noticing that -ze =zo-zR =n

(4)
(5)
'2'

for the one-electron transfer reaction, the

equilibrium voltage can be derived as

A

-E) +naoae]
aR

A eq = A+eq

(6)

00 + n aa
= A46+1n
I-00
eq
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+n(1-20)

(1

And the equilibrium voltage is defined as,
A-e=
e"q =

Define the overpotential as

=A

-e

= 2

a

-

~E)E=E
=

-

+O

-

(7
(7)

Ae, and factor out the common terms,

The first term in the bracket of equation (1) becomes,
I1

e(Ajex _At)

1

a)z,

---

5aRe

+(1-a)zA
I,-

Ra

ae)1a e

a

=

-

1

a)

-

(1

oaoae)1 e(Q>)

Similarly, the second term in the bracket of equation (1) is,
fex)

e

±tA
aoa e

_Ia)

E

)

(P

2)

a.zo+zA +azR-zoy-ze]
1-4

IT
IYt1

='a(aa)

e acx?7aea
e-Ia

-aR jaoae)

Extract the common terms from equation (7) and (8), then equation (1) can be rewritten as:
iF = nFFSR=i [e~

e

(0)

The exchange current density is related to both the intrinsic reaction rate, total surface site
density, activity of the electroactive species and transition state, as well as the pair-wise
enthalpic interaction between the charged and uncharged states.
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io =

7t

s aRa

(11)

0 a)a

If the transition state occupies s sites, then,
1

(12)

it(1-0)
Note that a 0 =-0

e (1-200) OR

, a, = 1, aR = aA, and assume the transition state

1-0

occupies 1 site, i.e. s=

the exchange current density becomes,
i l-a

io = kOFF,(1 -60)s a a

0

a,

e(1

a)f (1-200)

,

R 1 -00

~"(1-

9
= kOFs Rc001-a

) s1+a

a

1

-a(1-)(12)

e(1-a)!(1-200

)

= kOFF'S

which is the same result as equation (2.5) in the main text.
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(13)

Appendix G Derivation of mass transport equations for total
concentration with homogeneous reactions
Considering all homogeneous reactions k, then

( il:=Vi,k 0.

V1,

azc.

-

-c

ili Ep(Di+Da)

at

jEp(Dj+Da)

i,iE

aX

2

ac.
-U
+aR~ +
ax

i,iUf+

- Z

,iaRj

Rv,i,k

Rv,i,k

c,i,

+

I

ac,
ijiEp

k

Since,
iikR

Y ,

ij Y

i

,,i,k

=

k

= VikRvk

i,1VikRvk
Sk

'iik~vk
i

k

'iYik'v~k=

k

0

Therefore,
aci

a2c

~,(Di +Da)

ijiEp
V 1,

ac.

c-J iUa+j{ aRsji

define:
uic

CT, =I

E

aT
P

= Ep
ati2

L

i,i(Di + Da)ai
2

U

x+

(aRsi

a

Define a new effective diffusivity for each element group:
Deffj1-

>j

j, 1Djc

)Ij

ehenydfi iinici

jDc
c

Then by definition,
azc
iiDi

a

=

a 2 CT
Deff,I

ax 2

Since Deff,i is a function of all the individual species concentration within the atomic
group, which requires extra effort to be evaluated. Two common simplifications can be
applied to allow easier computation without losing the generalization,
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Assuming the none of the chemical species within the atomic group is depleted, Deff, can
be estimated from the initial concentration of each species:
i~ i,iDici,O

Deff,,approx

z

ci,

The error of the estimationisDe,,approxDefL
Def,1

i

-

1), which is not a great concern

when the chemical species are not completed depleted in the reactor.
Furthermore, if Di is similar to each other within the atomic group, then Deff,l = DI, the
molecular diffusivity.
Since Ri = 0, except for i = 3, the governing equation for the total concentration of each
atomic group is then,
Ea atJ= Ep (Deff,i

+ Da) a22 - U

T1+ (3,IaRs,3
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Appendix H Comparison

of Tafel

plots with

the shifted

reference state
After factoring out the rate constants by multiplying the new equilibrium potential A pO' to

k( al
iloc = 2F ko

2j

a1F

dpdpR -e(2-a)F

Ap-A,6.p

-e

RT

acu2+e

)

the anodic and cathodic terms, the rate expression now becomes,
RT

(1)

With the definition of the new equilibrium potential A p/, overpotential 7' is expressed as:
r'=A/--

Aeq

=

p-

(A pr +Rln(cu2+))

The rate expression can be written as a function of overpotential as well,
1

(2-ai)Fiy'

a, F77

aEl

RTU2(eie RT
iioc = 2Fk&u+(e
2+

2

(

ko' = ko

a1

K
aanFfl1

acnFfl1

Comparing to the standard form, il0 = i (e
0

RT

- e

RT

,and

assuming&CU2+ S

(1), we can see that not only the equilibrium potential has been shifted by

In

,y

which is reflected in the expression of the overpotential, the exchange current density i =
1-

ai2

2Fkbucu2+ is also multiplied by

2)

compared with the original expression (without

homogeneous reactions) in Equation (1).

lg(iioc) vs 77 for the copper electrodeposition-dissolution reaction kinetics with and
without homogeneous reactions are plotted in Figure H.1. In the former case, the reference
state is shifted to make the activity of cupric ions 0(1).
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Figure H.1. Tafel plot of the copper electrodeposition-dissolution reaction with (shifting
reference state) and without (w/o) homogenous reaction.
In Figure H.1, we can clearly see the cathodic shift of the equilibrium potential as well as
the decrease of exchange current density under the influence of homogeneous reaction with
high equilibrium constants, which agrees well with the physical interpretation.
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Appendix I Optimization of the system performance
The effluent concentration of carbon dioxide at the anode is an important index in the
process, which determines the total amount of carbon dioxide that are desorbed during the
EMAR process. Figure I-1 plots the concentration of carbon dioxide at the exit of anode
under various Peclet number and applied cell voltage, assume fast kinetics (v = 7.2). As
can be seen from Figure 4, the general trend is that the concentration of carbon dioxide
increases with higher applied cell voltage. However, this is not true for Peclet number
unless

ce

is small. Under a certain applied cell voltage (Vce > 10), the concentration of

CO2 first increase then decrease with the increasing Peclet number. This is because the
overall process is limited by mass transport at the cathode under small flow rates, and the
generatedC0 2 are much more diluted under high flow rates. The maximum only exists
under intermediate flow rate, which is shifting towards the upper-right corner, permitting
larger Peclet number for larger applied cell voltage. This indicates the existence of an
optimum flow rate under each applied cell voltage, and can be used as a design rule to
optimize the process energetics.
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Figure I-1. Contour plotof C02 concentration at the exit of anode vs Pe and Vceu, V=
7.2
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Figure 1-2. Energy consumption versus applied cell voltage under different Peclet number
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Figure 1-3. Contour plot of energy consumption under various Peclet number and applied
cell voltage

Discussion about energy consumption
For constant voltage operations, as plotted in Figure 1-2, the energy consumption follows
a linear trend versus the applied cell voltage across the whole voltage range. This is because
the energy consumption can also be written asWcV
as long as r7c
2
PencC0 2
2yceu. Thus, ac
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is relatively constant versus the applied voltage, the energy consumption is proportional to
the applied cell voltage as well. Derivations from the linear trend appears under
intermediate Peclet number and high applied cell voltage, where the "overlimiting current
appears" and agrees well with the previous discussions.

The contour plot of energy consumption Wcoz versus applied cell voltages and Peclet
numbers are also plotted for easier comparison of the device performance under different
operation conditions. It can be clearly seen from Figure 1-3 that, under moderate applied
cell voltages, i.e. Vce < 25, the energy consumption index is not very sensitive to the
Peclet number. Under high applied cell voltage, a hot spot region appears under
intermediate Peclet numbers where the "overlimiting current" appears and drives the
current efficiency to be much lower than unity.

Optimize the operation conditions
After discussion of the system performance under combinations of various applied cell
voltage, Peclet numbers and kinetics parameters, the next step is to optimize the operation
conditions under physical constraints of the system parameters. As was mentioned before,
the dimensionless exchange current density has a huge impact on the device performance.
Meanwhile there almost always exists huge uncertainly of this parameter, due to the
intrinsic wide range of exchange current densities under different electrolyte environment
[172]. However, P is more of a part of system properties than an operational parameter
since once chosen, it cannot be easily changed without significant modifications of
components within the system. By properly choosing electrolyte environment and porous
electrode materials with high electroactive surface area, we can tune this parameter towards
a desired range. High 9 valves are usually preferred to reduce the activation overpotential,
which need to be experimentally tested and determined to be used in the simulation.
Therefore, optimization of the system performance will be done by tuning the two
operational parameters, applied cell potential and flow rate, i.e., Pcen and Pe.
From a practical point of view, we would like the system to operate under high current
efficiency, with high carbon dioxide generation rate and low energy consumption. Since
under high current efficiency, the carbon dioxide generation rate is proportional to the total
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current density. The optimization problem can be reduced to the following objective
function:
min J = 2Wco2 + (1 - )/1 - I)

VcellPe

-Wcoz
Wco 2

Wco2

41

Vceil,max

2y

2

Z

Z

I

him,max

Pemax
2y

100

-

2y

where Wco2 and T are the normalized energy consumption index and the total current
density. A is the weight factor in the range of 0 and 1, which is an application specific
parameter depending on the importance of energy consumption concern versus the carbon
dioxide regeneration rate. It is evident from the objective function that these two objectives
are competing with each other. In order to achieve high current density, both icei and Pe
need to be high, as indicated by Figure 1-4. In terms of keeping current efficiency near
unity, intermediate Peclet numbers in the range of 40 to 60 should be avoided under high
Vce-. For energy consumption concerns, the small applied cell voltages are preferred and
is not very sensitive to Peclet numbers.
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Figure 1-4. Contour plot of objective function under Peclet number (log scale) and applied
cell voltage, A = 0.45
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Taking all the factors into consideration and plot the objective function as a contour plot
of applied cell voltage and Peclet number under A = 0.45 in Figure I-1. It can be seen that
there are two regions where the objective function is low, one lies in the region where the
Peclet number is high the applied cell voltage is around 30, corresponding to conditions
which achieves high overall current density, the second region appears when the applied
cell voltage is low and is not sensitive with respect to the Peclet number, corresponding to
the conditions to achieve low energy consumption. For all the combinations of Peclet
number in the range of6 and 100, and applied cell voltage between 1 and 41. The minimum
objective function occurs under ice 1= 31 and Pe = 100.

Comparing Figure I-1 and Figure 1-4, it can be seen that the optimized system behavior is
achieved under the kinetics limited regime, which is quite different from traditional flow
through reactors for copper deposition applications, which are usually operated under the
mass transfer limited regime [164], [173], [174]. Therefore, for the latter, it is assumed that
the concentration of copper at the electrode surface is near zero, and the process is limited
by the mass transfer limitation of the electroactive species from the bulk to the electrode
surface due to the fast reaction kinetics. The reaction rate is completed described by the
mass transfer coefficient which is derived from the Sherwood number through
dimensionless groups, such as Reynold and Schmidt number [164], [175]. The mass
transfer limited regime is especially common for water treatment applications, since the
aim of the flow through reactor is to reduce the concentration of cupric ions in the effluent
stream from 1000 ppm to the order of 1ppm [164]. For the EMAR process, the Sherwood
number is estimated from the operating conditions, such as flow rate properties of the
electrodes, porosities, specific surface area and physical properties of the electrolyte
solution, such as diffusion coefficient and viscosities, utilizing the empirical relationships
summarized by Langlois et al [176], [177], it is found that the mass transfer coefficient km
is greater than the convection flow rate, indicating that the EMAR process is not external
mass transfer limited under the operating conditions of interest. Different operating regime
indicates that different design and optimization strategies need to be used for EMAR
reactors than the conventional flow through reactors [178].
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Appendix J Experimental

demonstration

of

Flow-through

EMAR system

Figure J-1. Experiment set-up of the flow-through EMAR reactor
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Figure J-2. Polarization curves of the flow-through reactor under different flow rate.
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